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Donald Benjamin 

I see many smiling faces after 11 how~s of riding today, 
I have been talking t"o a ?\umber of you since we got here 
and I see that you reali:ze the importance o:f what we did and 
why we di d it", so that you could see some o:f the things that 
help to make "the totality of the picture about Israel, its 
problems, its concerns, its strengths, its weaknesses. 

I'd like to t"ake a moment before Herb starts speaking this 
evening, becaus-e the que'Stion has bee;n raised on a number 
of occasions in the last 8 or 9 days 1:1.bout what is the 
Cabinet and what does it do and why does it exist and things 
of that sort. I told you when we left Vienna that the Cab
inet was the dream of Herb Friedman, because he fel.t that 
there was a gap in the leadership of the American Jewish 
communtty and based upon his experiences he realized that 
as long as Israel would need us and that there would be 
problems in our local Jewish communities, that there was a 
need for a coterie of young men to become involved in the 
problems that concern the survival of Jews and Judaism and 
Israel and they would not wait until they were 50 or 60 yeeo-s 
old to make their mark, but would start when they were in 
their 20's and their 30's, who would devote a great deal of 
ti.me and e:ff ort because they want a better life for their 
kids and for themselves. And because they believe in this 
country that we are in todayo 

It 's an exciting thing that happened as a result of that 
dream. Today, in the United States in 1972 there are 67 
either present cabinet members or past cabinet members who 
are chairmen of UJA campaigns in the largest 100 cities in 
the United States and there are some 120 odd men who are 
presidents of the 200 or so odd federations in the United 
States who have been associated with this programo So this 
sounds like we have a:ccomplished somethingo I think we truly 
have. This group ha:s tu.med on in a sense the American Jew
ish community because we have shown c1ur elders that we really 
care about it, that we are concerned about it, that we are 
ready to put our efforts forward, put; our money where our 
motrths are and to do something to make it better o 

I 'd like to take a moment to introduc:e to you people who 
are part of this mission who are part of the Cabinet. I 
purposely did not do it earlier, becsLuse I wanted you to feel 
that this is as it is - a group of 81 people all identical 9 
but I do think at this point that you should know who are 
cabinet members. As r call the nameB will you please stand 
up - Art Brown from Chicago, Conrad Uiles from Detroit 9 Dave 
Gill from Los Angeles 9 Robert Kadis j~rom Goldsboro, Larry 
Roth from Syracuse, Arnold Sweet fron1 Dallas, Wayne Wisbaum 
from Bu:ffalop Neil Cooper from Boston 9 Clifford Isroff from 
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Akron, Art Roth from Albany, Norm SaIJLet :from High Point 
and Bill Wedren from Clevelando 

They are representatives of a cabinet of 200 strong who 
are doing their things and this is the guy that's respon
sible for it. Herb, do your thing. 

Herbert Friedman 

Somebody's doing ·s.ame:thingo Nobody w·ill want to tape this 
one, th.is is a d:i:f:ferent kind of a speech altogether. 
This is a speech which is to be giv&n at 9 o'clock in the 
morning to pe-opl.e who have had a very very small breakfast 
a very, very long night's sleep, who have sharp pencils and 
p_a!~~"w'ho are very, very alert and bright and who are cap
able of analyzing caref'ully and critically and substantively 
long col'Olils of :figures with decimal points and percentages 
and that's exactly the condition you are in right now. So 
that I am doing the thing that I was asked to do, but I think 
t hat if you are smart you will have fallen asleep long before 
I get done and then when I get through with all of this some
body will wake up and ask me a provocative question and we 
decide whom to shoot tomorrow morning. Then we'll get back 
on the track to where we were once before. 

However, there are some penalties you have to pay for this 
wonderful , wonderful trip you're havingo You are allowed 
to drive all along the Lebanese border for 12 hours, you 
are allowed to do all kinds of marvellous and wonderful things .. 
You should hear what's being planned for you here now , oh 
boy. Therefore what you have to do to pay for that is digest 
these figures .. Once you digest those, you will know more 
than any young leader, middle age leader , old leader, baby 
leader, geriatric leader.. Nobody kno·ws these figures , not 
that they aren't available because th·ey are all printed in 
the documents .. I didn ' t make themi up out of my head or mem
orize them, bu:t nobody reads the figures o So 1f you come 
home with one little piece of paper like this, you will 
seem like some fantastic kind of guru who went there on top 
of the mountain in Haifa where Elija 1one sacrificed to the 
prophets of Ba'al and you learned all of this magic stuff 
and you -came out knowing thi.ngs that inobody knows o So I 
would recommend that you take the back of the menu with a 
penci l , wri-te this thing down and I ' 1.1. explain it to you 
and i:f you have already used the menu for passing notes 
to ~ach other then you're wastefulo 

He,r·e ' s what thi s i so Don is very ver:.r insistent that you 
people get to take over by evolution, not by my means, the 
American Jewish community. Now you'v<3 done it two-thirds 
o:fthe way, you got to do it the other third of the way. 
These figures will explain to you what the compaign in Americ,e. 
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means in terms of human needs here in Israelo Now 
let's stop al:l""the h.oTsing around and let's get to realize 
what's all th±s- money raised for, what's done with it and 
I think you ~an get one or two kinds of speeches. You 
can get a speech of gorgeous fantastic oratory telling 
you what's done with the money and you'll never know when 
it's all overo A~ter you come out of the fog of hypnosis 
you won't know what the speaker said because he didn't 
give you any fact-so He kept telling you that he didn't 
want to burden you with facts, so he didn't and so you 
don't know any. The other way is digest a few figures 
the hard way and then the whole picture will come very 
clear as to what Israel's needs are outside of the field 
of security which doesn't show on this charto 

Now what this chR"'ri;- has got is this and people who are 
out of range of it, if they just move their chairs and 
get into range, thezeare three columns on the left here, 
this one, this one, and this one, are three columns of 
figures for the present fiscal yearo This up here says 
1972/730 The fiscal year that we are now in which goes 
until March 31st, this is now November, we are two-thirds 
through the fiscal year and so these are current figureso 
The column on the right here, the one thin column on the 
right is for the fiscal year 73/74 beginning April 1st 
'73 but these figures on this column really apply to the 
1973 UJA campaign, next year's campaign that you're 
preparing for nowo Okayo I have put the total on the 
top in case I got down the bottom here and it got obscured 
and you cou1dn't see ito The total of these three columnso 

The first column here says budget of needs - 775 million 
dollarso In other words, and that's the one big word in 
this talk tonight, 'if' - if 775 million dollars had been 
raised, if it had been raised and made available, that's 
the amount that was really and truly needed and underneath 
it there are 10 items which add up to 775 and these are 
the items which show how 775 million dollars sould have 
been spent if it had been made availableo 

The second column shows the reductions that were made 
in these 10 items because 775 wasn't availableo The third 
column shows the operating budget, for 465 was made avail
ableo 465 million was made available, not 775 milliono It 
was 310 million dollars short and 310 million dollars 
short meant that a lot of things had to be cut and the cuts 
are right down here in this middle columno 

Okay, now that ' s the framework of this tableo Now let 
me begin with the itemso Immigrationooofor immigration we 
wanted to spend 74o7 million out of a total of 7750 We 
didn ' t have 7750 We had to cut this down to 57 milliono 
Right - instead of spending 74t, we could only spend 570 
We cut 17o4 million or 24%0 There was a 24% cut on that 
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itemo The figure~ that are in the parentheses are the 
percentages of the cut, just statistically interesting, 
that's all. 

Under social welf'are services we wanted to spend 55, we 
wound up being able only to spend 28 - we had to cut 27 -
almost 50% had to be cut. Under health services 84.3 -
we cut it way dawn. t:o 34.~ - we knocked off 50 million 
or 60% got kncrck:Ed- oi'f:i:n the category of health and by 
the way I'nrgo±:ng-t:o go back over these and explain to you 
no~ in great det~ but just very quick sentences what 
got cut out. Education here in this column means high 
school educat±an and pre- school education. Let me tell you 
one thing about education in Israel because it's very inter
esting-and as pcrrents this subject is close to youo Primary 
school education in Israel is free and its compulsory and 
it ' s obligatory by law and the government has to pay for 
it and you can't spend one penny on it, because no tax 
deductible money- can be spent on something which the gov
ernment is obligated to do by law. Pre-school education9 

3-year old and 4-year old and high school education from 
the 9th grade to the 12th is not obligatory by law9 not 
compulsory in th1s country, not free in this country and 
so we can spend .money on it . 

So education in this category refers to three and four 
year olds and fTom the 9th grade to the 12th. We wanted 
to spend 5708 million - we could only take 33.6 We 
had to cut off 24 million or almost 45%0 Higher education 
is universities - 88 million, we had to cut off 15t, we 
only spent 72t. You paid for almost the whole bill of 
higher education in this country - about 75% of it you 
paid foro What the kids in this coutry can pay for by 
tuition is pitifully small. You had to put 88 million 
dollars into that pot, but you didn't have that much. 
However , this is one item that we cut down very little, 
we only cut this down 18%. Health we cut down 60%. Higher 
education we only cut down 18%. These are value judgements 
you have to make and it's very hard to make value judgements 
like that , it's the most painful thing in the world to sit 
at a meeting-and figu:re out how should you cut and what 
should you cu:t ·and in what proportion and where's the 
priority and is the priority with the body or is the 
priority- rith the mind . And we have decided the prioi ty 
is with~tn-e m±ndo And that's why health got a big cut and 
the care of the body takes a big cut, but the care of the 
mind takes a small cut. 

Youth ca.re we had originally started out saying that we 
needed 31 -m±llion, could only spend 19, cut of 12 - that's 
40% almosto Agr±cultural settlements, I want you to know 
what that- re-fers Tc>, it does not refer to kibbutzim which 
are mogtj.y "independent and self-sufficient, it refers to 
moshav±m wh±ch take in new immigrants, lots of new immi-
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grantso We try- to s-attle as many people as possible on the 
land inst'ead of- izr-the cities, but when you take new immigrants 
who are not' farmers and you push them out onto farms , you 
have got to assist- them, you got to put in training , you 
got to put in aows whiuh they kill through neglect and you 
got to put in more cows and they ruin the chickens because 
they don't know how to handle them, so you got to supply 
more chickens and the: am.ount of waste - well that's the 
wrong word - the-aJIJmmt of attrition that takes place through 
inexperienceo The lea:cning process is expensive, that's allo 
So ever ything that's-called support of agricultural settle
ments - we 're taking- in new immL grants - 43 mi llion - we had 
to knock of f 10 million. of it and only spend 330 Housing, 
the biggest single item of the whole ten - 298, almost 300 
milliono If we had raised 775 we would have spent 300, almost 
3/8, the biggest hunk, on housingo Because that's the great
est need and so· housing took the biggest cut o We cut i t 
right in half, 5<>% knocked off 150 million and spent 150 
million. Admin1stration is nothing - 3 million. We cut 
that down a hal±> a million to 2.6. Debt s ervice - if you 
don't pay the interest and something on the principle, t hen 
your cred'it is no damn good and we are carrying a debt 
load now which is so enormous that it's almost 40 mjJJion 
dollars a year in interest. We owe almost 400 million 
dollars - we are paying almost 10%. And the debt service 
you can'-t ±>ool around with very much. We cut it ten percent -
inst-ead o~ 38,7 - 34.7 . But we didn't have much room to 
play with there because you better keep your line of credit 
with the banks in proper shape, or you can ' t go borrow next 
time. 

Let me go to next time and let me show you the figures in 
this crolumn here. For the next coming fiscal year 73/74, 
but forget the '74, it's really 1973 - from Apri l 1st until 
December 31st o~ 1973 is 9 months and it spills over for the 
first 3 mont hs of '74. The total would be 785 instead of 
715, but you reall y have to look at the breakdowno Immi
gration - we thought we would be able to spend 74 - we 
should really spend 89 next year, because of the increased 
number of Russians coming in. Now I don't know what the 
hell we ' re going to be able to spend, because if we don't 
raise 785 and it doesn't look to me right now as though the 
next year's campaign is going to make that kind of a jump 
as it shou:l.d, we-are going to have to cut this budget tooo 
What we ' ll- be able to cut this 89 down to depends on how 
many Russians come in. 

Social welfare we said 55 and we only spent 28, next year 
we are budgetin-g it for 74 instead of 550 Again, because 
we keep hoping that we can take a crack at the poverty 
problem that I told you all about, or something about. 
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Health - we're b~dgeting it for way less - 65 - I mean we 
have such a bad situation with it this year - 84 and only 
spending 34 - that Wf!' said, what the hell, why kid our-
selves 9 and we knuw t"hat if we get in trouble with nex-t 
yearv s budget tha-t tna.t' s the first item we 're going tio 
slash again. So the hall with it 9 no sense putting it in 
at 85 - put it in at" 65-±o begin with and you'll cut it 
down from 65 to 25 .may'be~ If you've got to cut comething, 
that's got to take the biggest cut againo 

Education - 57.8 UJI-.l;o. 650 Higher education 88, down to 
83, because what- we're saying is that the Ulllversities 
have got to go ~o more and better fund.raising on their own. 
You got one or t"wo ways of handling ito Either a moratorium 
in wh.l.ch they are not allowed to raise any money in th1e 
United States a:t all which was the case two years ago 
which I was very much in favour of and if they are not 
allowed to raise any money at all, then we've got to f •oot 
the whole b1ll, but if they are out of the way as fund·
raising competition~ then the UJA campaign can raise more 
money and that's why I was very much in favour of the inor
atorium two years ago. I was in favour of retaining it 
this year. I was outvoted o There is no moratorium th:is 
year.. The uni vers'i ties are all out on their own raisi~ng 
money in the States. Therefore, if that's the case then 
let them go and really raise money and let us get more 
and more and more o-f'f the hook . I mean either or. Either ~ 
they don't ra.'i'S"e" any money, then we got to foot the whole 
bill and have a better campaign because they don ' t raise 
money, or if you think the o:ther way, that they can r.aise 
a lot of dough and not interfere with us, fine, then let 
them.. really raise a lot of dough and let us a little bit 
off the hook on this item. Now it isn' t much from 88 
down ~ 83, but it's a symbolic move downwards. You:th 
care - 31 up to 36 . Agricultural settlements - about 
the same. 43 , 45, that's just an inflationary factor o·f a 
couple of million dollars. It will cost a couple of 
million more next year to do the same thing we ' re do:i.n_g 
this year. Housing - 300 - 284 - it's a purely arbitrary 
figure 9 completely arbitraryo We could have made it 3500 
You can do as much or as little as you want in the field of 
housingo Administration is the same 3. 1, putting it i :n at 
4 - interest is the same - 38o7, here it's 400 That's a 
round number. So next year looks like 785 - 775 million. 

How much wi ll we have available next year will depend 
upon how good the campaigns are around the world o Where 
did this 465 million come from? The campaign in the U.nited 
Sta~es we ' re assuming will produce 2750 The campaign ~rom 
other countries will produce 90. Contributions here in 
Israel will produce 25 9 can you believe that, on top of 
their taxes and on top of everything else. God bless them. 
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Fifty million bo11owed-in the United States on the credit 
of the UJA, 25 mrl11on burrowed in other countries on the 
credit of the UJAo Add up those five items what have you 
got - you ' ve got- to have 465, you better haveo 

Now, that may look complicated but I really think if you 
grab that chart amt look at it, it's quite simple. This 
is all based upon arr immigration of approximately 60,000 
persons o~ whom appraxtmately 30 ,000 are Russianso The 
items that come heTe -nnder imm.J.gration are - I'll just 
read them off fast - documentation, that •s the red tape 
business that you pay off in Russia, a thousand bucks for 
the normal Visa, not ransom tax for the academic personso 
Everybody costs a thousand bucks, a little more now, about 
1,1000 Special services for professionals 9 constructing of 
new hostels to put them in as the immigration gets bigger, 
social integration, loans and grants for special cases f'or 
equipment. doc~ors, dnrtists, architects who need profession
al equipment. f1nancial aid during the transition period, 
adjustments, all other items under immigration and absorp
tion includ~ng absorption centers~ maintenance of families 
for six months, etco You all know that picture pretty well . 

Under social welfa:re-servicers comes old age grants, relief 
payments , constructi...an of homes for the agedo We cut that 
out complet~ly , one of the things we cut out hereo We had 
8 million dollars pat- in for building homes for the aged -
we cut out eigh~ million dollars - zero was allocated for 
building homes ~or the aged - zero. I mean if you are 
going to slash 310 million bucks, you got to cut out a lot 
of things, so even 8 million dollars for homes for the aged 
causes a lot of Strl'fering on 15-20,000 old people and only 
saves you eight mill-ton, but if you don• t chop off every 
eight million y<:fTI can put your fingers on, you'll never get 
to chop out 310 0 Education I told you about o Scholarships 
for high schoulso We bad 25 million in scholarships for 
kids. Do you know wba:'t it costs to go to high school in this 
country? It costs" about 1100 or 1200 pounds a yearo You 
know what-it costs to go to university - 900 - it costs more 
money to go to high school than it does to go to universityo 
And we have to throw some money into the high school program 
in order to provide scholarships for kids of sephardic fami
lies and pour fmnilies and Russian immigrant families who 
aren 1 t on trre:tr feet- and they' re not making it o But if you 
came to tln.s cuuntry as a new immigrant from your western 
background with your emphasis on education and your special 
Jewish bel±e:f on educat;j.on, isnut the first thing that you 
would want t-o do- ±a ~o get your kid into school if he• s of 
high schoCTl age- and if you can't afford 1200 pounds, because 
that ' s roughly two months wages, two months wages for a year's 
tuition for a kid, supposing you got two kids, how do you 
take four months wages to send two kids to high school? 
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You can' t do i to We have budgeted 25 million dollars for 
schola-rshj_p aid for kids for high schoolso We wound up really 
allocating at milliono We chopped the item hard and we did 
a hell or a lot of damage and we hurt a lot of familieso 
But what are you going to do , the money isn ' t thereo 

Higher educcrtion I told you, that ' s the universityo There 
are 7 Wliversities in this country, 45,000 students going 
to higher imrtitutions in this country, that's allo Out of 
2t m±llion JSWS' we go-t 45 ,000 going to universi.tyo No goodo 
No goado We ough"t to have a hundred, we ought to have 2000 
If we are not the people of the Book, what are we? 

Youth care and training, that s mostly institutions for 
retarded kids and orphaned kids and sick kids and handi
capped kids, it ' s not a lot of money to talk about 30 million 
dollars being required for youth care in a whole nation~ 
wha"t-' s 30 miilion dollars and we can't even spend that, we 
spent less than 200 

Agricultural settlements, I told you what that waso Housing, 
that ' s ~learo Where we did the big chop by the way was we 
waniied to allocate 40 million dollars for housing for young 
couJ!les in this countryo We cut it in hail , we only took 200 
We wanted ~o bu1ld 203 millions of dollars of apartments for 
immigrants - we cut it in half, we took 1130 So we hit the 
tw~ areas the hardest where the people were the most needy 
and the general adminjstration and the debt , you can' t do a 
damn t!n.ng about that o All r ight , full stopo That ' s enougho 
I'm not k:I.dding you, it seemed like I was horsing around in 
my opening remarks, but I "Wasn' t o I tell you in all serious
ness tbat there is no president of a federation or chairman 
of a campaign or top member of the Executive Committee of 
the UffA or any C'ity in America where a guy could give these 
figures as quickly and as neatly and to know the details of 
what the breakdown is on this as I have Just given to you 
111 20 minutes and if' you know this , you know the guts of 
what this campaign is all about o 

I said that there is an item missing here , this is security 
and I just want you to understand one thingo When we want to 
take money and put i:t- into a welfare program like this and 
we can' t du it because we can ' t raise enough, what happenso 
The gervice that was supposed to be performed gets cutp or 
the Guvernment of Israel has to come in and pick up the t abo 
Now the Government- ~ Israel is limited by one very simple 
thing - its defense costso And the Government of Israel is 
today- spend:nrg a fantastic proportion of its annual budget, 
ove-r 40% on de-fense o So if we can't put as much in housing 
as we should ptr1i in and if the Government of Israel sayso 
Louk-, you -gays can't build the houses for the young couples, 
but we better ge-t-the housing for the young couples or their 
m~~le wi·ll sag and there will be a big crisis in the countryo 
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If the Govermnent of Israel is going to pick up the rest of 
the tab for th:e ~ousing, where are they going to take the 
money -frrOIIl, ·they are going to take the money from d3f ense o 
And that's· a: very tough decision to put them up against the 
ropes and force them to make that decision and that's what 
we did tu i;he tune of 310 million dollars wortho We made 
them: decrlde that either they would cut the services or they'd 
st-eal the money off the security budget with all the risks 
that that-~mplies and that's why it's a very serious thingo 
If there-were no security problem behind this and if w~ said, 
We-l-1 ge-e-wh±z, we wanted to do 775 million worth of work, 
but we- c·ouJ:dn•t quite make it, we only can do this 465 worth, 
Mro <k>vernment-9 please you want to do the other 310, pick up 
the tab-sir, · less than half - we're doing more than half' of 
it and- i::f the Government had the leeway to do that it wouldµ't 
be such a s-er±ous matter, but as strapped as the government is 
with the war problem, that 310 becomes impossible. They can't 
meet ·ito That's over a billion two hundred million poundso 
The whold budget of this country is only 17 billion poundso 
The whale budgeto So to pick up a billion two that we fall 
short on, they can't do it, no wayo So the net result is the 
services get cut and · get cut. 

Now ~ you got the picture clearly and if you really take these 
figures down and if you really understand them for this year 
and for next year , boy you're way up on top of intellectual 
and stat-istical comprehension which lies behind the emotional 
compre!rensiorr that you're getting nowo I ' d like to finish and 
then I ' ll answer questions, by talking about this emotional 
comprehensiono The emotional comprehension means that you say, 
I am- emot±omdly identified with this o I am part of this o I am 
with -thiso I am committed to thiso Come what may I am committedo 
And I have tarked to you in Vienna about the word commitment 
and identifying your life with the survival of this country 
and the people in it and its future and the future of all Jews 
who have to come hereo Now I'd like to tell you that one 
boomerang has come back to me from this heavy emphasis that I 
gave· you on long range commitment o The boomerang that came 
back wa:s my- God, the guy is telling us that we are going to 
have to :fight a war for another generation, that we are going 
to ha:ve to take in immigrants for another generation, the guy 
is telling us we have to be committed for another generationo 
The figures that the guy is giving us are overwhelming and 
the l:oomerang that comes back is people start to sayo The prob
lem is ~oo big for uso How many people here in the last three 
or four days have said that or thought it, let's be honest, 
hands up o How many people have said it or thought it ? Damn few, 
I ' m surprised to see , okayo 

I would like to reassure you that the problem is not too big 
for us , or for you, that iso No matter how hard it ' s going 
to bep no matter how overwhelming these figures may seem to be, 
it 's not too big for us to handle, it's just not , because what 
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we ' ve hand-led- ±rr tire past 25 years that have brought us up 
to this- pcrint- !ra:s rreen much harder and much tougher tha:n 
what we have- yet- fating us in the futureo What we have ,got 
to go, t"'heToe:nt-·vre· have got to traverse yet is nowhere :near 
as dif:ficu1.t-tre1'ore we see the light at the end of that long 
tunnel, heca:r:rs-e-i-f- you can possibly project yourself bach 25 
years ago amt-th±nk -of what that tunnel looked like froun 1948 
and it l-oolre<t l'ike it would stretch endlessly forever o In this 
city of Hai:fa in l.9'48, 1948 there were scores and score1s of 
thousanus, 1GO, 150, 200,000 people living in tents on the 
lower slopes of th±s-· city where there are now apartment houses 
and every~i:me you drive around this city and you look i~t the 
apartme:rrt- houses creeping up the side of the hill, think in 
terms u~ ~aINas -t-ent"s and if you began in 1948 to look 19.head 
and sayt My- Go.d, I have a quarter of a million people l :i ving 
here antler canva-s who came from camps in Europe, what the 
he-J.l anr 1 go±ng tu- do with tl:sm, how am I going to digest them? 
There -was no hotel like this hot-el in the city of Haifa 25 
years ago, there was no food to eat, there was no printied menu 
for food to eato There was a very simple thingo Eggs w,ere 
rat±on~d-, you got- one a weeko The diet for protein was :frozen 
fish that-wa~ ±Ill.ported from Norwayo You ate it till it came 
out o""f your ears, three meals a dayo If you looked at the 
thing in 1948 and said: Where the hell is the light at the end 
of the tunne-1, you couldn't see it, but when we compare the 
road we'-ve travelled up till now with the road that I 'm laying 
out ahead of you that has yet to be travelled, the future is 
much easier than -the past o There is no need to be oppr1essed 
by a fee±ingthat the problem is too big to solveo The problem 
is horreniiotrs , the · figures are going to go up and up and. up 
and uv every yea:r, this is 775 9 785 million. A few yea:rs from 
now we 'll be talking about a thousand million. It's a 'billiono 
But do you want t-o know somethingo The campaign in America can 
raise a -ha:l-:f a b±llion dollarso The campaign around tht3 world 
can ra±se- a ·quarter of a billion dollars instead of a hill!ldred 
milliono Morreyisn'-t what it was 25 years agoo Money :is so 
relatively cheaper now and easier and floats more swift:ly o 

The task ahead is long, it's going to require your comm:i tment 
for your lifetime, not five years and not one year and not three 
yearso But it ' s not insuperableo Nobody could say that in 19480 
Anybody who stood up in 1948 and said: The task is not :insuperable 9 

I promis·e you, I gu:a-rantee you success. Anybody who stood up 
and sai.d that in 1948 was not a prophet 9 he was simply a fool and 
nobody talked that wayo In 1948 people talked with great great 
bravery and with great confidence about a dream that th~3Y wanted 
to work to make trtre and they wanted to lay their lives down to 
make it come true and the war of 1948 took an awful tol1 -6,000 
people, when the population of the country was 600,000o One 
pe-rc-en-t- -o-f -the people died in the War of Independenceo ~rhat' s a 
staggering f"igureo fure percent of the people diedo And even with 
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that willingness- to- give l"ife, no leader would have dared to 
have made an assertion that he would guarantee the safety and 
the security and -t?:re-success of the country - noo 

Today, today, responsible leaders can guarantee that to you 
provided there i~ a -measure of support from a loyal, resi
lient , flexi ble Jew±sh people in the worldo In other words, 
we are in a pcrsi:tion to promise you much more today than we 
were 25 years ago and that should be a very encouraging th.ingo 
I'd simply like yon -t-o think of it this way. Every year that 
goes by the;t;- we- have- to fight a war blood and treasure are 
lost. Every-year tmrr goes by that we have to fight to take 
in more immigI"ant'S, money and nervous energy and we ' ll have 
all kinds of casua:lties of men who will die of he~rt attacks 
from overworking themselves to build this country, but look, 
every year that goes by, I don't care if we're fighting a 
war, I don't care i:f-we'Te nressed with immigration 9 I don ' t 
care what problems we have, every year that goes by we 9re one 
year older and one year stronger and one year richer and one 
year closer to ultimate maturity and let's go on like this 
for 25 and all that will happen at that point is that we will 
have a populat-ion of five or six million like I keep telling 
you and I dan't care if these figures go to 2,000 million 
which they could very well go to by 25 years 1;;rom now. So what. 
So the Jews of the world will be raising 1,000 million and 
we'll still be cutting the needs in half , but look at where 
we'll be , look at where we'll be 25 years down the pike from 
now. 

So I don 9 t want anytrody ever to have the feeling that no matter 
how bard the job is, -that it's an impossible one or that it 9 s 
a self-defeating-cme-or that it's too big for us to handle or 
that what ' s the use crf my effort. You see the point is when 
you get into that :frame -of mind you say to yourself, what's 
the use of my e:fi'ort-, -what can I do about this, what ' s the 
difference if I gi-ve another 1,000 dollars, what's the diffe
rence if I work another year harder, what's the difference if 
I take cha~rmanship, what ' s the difference if I steal time away 
from my wife and my-kidB, none of it matters , I as one person 
can ' t do anything about this. This is too big for meo That's 
the mood that I don '-t- want to set into any one brain 'for one 
minute, because it's not true. 

Every extra 1 ,000 dollars does count and when you guys get 
together tonight to start putting some money on the table, put 
it on the table in the right quantities and every extra 1,000 
and every extra 5 , 000 does ccrunt and every extra year of labour 
that you give to t his thing does push it one inch further ahead 
and every other additional human being that you can mobilize to 
volunte·er to en:list in this work does push it ahead another 
inch. And look , I'm not interested in anything more than getting 
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ahead inch by- ±nch- Oy-±rrch by-inch. I don't believe in seven 
league boots and I ' m not looking for any miracleso You give me 
inch by inch by-I!rcb:, that ' s a yard and a yard and a yard,pretty 
soon it becomes a m±re and a mile, another year's gone and we're 
a hundred thousamt- JewEr bigger and stronger and another mile is 
another year and· ve- C"Ome to 1 982 and 1 992 and 2002 and pretty 
soon the job is duneo Antl -you'll look back and you'll say! 
How did it happ-err9 it- -s-e-emetl to have been so tougho Was it 
really so tough ? Y-es; I'm not minimizing it, very tough 9 but 
given the support- 'Whi-rrh you are capable of giving, it ' s abso
lutely within reacho 

Take the figures, realize that we bit off a lot when we hoped 
to have 775 t-o spendo- We are not foolish, knowing that instead 
of having 775, we only- have 465 you could say: Why don't you 
get realistic, why take 785 as next year's starting budgeto 
Well, that's realism, Jewiah style o Realism united way style 
is to cut the 785 to 466 0 It's not the way we do thingso We 
are going to keep shoot-ing for the moon, shooting for the moon 
and one day we are going- tu find ourselves walking there and 
we 're not sure how we got thereo But I 1 m sure µow we got there

0 

I know how we got- hereo A bun~b of crazy people saying nothing' s 
impossibleo Crazy people here primarily with a few crazy suppor
ters over thereo Today -the number of supporters over there 
gets bigger and bigger and bigger, thank God, and then the crazy 
people here dorr' t look so lonesome and so few anymoreo And 
that's how-we got up to this point - the 25th anniversary - and 
that ' s how W"e" ' ll celebrat-e the 50th year anniversary by having 
the ranks of the crazy house fill and fill and swell with a 
bunch of ~anat-ical devotees to the cause that ' s bigger than 
all of us , that sweeps us off our feet and makes us do illo
gical and irrational thingso 

Tonight one o-f you guys is going to do an irrational thing as 
regards the amount ~ money he gives o Hopefully, more than one 
and then you will go back and say to your wife! You know what I 
did, and she ' ll look-at you and she ' ll think to herself, Oh 9 

the nut and then she ' ll say, Yeh, but you know what, so what 9 

maybe he ' s righto And that' s why I believe by the way that 
on some of these missions the wives ought to come along because 
when they understand it and they are behind their husbands on 
this thingp they- are- prrshing instead of pulling and holding 
back and that's good ~ No, this is not too big a job and let's 
never hear that anymore o Let's just deal with the practicali
ties of whether next year we ought to cut education and increase 
housing or next year cut housing and increase healtho I mean 
those are the only prubiems we have to deal with, that's allo 
How to get through next year and next year and next year and 
build something here ~o great and so fantastic that it was all 
worthwhile in the endo 
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I think that's the- mura;-l for the dayo I am goi~ to see 
you once more on this-missiono We are try1ng to fix a time 
for it on Thursday-"'Wl:ren I want to talk to you not about this, 
and not abou~ the ne-rressity for a whole lifetime of commit
ment, but I want t-o talk to you about the city of Jerusalem. 
I want to talk ~o you about some of the history and the poetry 
and the magi-c and the· -mystery which is up in that cool mountain 
air and we are going to llle~t Thursday afternoon some place as 
soon as Howard amt David fix a place and I hope they pick a 
place where we can stand on 1Dp of a hillside somewhe~ and 
look out over the -c:tty and that's where I'll meet you for 
the last time and say-- goodbye o That will not be much of an 
opporturu.ty for the asking of questions . That's just sort of 
pure poetry and you: can ' t bring it down to any mundane level 
by say~ng: Wha:t ' s the price of the three submarines from 
Vickers or how ma:ch does it cost to send a kid to kindergarten. 
so, the reason I'm ~elling you that is this tonight is the 
last chance for questions on any and all subjects except 
political assassi.nationo The same Jewish Agency, this by the 
way I assumed you understood it, I didn't put it up on the 
top, this is not the Government of Israel budget - this is 
the Jewi sh Agency budget. That's the name of the philanthropic 
organization heze 1n :ts1ael that takes the UJA monies from 
around the ~d. Didn' t you have somebody from the Jewish 
Agency taTh-t"CT you - Chinitz, he talked to you, he explained 
that allo Th±s i~-the Jewish Agency budget, so the new 
1.lD.IIl1gran~ makera- ·ort hi-s mortgage, he signs a form to the 
order of t'he · J ew±·sh Agency. The Jewish Agency has in its 
safe hundreds o'f· millions of dollars worth o'f mortgages signed 
by new immig1ant~. How in the hell do you think the Jewish 
Agency goes otrt and-burrows 400 million dollars ? That 's the 
collateral.. I-t-' s- fantastic. If you could run your own 
business tb:a1; wa:y, it would be great. To get a guy to si~ a 
piece of paper called a mortgage which on your books then 
becomes an assBt, wtren-the guy who signed it doesn ' t have a 
damn thing behind· him and 1sn't going to pay, but you take that 
piece of paper and you go out and you borrow a.gain.st it and 
banks in this world will loan you hundreds of millions of 
dollars agains~ that pu~ulio • . Now, what ' s the Peality, do 
the immigrants pay ba:ek - yes - some of them do. Every year 
the Jewish Agency-gets-±n a few million dollars, 7,8,10, 
million dollars crf immigrants who came here 8 years ago and 10 
years ago an:d. 12 years ago a:nd they signed a mortgage - by the 
way , nobody presses them, the sheriff doesn't go, nobody is 
dispossessed, l"i~~le Eva ia not put out in the coldo The bank 
doesn 1 i; cumeo None crf that deal. But the guy gets on his 
feet and he feels he '~ -goil a debt and he feels he wants to pay 
it back so that the next immigrant coming in will have some 
dough, there will be some dough to build a house for him. So I 
would say somewhere between 7 and 10 million a year comes back 
paid in by i mmigrants crf previous years . Very nice, you spend 
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200- 300 mill±orr, evet~ year, and you get seven or 8 or 10 
or 12 or something conres in and that's fine, it's okayo I 
donut know ±:f' tha11 answers your questiono 

Question Bas±-cally rrry question was what and when will Israel 
be solvent ? 

Friedman ~ The answer to that will be number one, when the 
GNP rises to the ~oint where you will have a per capita in
come of 3 or 4 th'UUsand· dollars per year - 2,500 per yearo 
Number two, when you don't have such a huge defense draino 
Number three, when. you don't have such a huge immigration 
loado Those are the times when the extraordinary expenses 
wi ll not be occuring and you::r normal income will rise so you 
can produce enough -revenue from t~ation on that income to meet 
normal expenseso Normal revenue from taxes, to me~t normal 
expenses of running a countryo 

Ri ght now you have· abnormal expenses of defense and immi
grati on which includes huusing in relati~n. to the abllity 
of t he population of pay for it by taxation. That's why you 
need all the help from the outsideo So the time will come 
when the extraordinary expenses will diminish, the internal 
i ncome will rise and therefore the taxation on it will rise 
and therefore the erternal income will no longer be required 
and that' s when it will balance off and become self-sufficiento 

In this budget what we had allocated there we had put down, 
allocations to existing hospitals for equipment, development 
and research , 20 million dollars o What we cut was 20 mil.lion 
dollars p so we gave them zeroo We put in an item of construc
tion of new hospitals, 25 million dollars, what we cut was 25 
mi lli on dollarso There hasn't been a new hospital built in 
thi s coin+try for 8 yearso You know how the population has 
grown in eight years o I don ' t know p I suppose in eight years 
the population has grown three- quarters of a million peopleo 
Three~qua:rters of a million peopleo You have a fixed ratio, 
there ' s at least- one doctor· here who produces new popµlation -
maybe there are other" do~~ors here , there's a fixed ratio 
which doc~ors know abuut of so many hospital beds per thousand 
populationo Our population here increased three-quarters of 
a milli on persons in e±ght years in the colll'se of which time 
we di dn 1 t cons tt act ·on~ new hospital bed o And God help you 
i f you get sick in this ao'1!ltryo It ' s shittyo You can' t 
beli eve how bad it iso I C"'Ould take you to the best hospital 
i n thi s country and you would just vomit because the minute 
you walk in the whole corridor is full of beds 9 the corridor, 
there ' s no such tiring ±n this o6untry as a private room, except 
in one hospitalo Everything is £our people in a room and the 
pushi ng and ·the 5CTambling and the screaming with the nurses to 
get through betwe-en the b~ds carrying food and linens and clean 
l i nens and soi 1ed and bedpans and flowers, it's just unbelievableo 
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Do you know what- the-- word bedlam referred to in 17th century 
England ? Vferl, thli{t ' s what hospitals are like in this countryo 
To go 8 years without constructing one new hospitalo It ' s 
absurdo Absolut-ely--absurdo I mean it's the one thing that ' s 
shameful about this- country and I pray every day - it's the 
only one thing that I got almost a phobia on, I hope to God 
I never get sick b'ecausE! I swear I will not go into hospitalo 
I'll stay sick at home, I don' t care what the hell the sick
ness is. 

Now that was under hospitals, health serviceso We had started 
out to do 84 million, these t-wo items alone were 450 The ones I 
just saido Allocations for improvements to existing hospitals 
and constructions of new hospitalso And those 45 we chopped 
out completelyo There's an item called hospitalization of 
mental caseso We wanted to put 10 million into it. We have 
a lot of problems in this country, let's face it, people who 
have been thrm:rgh frightful experi€nces in their lives, begin
ning from Hitler on and down all the way through, Jews in Iraq 
watching their famili~s being hung up on the gallows on a 
public square, I don't know if you have been reading about it 
latelyo The problems of the Jews in Iraqo It 's in the papers 
in the firSi three or four days while you 1 re here. Our Jews have 
gone through horrible experiences, Hitler or Arab countries 
or communist countries, pogroms, wild anti-semitism in Poland, 
all post- war. and i~ has disturbed many people mentallyo Now 
I want to keep in balance, we don ' t have a country full of 
crazy people, but we have a country with many many people in 
it who have been through terribly terribly emotional situations 
where they get emotionally disturbed, maybe that's a better word 
than mentally , emotionally disturbed. And they require hospi
talization or they require home care and they are poor and 
they can't pay for it themselves and we have put in an item of 
10 million dollars for hospitalization and care of mental and 
emotional cases, and chopped it from 10 to 2to So they are 
di sturbed , so they' re disturbed, so we can't help them. So, 
what are you going to do, can' t help them. So I don't know if 
that ' s clearer about what came under health. 

Question: Re income tax of Israeliso 

Friedman: The income tax system is the highest in the world. 
That ' s really saying something. I think the best way to answer 
it for you 9 really the best way, is to explain what ' s called 
here a loksh. A man ' s pay cheque here comes to him in the 
form of a long piece 0£ paper where his gross salary is put 
down at one side and then the deductions of what's taken off 
for this tax and that tax and this forced loan and this compul
sory loan and this voluntary loan which is compulsory and then 
what he's go~ at the other end of this long loksh. Okay, Mlke, 
you got a loksh in your pocket - Mike is an Israeli guy, typical 
guy ~ makes a good salary Israeli standard and you'll see what 
he begins with and what he ends with. 
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When you ~et np tu - -a- thousand dollars in 4, 200 'pounds o 

A thousand dollars- orL12,000 bucks a year in the States, 
take a normal situa:ti:un, one wife and two kids, normal 
deductions on a grry· who earns 12,000 bucks in the States 
the tax would be a c·011p-le of thousand dollars o If it's 
20% it would be 2,400 bucks - 25% would be 3,000 buckso 
That 's it, tops o H:ere- i:f you are talking about 4, 200 
pounds a morrth ~ you beg±n at 40%, by the time you get up 
to about 2,000 p-ounrrS"" or- 500 bucks a month you are fifty 
and sixty peT"Cento The last 500 bucks you are at 87%0 
If you take it- acro·ss the- whole board, if you start with 
4,200 gross, you probably wind up with 1 ,800 , 1,900 maybe 
2,000o There 's a saying in this country that it doesn't 
matter a God damn wha~ you earn, you wind up with 1,000 
pounds, that ' s all and that may be right. 

Question: Where are the other 30,000 immigra~ls coming 
from and what about the JDC budget which is 
outside of this ? 

Friedman : The other 30,000 are coming from a whole miscella
neous host of placeso No one item very bigo Nothing more 
than three o:f--:fou:r- or five thousando Iran, Turkey, Algerians 
who live now in Fran~e, Tunisians from Tunis and also from 
France, Moroccans, "free• world people, -Canadians, Europeans, 
English and Americans, maybe four or five thousand this 
year, 5,000 maybe, Rumanians - Russians is Russians, but 
there are ~ews from other Iron Curtain countrieso Those are 
about the ma.in· J>:lac·es where the other 30,000 Jews are coming 
fromo Call it 3,000, 4,000, 5,000 each from seven or 
eight placeso I forgot, Latin America a couple of thousando 
I mean when you are drawing from seven or eight places at 
two, three, four tbou~and each, you hit 30,000 very :fast 
and that's about it o 

The sec-omi question· a:botrt t-he JDC budget , the JDC budget 
this year I think- was-· 26 million dollars or 25 of which its 
gets from the UJA about 210 It gets almost its entire budget 
from the UJA amd i~ ~s a couple of million bucks from out
side sourceso It g~t"s a little money from Latin America, it 
gets a l~ttle 1II01Iey· from· Canada, it gets a little money from 
Germany 9 but- 9G% af· 1-ts-money comes from the UJAo Where is 
it spending it 9 where does the UJA spend about 25 milliono 
It's spending about 40%· of that or about 10 millicn here in 
Israelo Have you v±sited the Malbeno The Malben takes about 
7 or 8 million a yearo There ' s a program among some orthodox 
yeshivot for about a million a yearo There ' s a program among 
Ort schools - JDC is giving to Ort about 3 million of which 
about a million ·is spent here in Israelo So they are spending 
about 10 million hereo They spend about 3 million sending 
packages behind the, Iron Curtain although we never say that 
in writingo In writing you remember the name that Feder told 
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He used the phrase 'Te-lief in transit" - RIT which sounds 
like rest in peace. And you know why that name was picked 
many many years ago, because the idea was that the Jews living 
in Russia were only in transit and tJti.ey wanted to get out of 
Russia and unti.l they gQt out we had to send them packages 
inside o So about 3 million a year g12ts sent inside Russia. 
About a million and a half gets spen·t in Morocco - about 
a million gets spent- in Iran - about 2 million gets spent in 
France for the Algerian and Tunisian Jews - about 2 million 
gets spent in Rumania far poor Jews who live there - I don't 
know, how far are we now - that's about it. 

Their budget, contrary to the Jewish Agency pretty much balan
ces. If they start out with a budget of needs of 25 million, 
26 million, they find that they can almost make it, they don ' t 
have to cut very much, because they don't try to do an open 
end job. They do a closed and JOb. 

Question; What about the Iraqi Jews ? 

Friedman: Do me a favour and don't ask me for the details . 
Iraq is situated next door to a country called Iran, that's 
all I will tell you. We get them out of Iraq by clandestine 
means, difficult means, in which people have lost their lives , 
been wounded, who tried to help from the outside and people 
from the inside trying to escape have~ been arrested, turned 
back, put in jail and tortured, so its not a fun and games 
thing at all, it's a real tough bloody operation and if they 
get across the border at all they get across into Iran. In 
Iran we have no trouble picking them up and bringing them here , 
but how they get out of Iraq aver to Iran through the moun
tains is something I'd rather not be specific about for 
obvious reasons. The information won•t really do you much 
good and could do some people a lot e>f harm. I hope that 
satisfies you. 

We don't have anywhere near as many to go as we have already 
got~en out. We have a successf'ul scarletpi.mpernel type of 
rescue operation which is :frought with danger but which works 
and its not a big volume thing, Ou.t it;' s continuous and steady P 

with casualties, but it goes on and we do it. That's really 
a chutzpahdike question - someone sits in his secure living 
room and says: Why don't you get Jews out of Iraqo First of 
all he doesn't even know where it is and secondly he's really 
impuning the dangerous acti.vities of a lot of dedicated people . 

It doesn't get the publicity for another reason, not because 
it doesn't have the volume. We don't want it to get the pub
licity. We cringe every ttme anythiDLg appears about it.. We 
wish nobody knew about ito We would be able to get them out 
faster .. 
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Donald Benjamin 

I see many smiling faces after 11 hours of riding today, 
I have been talking to a ~umber of you since we got here 
and I see that you reali-ze the importance of what we did and 
why we did it, so that you could see some of the things that 
help to make the tota1ity of the picture about Israel, its 
problems, its. concerns, its strengths, its weaknesseso 

I ' d like to take a moment before Herb starts speaking t}fis 
evening, becaus~ tha que'St"ion has been raised on a number 
of occas±ons in the last 8 or 9 days about what is the 
Cabinet and what does it do and why does it exist and things 
of that sorto I told you when we left Vienna that the Cab
inet was the dream of Herb Friedman, because he felt that 
there was a gap in the leadership of the American Jewish 
community and based upon his experiences he realized that 
as long as Israel would need us and that there would be 
problems in our local Jewish communities, that there was a 
need for a coterie of young men to become involved in the 
problems that concern the survival of Jews and Judaism and 
Israel and they would not wait until they were 50 or 60 years 
old to make their mark, but would start when they were in 
their 20 ' s and their 30's, who would devote a great deal of 
time and eff or~ because they want a better lif.e for their 
kids and for themselveso And because they believe in this 
country that we are in todayo 

It's an exciting thing that happened as a result of that 
dream. Today, in the United States in 1972 there are 67 
either present cabinet members or past cabinet members who 
are chairmen of UJA campaigns in the largest 100 cities in 
the United States and there are some 120 odd men who are 
pres1dents of the 200 or so odd federations in the United 
States who have been associated with this programo So this 
sounds like we have"" a:ccomplished somethingo I think we truly 
have. This group has turned on in a sense the American Jew
ish community because we have shown our elders that we really 
care about it, that we are concerned about it, that we are 
ready to put our efforts· forward, put our money where our 
mouths are and to do something to make it bettero 

I 4 d like to take a moment to introduce to you people who 
are part of this mission who are part of the Cabinet. I 
plU"posely did not do it earlier, because I wanted you to feel 
that this is as it is - a group of 81 people all identical, 
but I do ~hink at this point that you should know who are 
cabinet members. As I call the names will you please stand 
up - Art Brown from Chicago, Conrad Giles from Detroit , Dave 
Gill from Los Ap.geles, Robert Kadis from Goldsboro, Larry 
Roth. from Syracuse, Arnold Sweet from Dallas, Wayne Wisbaum 
from Buffalo, Neil Cooper from Boston, Clifford Isroff from 
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Akron, Art Roth from Albany, Norm Sanet from High Point 
and Bill Wedren from Clevelando 

They are representatives of a cabinet of 200 strong who 
are doing their t .hings and this is the guy that's respon
sible for it. Herb, do your thing. 

Herbert Friedman 

Somebody's doing~·s.amethingo Nobody will want to tape this 
one~ this is a d±:f:fex.en:rt kind of a speech altogether. 
This is a speech which. is to be given at 9 o'clock in the 
morning to peavie who .have had a very\ very small breakfast 
a very9 very- lung night's sleep, who have sharp pencils and 
paaU;i~·who are very, very alert and bright and who are cap
able of analyz±ng cerrei"ully and critically and substantively 
long-columa of figures wi~h decimal points and per~entages 
and that ' s exactly the condition you are in right nowo So 
that I am doing the thing that I was asked to do, but I think 
t hat i f you are smart you will have fallen asleep long before 
I get done and then when I get through with all of this some
body will wake up and ask me a provocative question and we 
decide whom to shoot tomorrow morning. Then we ' ll get back 
on the track to where we were once beforeo 

However 9 -there a.re some penalties you have to pay for this 
wonderful , wonderful trip you're havingo You are allowed 
to drive all along the Lebanese border for 12 hours, you 
are allowed to do all kinds of marvellous and wonderful thingso 
You should hear what's being planned for you here now 9 oh 
boyo Therefore what you have to do to pay for that is digest 
these figa.res o Once you digest those, you will know more 
than any young leader , middle age leader 9 old leader, baby 
leader, geriatric leadero Nobody knows these figures , not 
that they aren ' t available because they are all printed in 
the document's o I didn ' t make themi up out of my head or mem
oriz·e them , but nobody reads the figures o So if you come 
home with one little piece of paper like this, you will 
seem l i ke · some fantastic kind of guru who went there on top 
of the mountain in Haifa where Elija one sacrificed to the 
prophets of Ba'al and you learned all of this magic stuff 
and you-came out knowing things that nobody knows o So I 
would recolrIID.end that you take the back of the menu with a 
pencil, wri~e this thing down and I ' ll explain it to you 
and if you have already used the menu for passing notes 
t o e.ach other then you're wastefulo 

Her·e' s what thi s is o Don is very very insistent that you 
people get to take over by evolution9 not by my means, the 
American Jewi sh communityo Now you ' ve done it two-thirds 
ofthe way p you got to do it the other third of the wayo 
These f i gures will explain to you what the compaign in Amer~ 
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means in terms of human needs here in Israelo Now 
let's stop all -the horsing around and let's get to realize 
what's all this-money raised for, what's done with it and 
I think you ·cau ge~ one or two kinds of speeches. You 
can get a speech of gorgeous fantastic oratory telling 
you what's done with the· money and you'll never know when 
it's all over. A:fter you come out of the fog of hypnosis 
you won't know what the speaker said because he didn't 
give you any factso He kept telling you that he didn't 
want to burden you with facts, so he didn't and so you 
don't know anyo The other way is digest a few figures 
the hard way and then the whole picture will come very 
clear as to what Israel's needs are outside of the field 
of security which doesn't show on this charto 

Now what this cha'Tt has got is this and people who are 
out of range of it, if they just move their chairs and 
get into range, theieare three columns on the left here, 
this one, this one, and this one, are three columns of 
figures for the present fiscal yearo This up here says 
1972/730 The fiscal year that we are now in which goes 
until March 31st, this is now November, we are two-thirds 
through the fiscal year and so these are current figureso 
The column on the right here, the one thin column on the 
right is for the fiscal year 73/74 beginning April 1st 
'73 but these figures on this column really apply to the 
1973 UJA campaign, next year's campaign that you're 
preparing for nowo Okayo I have put the total on the 
top in case I got down the bottom here and it got obscured 
and you couldn't see it o The total of these three columnso 

The first column here says budget of needs - 775 million 
dollarso In other words, and that's the one big word in 
this talk tonight, 'if' - if 775 million dollars had been 
raised, if it had been raised and made available, that's 
the amount that was really and truly needed and underneath 
it there are 10 items which add up to 775 and these are 
the items which show how 775 million dollars sould have 
been spent if it had been made availableo 

The second column shows the reductions that were made 
in these 10 items because 775 wasn't availableo The third 
column shows the operating budget, for 465 was made avail
ableo 465 million was made available, not 775 milliono It 
was 310 million dollars short and 310 million dollars 
short meant that a lot of things had to be cut and the cuts 
are right down here in this middle columno 

Okay, now that's the framework of this tableo Now let 
me begin with the itemso Immigrationooofor immigration we 
wanted to spend 74o7 million out of a total of 7750 We 
didn ' t have 7750 We had to cut this down to 57 milliono 
Rigbt - instead of spending 74t, we could only spend 570 
We cut 17o4 million or 24%0 There was a 24% cut on that 
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itemo The figureE that are in the parentheses are the 
percentages of the cut, just statistically interesting, 
that's all. 

Under social welfare services we wanted to spend 55, we 
wound up being aple anly to spend 28 - we had to cut 27 -
almost 50% had to be cuto Under health services 84o3 -
we cut it way down. tn 34o3 - we knocked off 50 million 
or 60% got kIIocked- of:fi:t1 the category of health and by 
the way I'nr gcrtng-to go back over these and explain to you 
no~ in great detail.,. but just very quick sentences what 
got cut out. Education here in this column means high 
school educat±an and pre- school educationo Let me tell you 
one thing about eduaat±on in Israel because it's very inter
esting- and as parents this subject is close to youo Primary 
school education in Israel is free and its compulsory and 
it ' s obligatory by law and the government has to pay for 
it and you can't spend one penny on it, because no tax 
deductible money· can be spent on something which the gov
ernment is ob1igated to do by law. Pre-school education, 
3-year old and 4-year old and high school education from 
the 9th grade to the 12th is not obligatory by law~ not 
compulsoTy"~n th1s country, not free in this country and 
so we can spend .money on it. 

So education in this category refers to three and four 
year olds and from the 9th grade to the 12tho We wanted 
to spend 5708 million - we could only take 3306 We 
had to cut off 24 million or almost 45%0 Higher education 
is universities - 88 million, we had to cut off 15t, we 
only spent 72to You paid for almost the whole bill of 
higher education in this country - about 75% of it you 
paid foro What the kids in this coutry can pay for by 
tuition is pitifully small. You had to put 88 million 
dollars into that pot, but you didn't have that mucho 
Howeverp this is one item that we cut down very little, 
we only cut this down 18%0 Health we cut down 60%0 Higher 
education we only cut down 18%0 These are value judgements 
you have to make and it's very hard to make value judgements 
like that, it's the most painful thing in the world to sit 
at a meeting and · figure out how should you cut and what 
should you cut and in what proportion and where's the 
pr±orit:y antl-±s- the priority with the body or is the 
priorlty-witlr the m±ndo And we have decided the prioity 
is with~iitre m±ndo And that's why health got a big cut and 
the care of the body takes a big cut, but the care of the 
mind takes a small cuto 

Youth care we had originally started out saying that we 
needed 31 --m±lliorr, could only spend 19, cut of 12 - that's 
40% almos"to Agrt'cfiltural settlements, I want you to know 
what that refers -tu, ·it does not refer to ki.bbtttzim which 
are mosti.y 1ncte-pendent and self-sufficient, it refers to 
moshavim which take in new immigrants, lots of new immi-
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grantso We try to sett-le as many people as possible on the 
land inst-ead of- in-the c~ties, but when you take new immigrants 
who are not farmera a:nd you push them out onto farms , you 
have got to ass±s"t- them, you got to put in training, you 
got to put in c-ows wlri:"ch they kill through neglect and you 
got to put in more cows and they ruin the chickens because 
they don ' t know how to handle them, so you got to supply 
more chickens and the. amount of waste - well that's the 
wrong word - thg a~OJIDt- of attrition that takes place through 
inexperienceo The lea.l:n.ing process is expensive, that's allo 
So everything that's. called support of agricultural settle
ments - we 're tak::i..ng-in new immi. grants - 43 million - we had 
to knock of f 10 mill.ion of it and only spend 330 Rousing , 
the biggest single item of the whole ten - 298, almost 300 
milliono If we had raised 775 we would have spent 300 , almost 
3/8, t he biggest hunk, on housing.. Because that's the great
est need and so housing took the biggest cut . We cut i t 
right in half, 50% knocked off 150 million and spent 150 
milliono Administration is nothing - 3 milliono We cut 
that down a half a million to 2.6. Debt service - if vou 
don't pay the interest and something on the principle, then 
your credit is no damn good and we are carrying a debt 
load now which is so enormous that it's almost 40 million 
dollars a year in interest.. We owe almost 400 million 
dollars - we are paying almost 10%. And the debt service 
you carr'-t fool around with very much. We cut it ten percent -
instead o~ 38,7 - 34o7 • But we didn't have much room to 
play with there because you better keep your line of credit 
with the banks in proper shape, or you can' t go borrow next 
time .. 

Let me go t-o- next time and let me show you the figures in 
this rrolumn here. For the next coming fiscal year 73/74, 
but forget the '74, it's really 1973 - from April 1st until 
December 31st o~ 1973 is 9 months and it spills over for the 
~irst 3 montha of '74. The total would be 785 instead of 
775, but you really have to look at the breakdown. Immi
gration - we thought we would be able to spend 74 - we 
should really spend 89 next year, because of the increased 
number of Russians coming in. Now I don't know what the 
hell we ' re going to be able to spend, because if we don't 
raise 785 and it doesn't look to me right now as though the 
next year's campaign is going to make that kind of a jump 
as it should, we-are going to have to cut this budget too. 
What we ' ll be able to cut this 89 down to depends on how 
many Russians come in. 

Social welfare we said 55 and we only spent 28, next year 
we are budgeting it for 74 instead of 55 . Again, because 
we keep hop~g that we can take a crack at the poverty 
problem that I told you all about, or something about. 
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Heal th - we 9 re budge ting it :for way less - 65 - I mea.n we 
have such a bad situation with it this year - 84 and only 
spending 34 - that we- said, what the hell, why kid our
selves p and we knovthat if we get in trouble with next 
year~s budget that t:b.a.t's the first item we're going to 
slash again. So t'he hell with it, no sense putting it in 
at 85 - put it· in at- 6..5-.:to begin with and you'll cut it 
down from 65 to 25 JD.aybe~ If you've got to cut comething, 
that ' s got to take the biggest cut againo 

Education - 57.8 up.._:to. 65. Higher education 88, down to 
83, because what we're saying is that the universities 
have got to go do more and better fund.raising on their own. 
You got one or two ways of handling it. Either a moratorium 
in which they are not allowed to raise any money in the 
United States at all which was the case two years ago 
which I was very much in favour of and i£ they are not 
allowed to raise any money at all, then we've got to foot 
the whole bill, but if they are out of the way as fund
raising competition, then the UJA campaign can raise more 
money and that's why I was very much in favour of the mor
atorium two years ago. I was in favour of retaining it 
this year. I was outvoted. There is no moratorium this 
year. The universities are all out on their own raising 
money in the States. Therefore, if that's the case then 
let them go and really raise money and let us get more 
and more and mure o'f-f the hook. I mean either or. Either e 
they don't rai-s-e any money, then we got to foot the whole 
bill and have a better campaign because they don't raise 
money, or i:f you think the o:ther way, that they can raise 
a lot of dough and not interfere with us, fine, then let 
them really raise a lot of dough and let us a little bit 
off the hook on this item. Now it isn't much from 88 
down ~ 83, but it's a symbolic move downwards. You:th 
care - 31 up to 36. Agricultural settlements - about 
the same, 43, 45, that's just an in:flationary factor of a 
couple of million dollars. It will cost a couple of 
million more next year to do the same thing we ' re doing 
this year . Housing - 300 - 284 - it's a purely arbitrary 
figure 9 completely arbitraryo We could have Jn?.de it 3500 
You can do as much or as little as you want in the field of 
housing. Administration is the same 3o1 , putting it in at 
4 - interest is the same - 38.7, here it ' s 400 That 's a 
round number. So next year looks like 785 - 775 million. 

How much will we have available next year will depend 
upon how good the campaigns are around the world . Where 
did this 465 million come from? The campaign in the United 
States we're assuming will produce 2750 The campaign from 
other countries will produce 90. Contributions here in 
Israel will produce 25 9 can you believe that, on top of 
their taxes and on top of everything else. God bless them. 
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Fifty million: uo11owed in the United States on the credit 
of the UJA, 25 million burrowed in other countries on the 
credit of the UJAo Add up those five items what have you 
got - you' ve got-to have 465, you better haveo 

Now , that may look complicated but I really think if you 
grab that chart and look at it, it ' s quite simple. This 
is all based upon an immigration of approximately 60,000 
persons of whom appra:ri.lIIately 30,000 are Russianso The 
items that come- here.Jlild.er immigration are - I ' ll just 
read th:em off :fast - documentation, that ' s the red ta:pe 
business that you pay ~f in Russia, a thousand bucks :for 
the normal V:I..sa, not ransom tax for the academ:ic persionso 
Everybody costs a thousand bucks, a little more now 9 about 
19 1000 Special services for professionals 9 constru.cti:J~g of 
new hostels to put them in as the immigration gets bi4gger, 
social integration, loans and grants for special case:3 for 
equipment. doc~ors. <:Ent1sts, architects who need profession
al equipment. :financial aid during the transition period, 
adJustments, all other items under immigration and ab1:>orp
t1on including absorp~ion centers, maintenance of fam:Uies 
for six months, etco You all know that picture pretty well. 

Under social welfare serviaes comes old age grants , relief 
payments 9 construction of homes for the aged o We cut that 
out completrely , one o-f the things we cut out here o Wt~ had 
8 million dallars ptrt- i.n for building homes for the aged -
we cut out eight million dollars - zero was allocated for 
building homes f-or the aged - zeroo I mean if you are 
going to slash 310 million bucks, you got to cut out a lot 
of things , so even 8 million dollars for homes for the aged 
causes a lot of stiff-ering on 15-20,000 old people and only 
saves you eight mill-f.on, but if you don ' t chop off evE~ry 
eight million you. mm put your fingers on, you ' ll nevE~r get 
to chop out 310 0 Education I told you about o Scholarships 
:for high schouls o We had 25 million in scholarships j~or 
kidso Do you know wh.a:t it costs to go to high school in this 
country? It cost-s- about 1100 or 1200 pounds a yearo You 
know what-it costs to go to university - 900 - it costs more 
money to go ""t"o high s-chool than it does to go to universityo 
And we !rave to throw some money into the high school program 
in ordeT to provide scholarships for kids of sephardic: fami
lies and pour families and Russian imml.grant families who 
aren ' t on their feet and they ' re not makjng ito But if you 
came to this cuuntry as a new immigrant from your western 
background with your emphasis on education and your special 
Jewish bel±e-f on e®ca:t';j.on, isn' t the first thing that you 
would want- t-o do is t-o get your kid into school if he!' s of 
high schoo-1 age and if you can' t afford 1200 pounds, because 
that ' s rou:ghly two months wages, two months wages for a year's 
tuition for a kid , supposing you got two kids, how do you 
take four months -wages to send two kids to high schooJ.? 
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You can9 t do ito We have budgeted 25 million dollars for 
scholaTShip a~d for kids for high schoolso We wound up really 
alloca:ti.ng st milliono We chopped the item hard and we did 
a hell o'f a lot of damage and we hurt a lot o:f families o 
But what are you going to do , the money isn ' t thereo 

Higher educa:tion I told you, that's the universityo There 
are 7 UIIi-versities in this country, 45,000 students going 
to higheT imrtitut±ons in this country, that's allo Out of 
2t million Jews ve got 45,000 going to universityo No goodo 
No gootlo We ought to have a hundred, we ought to have 2000 
If we are no~ the people of the Book , what are we? 

You~h care and trai ning , that 8 s mostly institutions for 
retarded kids and orphaned kids and sick kids and handi
capped k:tds, it ' s not a lot of money to talk about 30 million 
dollars- being required for youth care in a whole nation , 
wha"t-gs 30 million dollars and we can ' t even spend that, we 
spent less than 200 

Agricultural settlements, I told you what that waso Housing, 
that ' s clear-o Where we did the big chop by the way was we 
wantetl ~o ~llocate 40 million dollars f or housing for young 
coupl~ in this countryo We cut it in half, we only took 200 
We wanted ~ -build 203 millions of dollars of apartments for 
immigrants - we cut it in half, we took 1130 So we hit the 
twrr a-rea-s the hardest where the people were the most needy 
and -the general administration and the debt , you can't do a 
damnthi'Jlg ·about thato All right , full stopo That ' s enougho 
I ' m not k±dding you, it seemed l ike I was horsing ~round in 
my opening remarks, but I -wasnato I tell you in all serious
ness that there is no president of a federation or chairman 
of a · aampatgn or top member of the Executive Committee of 
the Uff A or any aity in America where a guy could give these 
figures as qu:i..ckly and as neatly and to know the details of 
wha:t the breakdown is on this as I have just given to you 
in 20 minutes and if you know this , you know the guts of 
what this campaign is all abouto 

I said that- there is an item missing here ? this is security 
and I j u:st want you to understand one thingo When we want to 
take money ~ amt put it into a welfare program like this and 
we- can·t t du rt because we cannt raise enough, what happenso 
The service that was supposed to be performed gets cutp or 
the Gove1nment of Israel has to come in and pick up the tabo 
Now the Government- o~ Israel is limited by one very simple 
thing - its defense ~osts o And the Government of Israel is 
today- spending·· a fantastic proportion of its annual budget, 
over 40% on d~fense o So if we can ' t put as much in housing 
as ·we should put in and if the Government of Israel sayso 
LDuk-, you· guys can' t build the houses for the young couples, 
but we b-etter· ge-t-the housing for the young couples or their 
mora-1.e wi~l sag and there will be a big crisis in the countryo 
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If the Goverrnnent- of Israel is going to pick up the rest of 
the tab--fur-i;tre ~ousing, where are they going to take the 
money -tram-, they are going to take the money from ref ense o 
And that ' g· ~ very tough decision to put them up against the 
ropes and 'f'orc·e th·em to make that decision and that's what 
we did to· the tune of 310 million dollars wortho We made 
thenr frecide that either they would cut the services or they'd 
steal the money of£ the security budget with all the risks 
that tha-t-implies and that's why it's a very serious thingo 
If there---were no security problem behind this and if we said, 
We--1-1 ge-e-vm±z, we wanted to do 775 million worth of woi-k, 
-but we- cmu:tdn'-t quite make it, we only can do this 465 worth, 
Mro · ~overnment-, please you want to do the other 310, pick up 
the tab sir, -less than half - we're doing more than half' of 
it and~-f the Government had the leeway to do that it wouldn't 
be such a ererrous matter, but as strapped as the government is 
wrth th:e war problem, that 310 becomes impossibleo They can't 
meet-ito Th~'s over a billion two hundred million poundso 
The whcrld budget of this country is only 17 billion poundso 
The whole budgeto So to pick up a billion two that we fall 
short on, they can't do it, no wayo So the net result is the 
services get cut and ·get cut. 

Now, you got the picture clearly and if you really take these 
f igure-s dawn and if you really understand them for this year 
and for next year 9 boy you're way up on top of intellectual 
and st~stical comprehension which lies behind the emotional 
compreh:e:ns±orrthat you're getting nowo I ' d like to finish and 
then I'll answer questions, by talking about this emotional 
comprehension. The emotional comprehension means that you say, 
I anremutiona:::l.J:y identified with thiso I am part of thiso I am 
w±ttr--thi.so I am collllIIitted to thiso Come what may I am committed. 
And I havB' tarked to you in Vienna about the word commitment 
and identifying your life with the survival of this country 
and the people in it and its future and the future of all Jews 
who have to come hereo Now I'd like to tell you that one 
boomerang has come back to me from this heavy emphasis that I 
gave you on lcrng range commitmento The boomerang that came 
bac'k wa:s my- God, the guy is telling us that we are going to 
have tu i'"ight a war for another generation, that we are going 
to have to take in immigrants for another generation, the guy 
is telling us we have to be committed for another generationo 
The figures that the guy is giving us are overwhelming and 
the loomerang that comes back is people start to sayo The prob
lem is t-oo big for uso How many people here in the last three 
or four days have said that or thought it, let's be honest, 
hands upo How many people have said it or thought it ? Damn few, 
I'm surprised to see, okayo 

I would like to reassure you that the problem is not too big 
for us 9 or for you, that iso No matter how hard it's going 
to be 9 no matter how overwhelming these figures may seem to be, 
it's not too big for us to handle, it's just not , because what 
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we've handled- hr tire past 25 years that have brought us up 
to this- vo±nt- has be-en much harder and much tougher than 
what we ha~ yet-racing us in the future .. What we have got 
to go, the rcra:t:twe have got to traverse yet is nowhere near 
as difficirlt- rrefcrre we see the light at the end of that long 
tunnel, b~ca:a:s-e-tf·· you can possibly project yourself bach 25 
years agcr and think ·of what that ~el looked like from 1948 
and it luoketl-i-±ke it would stretch endlessly forevero In this 
city of·· Half~ i:n l~4&, 1948 there were scores and scores o:f 
thousanus, 10t>, 150, 200,000 people living in tents on the 
low~r siop'e"S" of th±s city where there are now apartment houses 
and every time you drive around this city and you look at the 
apartment' hous-es creeping up the side of the hill, think in 
terms of call\ms t~t-s and if you began in 1948 to look ahead 
and say-! My- {'}od, I have a quarter of a million people living 
here ttrnter canva-s· who came from camps in Europe, what the 
he-11 a:nr I go:tng tu- do with trem, how am I going to digest them? 
There -was no hotel like this hotel in the city of Haifa 25 
years ago, ther~ was no £ood to eat, there was no printed menu 
for food to eat.. There was a very simple thingo Eggs were 
rat±onetl-, you got one a week. The diet for protein was frozen 
fish that-was "'imported from Norway .. You ate it till it came 
out of y-our- ears, three meals a day.. If you looked at the 
thing in 1948 and sa:itl~ Where the hell is the light at the end 
of the tWlllel, you couldn't see it, but when we compare the 
road we'"v~ travelled up till now with the road that I ' m laying 
out ahead of you that has yet to be travelled, the future is 
much easier than the past.. There is no need to be oppressed 
by a :fee'l:i-n:g-ttra:t the problem is too big to solve.. The problem 
is h-011eudous , the · f±gures are going to go up and up and up 
and up every year, this is. 775, 785 million. A few years from 
now we'll be talking about a thousand million. It's a billion .. 
But do you want t-o know something.. The campaign in America can 
raise a -ha:l:f a b±ilion dollars .. The campaign around the world 
can ra±s·e · a ·qua:r ter of a billion dollars instead of a hundred 
milliono Morrey isn '-t what it was 25 years ago.. Money is so 
relatively cheaper now and easier and floats more swiftlyo 

The task ahead is long, it ' s going to require your commitment 
for your lii'etime, not five years and not one year and not three 
years o Bttt it 9 s not insuperableo Nobody could say that in 19480 
Anybody who stood up in 1948 and said : The task is not insuperable, 
I promise you, I guarantee you success. Anybody who stood up 
and sai.d that in 19-48 was not a prophet , he was simply a fool and 
nobody talked that wayo In 1948 people talked with great great 
bravery and with great confidence about a dream that they wanted 
to work to make tru-e and they wanted to lay their lives down to · 
make it come true and the war of 1948 took an awful toll - 6,000 
people , when the povulation of the country was 600,000o One 
percren~ -o~-the -people died in the War of Independence .. That's a 
staggering -figure.. ene percent of the people died~ And even with 
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that willingne"S"s- t-o- g±ve l"i:fe, no leader would have dared to 
have made an asse1tion that he would guarantee the safety and 
the security and the success of the country - noo 

Today, today, responsible leaders can guarantee that to you 
provided there is a measure of support from a loyal, resi
lient , flexible Jewish people in the world. In other words, 
we are in a position tu promise you much more today than we 
were 25 years agu and- that should be a very encouraging thin.go 
I ' d simply like you t-o think of it this way. Every year that 
goes by that- we ~ -t-o f1ght a war blood and treasure are 
losto Every year tmrt goes by that we have to fight to take 
in more immigrants, money and nervous energy and we ' 1.1 have 
all ki nds of casuaities of men who will die of he.a.rt attacks 
from overworking tbemselve-s to build tris country, but look, 
every year that goes by, I don't care if we're fighting a 
war, I don't care i:f-we're uressed with immigration , I don ' t 
care what problems ve have, every year that goes by we ' re one 
year older and on~ year stronger and one year richer and one 
year closer to ultimate maturity and let ' s go on like this 
for 25 and all that vill happen at that point is that we will 
have a population of five or six million like I keep telling 
you and I don ' t care if these figures go to 2,000 million 
which they cou:ld very well go to by 25 years ~om nowo So whato 
So the Jews of the world will be raising 1,000 million and 
we ' ll still be cutt-ing the needs in half , but look at where 
we'll be , lcrok at where we ' ll be 25 years down the pike from 
nOWo 

So I don't want anybody ever to have the feeling that no matter 
how hard the j ob is, -that it's an impossible one or that it ' s 
a self'-defeating- cme- or that it ' s too big for us to handle or 
that what ' s the use · crf my effort. You see the point is when 
you get into that frame of mind you say to yourself, what's 
the use of my efforl, Yhat can I do about this, what's the 
difference if I g:i:ve another 1,000 dollars , what ' s the diffe
rence i~ I work another year harder, what ' s the difference if 
I take cha1rmansh±p, what ' s the difference if I steal time away 
from m:y w1fe and my-kids, none of it matters , I as one person 
can ' t do anything a-b-out thi.so This is too big for meo That's 
the mood that I don'-t- want to set into any one brain for one 
minute , because it's not tru.eo 

Every extra 1,000 dollars does count and when you guys get 
together t onight to start putting some money on the table, put 
it on the table in the right quantities and every extra 1,000 
and every extra 5 , 000 does ccrunt and every extra year of labour 
that you give to this thing does pueh it one inch further ahead 
and every other additional human being that you can mobilize to 
volunte~ to enlist in this work does push it ahead another 
incho And look, I'm not i nterested in anything more than getting 
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ahead inch by-inch by- ±nch by-incho I don ' t believe in seven 
league boots and I ' m not looking for any miracleso You give me 
inch by inch by-i-rroh-, that's a yard and a yard and a yard, pretty 
soon it he comes a mi-1-e and a mile, another year's gone and we' re 
a hundred thousantt- Jews- bigger and stronger and another mile is 
another yea-r and--we- cunre- t-o 1 982 and 1 992 and 2002 and pretty 
soon the job is d-oneo And -you'll look back and you'll say~ 
How did it happen 9 i~ -~e-emed to have been so tougho Was it 
really so tough ? Yes-, I'm not minimizing it, very tough 9 but 
given the support-"'whiuh you are capable of giving, it ' s abso
lutely within reacho 

Take the figures, real~ze that we bit off a lot when we hoped 
to have 775 to gpenct.;- We- are not foolish, knowing that instead 
of having 775, we only have 465 you could say: Why don' t you 
get reali stic, why take 785 as next year ' s starting budgeto 
Well , that ' s realism, Jewi~h style o Realism united way style 
is to cut the 785 to 466 0 It's not the way we do thingso We 
are going to keep shooti.ng for the moon, shooting for the moon 
and one day we aTe goirrg-t-o find ourselves walking there and 
we ' re not sure how we got thereo But I ' m sure pow we got there

0 

I know how we got- hereo A bunch of crazy people saying nothing ' s 
impossibleo Crazy people here primarily with a few crazy suppor
ters over tirereo ~oday the number of supporters over there 
gets bigger and bigger- and bigger, thank God, and then the crazy 

.t people here don·• t look so lonesome and so few anymore o And 
that's how-we got up to this point - the 25th anniversary - and 
that 9 s how we-' 11 c~lebrate the 50th year anniversary by having 
the ranks of the cra~yhouse fill and fill and swell with a 
bunch of 'fanancal devo"te-es to the cause that's bigger than 
all of us , that sweeps u:s off our feet and makes us do illo
gical and irrational thingso 

Tonight one o:f you guys is going to do an irrational thing as 
regards the amount o'f money he gives o Ho pe:fully, more than one 
and then you will go back and say to your wife! You know what I 
did, and she 8 ll look· at you and she ' ll think to herself, Oh 9 

the nut and then she ' ll say, Yeh, but you know what, so what 9 

maybe he ' s right o And that' s why I believe by the way that 
on some of these missions the wives ought to come along because 
when they und~and it and they are behind their husbands on 
this thing9 they-·are- pushing instead of pulling and holding 
back and that ' s good ; No, this is not too big a job and let ' s 
never hear thai; anymore o Let's just deal with the practicali
ties of whether next year we ·ought to cut education and increase 
housing or next- year cut housing and increase healtho I mean 
those are the only prub~ems we have to deal with, that's allo 
How to get through next year and next year and next year and 
build someth±ng ·here so great· and so fantastic that it was all 
worthwhile in the endo 
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I think that's the moral. for the dayo I am go~ to see 
you once more on th±s-missiono We are trying to fix a time 
for it on Thursday-wen I want to talk to you not about this, 
and not abou~ the neuessity for a whole lifetime of commit
ment, but I want to -talk to you about the city of Jerusalem. 
I want to talk ~o you-about some of the history and the poetry 
and the magi-c and ~he-inystery which is up in that cool mountain 
air and we are go±rrg~o-ine~t Thursday afternoon some place as 
soon as Howard and Dav:i.d "fix a place and I hope they pick a 
place where we can stand on 1op of a hillside somewhe~ and 
look out over the ·crtty and ~bat's where I'll meet you for 
the last t ilne and say gcrodb'yeo That will not be much of an 
opportunity for the asking of questions o That's just sort of 
pure poetry and you: can't bring it down to any mundane level 
by saying• What ' s the price of the three submarines from 
Vickers or how much dues rt cost to send a kid to kindergarten. 
so, the reason I'm telling you that is this tonight is the 
last chance for questions on any and all subjects except 
political assasSinat±ono The same Jewish Agency, this by the 
way I assumed yo.u understood it, I didn't put it up on the 
top, this is not the ~overnment of Israel budget - this is 
the Jewish Age~ budget. That's the name of the philanthropic 
organization here--±n--rs1ael that takes the UJA monies from 
around the world. D±dn't you have somebody from the Jewish 
Agency talk-to- you - ehl.ni tz, he talked to you, he explained 
that all o This is-ttre Jewish Agency budget , so the new 
i mmigrant makes- out- his mortgage, he signs a form to the 
order of the -Jewi-sh Agency. The Jewish Agency has in its 
safe hundreds of millions of dollars worth of mortgages signed 
by new imnu.gxants-. How in the hell do you think the Jewish 
Agency goe~ out amrirorrows 400 million dollars ? That's the 
collateralo I-t-' s fantastic. If you could run your own 
business tlm:t wtry, it would be great. To get a guy to sigp a 
piece of paper called a mortgage which on your bopks then 
becomes an asset, wtren-the guy who signed it doesn' t have a 
damn thing behind him and isn't going to pay , but you take that 
piece of paper anu you go out and you borrow ~ainst it and 
banks in this world will loan you hundreds of millions of 
dollars against ~ha't portfolio • . Now, what ' s the reality, do 
the immigrants pay baek - yes - some of them doe Every year 
the Jewish Agency-gets i-n a few million dollars, 7,8,10, 
million dollars o:f i1IlIIIigrants who came here 8 years ago and 10 
years agu and 12 years ago Cllld they signed a mortgage - by the 
way ~ nobody presses them, the sheriff doesn ' t go, nobody is 
dispossessed, li:tt·.le Eva ia not put out in the cold. The bank 
doesn ' t cume. Non-e ·o:f- that deal. But the gu:y gets on bis 
feet and he feels he~ s got- a debt and he feels he wants to pay 
it back so that the next immigrant coming in will have some 
dough, there will be some ·dough to build a house for him. So I 
would say somewhere between 1 and 10 million a year comes back 
paid in by l.IIIIIll.grants o~ previous years. Very nice, you spend 
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200- 300 mill±orr, every year, and you get seven or 8 or 10 
or 12 or something- come-s in and that's fine, it's okayo I 
don Qt know i::fL that-· answers your questiono 

Question Bas1cally rrry question was what and when will Israel 
be solvent ? 

Friedman· :- The answer to that will be number one, when the 
GNP rises tut-he point where you will have a per capita in
come of 3 or 4 t-housamt dollars per year - 2,500 per yearo 
Number two, when you: don't have such a huge defense draino 
Number three 9 wh'en-yOU' don' t have such a huge immigration 
load o Thoae are- the times when the extraordinary expenses 
will not be occuring and your normal income will rise so you 
can produce enough -revenue fromt~ation on that income to meet 
n ormal expenseso Normal revenue from taxes, to meet normal 
expenses of running a countryo 

Ri ght now you have abnormal expenses of defense and immi
grat ion which includes housing in relation to the ability 
of the population at pay for it by taxation. That's why you 
need all the help from the outsideo So the time will come 
when the extraordinary expenses will diminish, the internal 
i nc ome will rise and therefore the taxation on it will rise 
and therefore the ext-ernal income will no longer be required 
and that' s when ~t will balance off and become self-sufficiento 

In this budget what we had allocated there we had put down, 
allocations t-o existing hospitals for equipment, development 
and research 9 20 million dollarso What we cut was 20 million 
dollars 9 so we ga:ve them ze.roo We put in an item of construc
tion of new hospitals, 25 million dollars 9 what we cut was 25 
mi llion dollars o There hasn't been a new hospital built in 
this coUittry ~or 8 yearso You know how the population has 
grown in eight yearso I don ' t kllow 9 I suppose in eight years 
the population has grown three- quarters of a million peopleo 
Three- quarters of a million peopleo You have a fixed ratio 9 

there 8 s at least one ctoctor here who produces new popµlation -
maybe there are other do'Crtors here p there ' s a fixed ratio 
which doctors know about of so many hospital beds per thousand 
populati.ono Our population here increased three-quarters of 
a milli on persons in eight years in the course of which time 
we di dn9 t construct on~ new hospital bedo And God help you 
if you get sick in this cro-µntryo It ' s shittyo You can ' t 
beli eve how bad it iso I crould take you to the best hospital 
i n t hi s country and you would just vomit because the minute 
you walk in the whole corridor is full of beds 9 the corridor, 
there ' s rto such thing ±n thi:s ~Quntry as a private room 9 except 
i n one hospitalo Everything is ~our people in a room and the 
pushi ng and the ~cTambling and the screaming with the nurses to 
get through betw~en the b~ds carrying food and linens and clean 
l i nens and s o'i-:l..ed and bedpans and flowers, it's just unbelievableo 
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Do you know what- t!:re-word bedlam referred to in 17th century 
England ? WeI:l, that's what hospitals are like in this countryo 
To go 8 years without constructing one new hospitalo It 's 
absurdo Absolutely-absUido I mean it's the one thing that's 
shameful about this- cOtintry and I pray every day - it's the 
only one thing that I got almost a phobia on, I hope to God 
I never get sick b'eca:a:se I swear I will not go into hospitalo 
I ' ll stay sick at home, I don't care what the hell the sick
ness is. 

Now that was under- hosp±tals, health serviceso We had started 
out to do 84 million, these two items alone were 450 The ones I 
just saido Allocations for improvements to existing hospitals 
and constructions o~ new hospitals o And those 45 we chopped 
out completelyo There's an item called hospitalization of 
mental caseso We wanted to put 10 million into it. We have 
a lot of problems in this country, let's face it, people who 
have been through frightful experiences in their lives, begin
ning from Hitler on and down all the way through, Jews in Iraq 
watching their families being hung up on the gallows on a 
public square, I don't know if you have been reading about it 
latelyo The problems of the Jews in Iraq. It's in the papers 
in the fi.rS;three or four days while you're hereo Our Jews have 
gone through horrible experiences, Hitler or Arab countries 
or communist countries, pogroms, wild anti-semitism in Poland, 
all post-war, and it has disturbed many people mentallyo Now 
I want to keep in balance, we don't have a country full of 
crazy people, but we have a country with many many people in 
it who have been through terribly terribly emotional situations 
where they get emotionally disturbed, maybe that's a better word 
than mentally, emotionaJ:ly disturbed. And they require hospi
talization or th~y require home care and they are poor and 
they can ' t pay for it themselves and we have put in an item of 
10 million dollars for hospitalization and care of mental and 
emotional cases, and chop:ped it from 10 to 2to So they are 
disturbed, so they' re disturbed, so we can't help themo Sop 
what are you going to do, can't help them. So I don 't know if 
that ' s clearer about what came under healtho 

Question: Re income tax of Israelis. 

Friedman: The income tax system is the highest in the worldo 
That ' s really saying somethingo I think the best way to answer 
it for you, really the best way, is to explain what's called 
here a loksho A man's pay cheque here comes to him in the 
:form of a long piece af paper where his gross salary is put 
down at one side and then the deductions of what's taken off 
for this tax and that tax and this forced loan and this compul
sory loan and this voluntary loan which is compulsory and then 
what he ' s got· at the other end of this long loksh. Okay, Mike, 
you got a loksh in your pocket - Mike is an Israeli guy, typical 
guyp makes a good salary Israeli standard and you'll see what 
he begins with and what he ends witho 
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When you get up tu- - ~ thousand dollars in 4,200 poundso 
A thousand dollars- crr-'12,000 bucks a year in the States, 
take a normal sit"ru:ttTun, one wife and two kids 9 normal 
deductions on a gay who earns 12,000 bucks in the States 
the tax would be a c-ouple of thousand dollars. If it's 
20% it would be 2,400 bu:cks - 25% would be 3,000 bucks. 
That 's it , tops. Here iI you are talking about 4,200 
pounds a month - - ymr begin at 40%, by the time you get up 
to about 2,000 pounds or 500 bucks a month you are fifty 
and sixty percent-. 'fhe last 500 bucks you are at 87%0 
If you take it across the whole board, if you start with 
4,200 gross, you probably wind up with 1, 800 , 1,900 maybe 
2p000o There ' s a saying in this country that it doesn't 
matter a God damn what- you earn, you wind up with 1 ,000 
pounds, that ' s all and that may be right. 

Question. Where are the other 30,000 imm.igra~ts coming 
from and what about the JDC budget which is 
outside of this ? 

Friedman : The other 30,000 are coming from a whole miscella
neous host of places. No one item very big. Nothing more 
than three o'f four or five thousand. Iran, Turkey, Algerians 
who live now in Fran~e, Tunisians from Tunis and also from 
France 9 Moroccans, i'ree•world people, -Canadians, Europeans , 
English and Americans, maybe four or five thousand this 
year, 5,000 maybe, -Romarrians - Russians is Russians, but 
there are Jews from o-ther Iron Curtain countries. Those are 
about the main p-laces-"Wh.ere the other 30,000 Jews are coming 
from. Call it 3,eoo, 4,000, 5,000 each from seven or 
eight places . I forgot, Latin America a couple of thousando 
I mean when you are drawing from seven or ~ight places at 
two, three, four thousand each, you hit 30,000 very fast 
and that's about it. 

The second questron about t-he JDC budget, the JDC budget 
this year I think was ~6 million dollars or 25 of which its 
gets from the UJA about 21. It gets almost its entire budget 
from the UJA amd ii; gi::;t-s -a couple of million bucks from out
side sourceso It get's a litt-le money from Latin America, it 
gets a li.ttle m~ney 'from Canada, it gets a little money from 
Germany 9 but- 90% of- i.t-s- money comes from the UJA. Where is 
it spending it, where does the UJA spend about 25 milliono 
It Ws spending about 40% of t-hat or about 10 millicn here in 
Israelo Have you viS"it-ed the Malbeno The Malben takes about 
7 or 8 million a yearo There 's a program among some orthodox 
yeshivot for about a million a yearo There's a program among 
Ort s chools - JDC is giving to Ort about 3 million of which 
about a million is spent here in Israelo So they are spending 
about 10 III1.llion here. They spend about 3 million sending 
packages behind the Iron Curtain although we never say that 
in writing. In writing you remember the name that Feder told 
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He used the phrase -~lief' in transit" - RIT which sounds 
like rest in peace. And you know why that name was picked 
many many years ago, because the idea was that the Jews living 
in Russia were only in transit and they wanted to get out of 
Russia and until they got out we had to send them packages 
inside. So about 3 million a year gets sent inside Russia. 
About a million antl a half gets spent in Morocco - about 
a million gets spent-in Iran - about 2 million gets spent in 
France for the Algerian and Tunisian Jews - about 2 million 
gets spent in Rumania for poor Jews who live there - I don't 
know, how far are we now - that's about it • 

Their budget, contrary to the Jewish Agency pretty much balan
ces. If they start out with a budget of needs of 25 million, 
26 million, they find that they can almost make it, they don't 
have to cut very much, because they don't try to do an open 
end jobo They do a closed and job. 

Question: What about the Iraqi Jews ? 

Friedman: Do me a favour and don't ask me for the details o 
Iraq is situated next door to a country called Iranp that's 
all I will tell you. We get them out of Iraq by clandestine 
means, difficnlt means, in which people have lost their lives , 
been wounded, who tried to help from the outside and people 
from the inside trying to escape have been arrested, turned 
back, put in jail and torturedp so its not a fun and games 
thing at all, it's a real tough bloody operation and if they 
get across the border at all they get across into Iran. In 
Iran we have no trouble picking them up and bringing them here, 
but how they get out of Iraq over to Iran through the moun
tains is something I'd rather not be specific about for 
obvious reasons. The information won't really do you much 
good and could do some people a lot of harm. I hope that 
satisfies you. 

We don't have anywhere near as many to go as we have already 
got~en out. We have a success~ul scarletpi.mpernel type of 
rescue operation which is i'rought with danger but which works 
and its not a big volume thing,l!mt it's continuous and steady 9 

with casualties, but it goes on and we do it. That's really 
a chutzpahdike question - someone sits in his secure living 
room and says : Why don't you:. get Jews out of Iraq. First of 
all he doesn't even know where it is and secondly he's really 
impuning the dangerous acrtiviti.es of a lot o:f dedicated people. 

It doesn't get the publicity for another reason, not because 
it doesn't have the volume. We don't want it to get the pub
licity. We cringe every time anything appears about it. We 
wish nobody knew about it. We would be able to get them out 
fastero 
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Mr. Friedman 

I think that those 15 years (19JJ-1948) were the most important 
15 years in 4000 years of Jewish history. I think I knC)W those 
4000 years, I have read 400 books about it. I think I ·thought 
about it :for four thousand hours and I pick my words c~f'ully, 
not Abraham and not the giving of the Torah on Mount Sinai and 
not Joshua beginning the conquest of the Holy Land, and not 
David and not Saul and not the Romans and not the BabylC>nians 
and nothing. Nothing that we have passed through has b•!en in 
:four thousand years of our corporate history, nothing has been 
as momentous as the 15 years in which two things occurr•!d, 
which are the two :fwidamental things, death and birth. Between 
19JJ and 1945 we almost died, collectively as a people, not 
just the Six Million, one third o:f us, who were killed, but 
another two thirds who weren't killed physically, but who were 
on the verge o:f dying spiritually and psychologically and I 
dare say that had not that birth occurred three years later the 
Jewish people a11 over the rest o:f the world, those two thirds, 
would have gone down and down and down in the periQ.d of 50 years 
or a hundred years and they would never have been able to recover 
:from the blow. And some historian later on in the :futw:-e would 
try to :figure out what happened to cause the loss of thE! life 
instinct o:f the Jewish people, which had kept them a1ivE~ through 
all the persecutions and tortures, some historian woul.d have 
said that we lost our instinct to live when we were dealt the 
worst blow we ever endured. Nobody ever did anything tc1 us like 
Hitler , no persecutor, no conqueror, no Russian Tzar, nc1body 
ever hurt us that badly, left us :feeling like impotents, and 
with time the two thirds who were alive would have reali.zed that 
they were guilty of the death of the one third because they had 
done nothing about it. Nevermind trying to blame the outsiders. 
First you have to blame yourself, too. The Jewish worldl did 
very little , i:f anything, to try to fight back against Hitler. 
The knowledge o:f that would gradually have seeped in, eYen into 
the powerful. American Jewish community , and a guilt feel.ing 
would have overtaken them. I think even 100 years might be too 
long, it would have happened sooner. 

So my thesis about history is that the Jews would have died 
psycho.logically spiritually in terms of the will to live,, just 
as surely as the Jews died physically in the gas chamber·s and 
ovens. 

And therefore I cal.l the period of '33 - '45 the period of our 
death and then in ' 48 there was the absolutely spectacul.ar and 
glorious moment of birth and that birth also took place in blood 
the way all birth doeso It is not possible to be born except 
through blood. Every human being on earth goes through that 
experience, traumatically. And the blood of the birth of a 
nation I think washed away some of the sense of impotence and 
paralysis and certainly gave a whole new ecstasy and brought 
back into play again a small Jewish surviva.l instinct, an 
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optomist instinct and belief again in the creative power of new 
life. 

This is just not poetry that I'm trying to teLl you, I am really 
saying something which I think is historically valid. I can't 
prove it, but if we came back 500 years from now and read about 
it in a history book, somehow this period would be described, I 
think, it could be described the way which I just have. 

If that is true then you must realize that you are living through, 
or you are living on the edge of, the most extraordinary 
generation in a thousand generations, because although you are 
not of the period of 'JJ - '48 you were born then. Nevertheless, 
you are on the fringe of that and you are still living through 
the waves and the ripples of that very special generation and you 
are not so very far removed from it. Some of you actually were 
born in 19JJ, it's almost 40 years ago. It is not just a 
question of talking about the same old boring subject of the 
"Holocaust." I have put that word into quotation marks, because 
some people say: Oh, my God I don't want to hear that story all 
over again, or my God I don't want to visit a camp or what the 
hell is he digging all that up for. Anybody who talks that way 
is a traitor to Jewish history . This Hitler period and the 
effect it had upon us is as important for you to understand 
as the Israel period and if you don't understand that one you 
won't understand the other. 

That's the introduction to justify, if I have to, why I want 
you to be intimately familiar with the Nazi period. 

It began in Vienna and that makes it also particularly poignant 
where this whole story began. He was born in Austria, lived 
in Austria , he was 24 years old, that's when he went to Germany, 
he died when he was 45 or 46, I am not sure when exactly. So 
that for half his life he lived in Austria and that was a very 
important period in his life. 

A.11 of his ideas he got here. I want to go into a pyscho
analytical story of his background. Be was the third son of 
the third marriage of his father and that third marriage took 
place with his father's second cousin, the grandfather not 
married to the grandmother so the father was illegitimate, the 
grandfather first had the name Schickelgruber and Hitler himself 
said that with that name he never would have come to power, you 
can't think of thousands of stormtroopers yelling "Heil 
Schickelgruber" , it would just have been comical. Then his 
name at one time was Heitler and he didn't like tha~, he 
thought it was too salt sounding so he chose Hitler which was 
shorter, harder, simpler, it became a good sound "Heil, Hitler," 
and this rhythmic thing was fairly important because it had a 
hypnotic effect, and I want you to remember that word, because 
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in my anal.ysis of the whole thing there was a mass hypnosis 
which took place. It's one of the explanations to account for 
how you can take over a nation of eight million people - to 
hypnotize them, it makes it easier and sounds are part of the 
process of hypnosis. 

Anyway, without psychoanalyzing whether he hated his father, did 
he love his mother and all that stuff. He left home at an early 
age, he didn't have much respect for his parents, he wandered 
around as a kid and then he came into Vienna and he didn't have 
much of a profession, he wandered the back streets and lived i .n 
a hostel. He looked like a dirty miner's kid. He made a kind 
of a makeshift living as a drawer of pictures and postcards, sold 
in souvenir shops. He tried to get into the army, but couldn't 
get in. I said that the basic ideas, he picked up wandering the 
streets and coming into contact with the virul ent antisemitism 
which existed here. The idea that there was one Master Race and 
that all other people were inferior. He couldn't really believe 
that the Austrian people were the Master Race even though he was 
an Austrian, so he came to believe that the Germans were the 
Master Race. He began to believe that Germany should rule over 
the whole world with an iron hand, not just the vhol.e country. 
He came to believe that democracy was nonsense. He watched the 
Austrian parliament in operation, he used to mQck it and scorn 
it and the idea was born that parliamentary democracy was not 
the way to run a country. 

When he l.eft Vienna for Germany in 1913, one year before World 
War I, he was 24 years old. He believed with a burning passion 
in German nationalism, he had a hatred for democracy, he had a 
hatred for Marxism , he had a burning hatred for Jews and Judaism 
that obsessed his l.ife , and a bel.ief that God has chosen Germany 
to be the Master Race. 

Well., that's the whol.e ideology chained in the mind of a 24 year
old boy. Also he with his own genius, and he discovered the 
secrets at an early age of how to control people, and he reached 
three conclusions which he put into practice later on. Number 
one, he felt that he would have to create a mass movement to get 
his ideas into practice. Number two, he would have to learn the 
art of propaganda, how you control the minds of people in order 
to create a mass movement, and nqmber three, how you learn to 
use terror as an instrument to intimidate . As far as that 
latter fact is concerned , he put that into practice immediately 
after he was in power. Because in 1934, the first year he was in 
office, his best friend Captain Rohm, who had formed the SA 
~ailions for him, with the excuse that the man was a homosexual , 
bu1t;.that was not the motivating fact, the motivating fact was to 
show to the whole world that he cared for no one, not even his own 
best friend, as an example to others to be afraid of you, you 
succeeded in putting terror into people's hearts very early in 
the game. And this was a calculated and deliberate device. 
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He deve1oped a few more guiding principles. Although he was 
not a religious man and as a matter of fact hated the Church, 
he decided early in his life not to oppose it, don't oppoae 
the Churchp try to live with it. He certainly did, didn't he? 
By 1938 he made a cordante with the Pope and effectiveiy 
neutralized the powerful moral force of the Catholic Ch.u.rch. 
That was never condemned by the pope. This was part of a 
clever design. I also believed he had to win over the support 
of the heart of the establishment even though he was a 
revolutionary and intended to overthrow the government. 

And that's a very clever concept, to overthrow the govez:nment 
with the help of conservative elements in the government and 
to try to win over the army and big business. And he succeeded 
in both. With support from within the establishment at the 
same time that he tried to overthrow the establishment. 

And the other principle he discovered very early in hi.;S...J.-i.'fe 
was the power of oratory and what it could do, becauseh.e said 
over and over again that nothing succeeds like the s~oken word. 
The written word may last, but the spoken word sways men's minds 
and you can get them to do anything you want, hypnotize them. 

This is the boy with the ideas formed in his head and the 
principles formed and a methodology formed. He came to Germany 
at the age of 24 in 1913 0 one year before World War I~ and 
found a home in the Ge.rman:r army. He had been wandering 
rootless up to that point and suddenly he became a man with a 
purpose. He fought hard, he did something which very few 
German soldiers ever did, he won the Iron Cross Second Class 
and the Iron - er~ss ~i~st Class, although he never rose above 
the rank of Corporar and it was one of the rarest things, of 
millions of men in the German Army you cou.1dn 1 t count dozens 
of ordinary so1diers , n~t officer~ 9 - 1dlo had won the Iron Cross 
First Class and he wore lb.at decoration the rest of his lifeo 
That was the little cross you'lnay have remembered seeing in 
the picture , dangling close up to the top of his tunic, a1most 
like a choker around his neckp that was the style in which it 
was designed and it was the proudest decoration which he ever 
wore , and he wore it always. 

Contrary to Mussolini and many other of the great dictators of 
his agep his uniform wasn't sprinkled with a lot of fruit sa1ad. 
He was wounded four times in 1914, in 1918 and just a month 
before the surrender in 1918 he was in hospital, blinded 
temporarily from poison gas which had wounded him in a battle
field and then in that hospital in 1918 he learned that Germany 
had surrendered. He couldn't believe his ears that the great 
German chosen people , the mighty German army, had actually 
been defeated on the battlefield by ~pe decadent English and 
the corrupt French. It wa~ an impo1"~ble concept for him to 
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swallow and he i.Dmlediately looked f'or a scapegoat and i.Dmle~ately 
found one and the conviction grew in his mind that they were 
traitors who had stabbed Germany in the back and that phrase, 
to stab in the back, became the phrase with which he won over the 
German masses because he repeated it over and over and over 
again in the next ten years when he inveighed against the 
Versailles Treaty and the unfair pressure which the a1lies were 
putting on Germany and that Germany had been defeated not by any 
weakness of her own but by an enemy, a secret enemy, an enemy 
within and that was the Jews , they had stabbed Germany in the 
back. So all of his ideas came together, that the German.... 
people were still invincible and still powerful and still 
coul.d destroy and conquer the world and they were not defeated 
by anybody else , but by the Jews and so his whole ideology 
became intensive and that was the ideology with which he 
decided to go into politics. 

Well , how did he go into politics? Again, he remained in the 
army and he volunteered f'or a regiment in Munich in 1919 when r 
the war was over to act as what was called a "Billdungs 
officier" anr . education . o:fficer which was the polite word 
for a spy. The German Army used to send of:ficers, or eni~sted 

~ t men in uniform, to attend meetings of small political p~ties 
which had spJ:'Ullg up in Germany a:fter Worl"d War I like mushrooms , 
to spy on those parties and to report to the army which of 
those political parties showed any comnunist learnings. Because 
the army was determined to root that out. The army cJuldn't 
f.ight England and France any more, but the army could fight 
internally against German communists. , 

• ... :In February 1920, he joined a small. party himself, whose meeting 
he had attended as part of his observatioll..,duties when he 
became attracted by the doctrine of that party, which was 
called the German Workers Party, and the large number of people 
in that party were six, he became number seven. Rohm was 
number five , that's where he met him and became his close friend. 

_ ~ .. He met him in 1920 and shot him in 1934, just to prove that no .. person is sacred. 

By the 24th of February, 1920, in a big hall, a beer hall in 
Munich called a Hochauer House known as the Ffeistzhal, a German 
beer hall , cavernous , rooms with heavy oak tables and benches 
on which people s i t all ro\lll.d 9 with heavy beerstands, a great 
big block and you pound it on the table and beer slushes all 
over the place and everybody's vomiting all around, people are 
singing happily and jollily, two thousand people in a room 
stamping their feet, clanking their pots on the wooden tables, 
well you can just imagine what they looked like, so\lll.ded like, 
and smelled like, and by the way you can absolutely recapture 
that atmosphere today in that same Feistzhal house, you go 
down in the celler and there are two thousand people there singing. 

/6 ••.•••••••• 
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And at that meeting in 1920 with a couple of thousand people, 
he began his career by announcin.g the 25 po in ts in his program, 
and the 25 points all boiled down to the two or three points 
that we have ta1ked about. He wanted to have a union of all 
Germanies, a g reater Germany, with Jews to be denied citizenship, 
he wanted to abrogate the Versailles Treaty, he wanted to create 
a strong central private army. He did it with very 
inflammatory oratory and he began to introduce already those 
elements which I call, and by the way this is my own private 
theory, .nobody else uses these words, I call the elements of 
hypnosis. He was looking for a symbol, and he found it in 
the hackenkrauts in the swastika. He was looking for a flag 
and he found it in the colours of red, black , and white - they 
are the things which hit the eye easiest. That great big black 
flag with a great big red circle in it and a white swastika in 
the middle, and the pageantry which later on overwhelmed the 
German people, began that early in the game . 

Later on you all have a picture in your mind of what those vast 
pageants were like, they came to a crescendo every year at the 
Party Rally, in the stadium at Nuremburg, which had room for 
somewhere between 80 and 100,000 people, or standing out in 
the field sometimes as many as a quarter of a million, and 
it was decided not to seat anybody and the wnole thing took 
place on ::foot, a quarter of a million men standing, beating 
their drums, stamping their feet, blmri.ng their trumpets, huge 
torches 100 feet high flaring up into the air, massive 
searchlights swinging all over the place , and that rhythmic 
beat of Heil Hitler, Heil Hitler, Heil, going on hour after 
hour and after hour , it was an unbelievable orgy with everybody 
standing in place, not even moving a muscle and a kind 0€ aaas 
mesmorization and only that one voice beaming out of that 
podium under the great eagle which was built, which haid a fifty
foot wide wing span hovering over his head, with a big swastika 
on the breast of the eagle, one searchlight burning down on 
this one man, in a light brown twiic, no decorations , just an 
emb-rassage and the most magnificent public address system 
e1';er invented in the world, covering that field of a quarter 
of a million people , making his voice sound like a whisper 
rising to a scream, he turned that crowd in his hand like as 
though it were putty. And those orgies g ot bigger and bigger 
and bigger and more and more frequent and they were the bread 
and circuses which the Romans had discovered were necessary 
to control the crowds. 

Back in the early days he wasn't yet that refined. He got money 
from the army, h~ got 60,000 marks from the army to buy a 
newspaper,"Der Volkischer Wermachte" . Once you have a newspaper 
you can print your garbage every day and begin to take over the 
minds of people. He needed more money , he got it from a woman 
of the name of Helena Bechstein, wife of a piano manufacturer who 

// ...... .... . 
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made Bechstein pianos. He founded it in the first few ear1y 
years, the first year, two years, 1921, 1922, Hess, Rosenberg, 
and Goering all came in with him in 1920 and 1921. He had the 
beginning of his crowd right from the start. 

The who1e thing came to a head in 192J when the putsch 
catapaul.ted Hitl.er into nationa1 prominence in Germany, and I 
think it's important to tel.l that story because you wonder 
how dictators get started, and how they started and where 
could you have stopped them. This is a key question. When 
does Huey Long get dangerous, when does Father Callaghan get 
to be dangerous, when does George Wal.lace get to be dangerous, 
when does a pol.itician whom you don't agree with, whom you 
sense intuitively is going to take you on a wrong path, when 
does he get to be dangerous, when do you stop him, when do 
you know. 

Wel..l, that's why there is something instructive in the Hitler 
lesson. If he coul.d have been stopped in 192J when he attempted 
to make putsch take over f'or control of the German Government, 
he would have failed, but Hitler didn't fail, ten years later 
he was the Chancellor and what happened. If he had been 
stopped in 1923 he would never have been in power in 19JJ, 
he would have been stopped de•d in his tracks, or shoul.d have 
been. And that's the lesson that you have to try to draw out 
of this thing, to know when to stop somebody dead in his tracks 
even if the way to do it is to shoot him. Listen careful.ly to 
that. 

Remember November 11th was the date of the signing of ~arwdatice 
of World War I and November 11th was a day of infamy as far as 
every German patriot was concerned and so a rally was planned 
for another beer hall on November 11th. It didn't take place 
on the 11th - it took p1ace on the 8th or 9th. There were 
three politicia ns who were the leauers of the State of Bavaria, 
which was about half of Germany, the southern half'. These three 
politicians were holding a r a lly, 'in the Burgerbrau Keller 
which is another beer hal1 in the southern outskirts of Munich, 
which exists today, and there were two or three thousand 
people in the bee r hall, and Hitler marched in with a pisto1 
in his hand, he shot the gisto1 into the ceiling whi1e one of 
the politicians was speaking, he jumped up on the stage and 
made an announcement that his SA brownshirt men had surrounded 
the building, had put a machinegun up in the ba1cony, had 
trapped some armed troops outside in the courtyard, and that 
he, Hitler , and the, what was call.ed by now the National 
Soc ialist German ~orkers Party, were taking over the Government 
and they were inviting the three pol.itLc~s who were up there 
on the platform to join them, and Hitl.er was going to take 
them off the stage and into a smal.l room in the back, and a11 
you nice people should remain here drinking your beer, whil.e 
we negotiage the formation of a new government and we wil.1 
return here to the stage i n a f'ew minutes. 

/8 ••••••••••••••• • •• 
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Gesturing with his pistol, he said to the three fellows, Let's 
go. It was fact 9 it was as absurd as it sounds, that two or 
three thousand so1id .Ge':rman burghers remained sitting in the 
beer hall, ordered mor.e ·beer , the girls in their pretty 
dryndls kept serving them while the negotiations were going 
on in the back room and Hitler said that these three guys 
that he wanted 1 to bring, because they were leading politicians 
in Bavaria, to join him in the Putsch, and they said no, they 
coUldn't and he said I'll shoot you, and they said shoot, and 
he 'laid I 've got 1·our bullets here, tb:ree for you and ~n~ for 
me, and they said go ahead, shoot. And so it was a s~~emateo 
And then Hitler said, I have got General Ludendorf on my s~de . 
Now General Ludendorf was the Godlike mythical hero of' World 
War I, Second in Command to General von Hindenberg, who later 
became the Presid8!11t of Germany, and the name Ludendorf _. 
magic and sure enough a few minutes later Ludendorf walked 
into the room and said to these three guys, Join him, in 
his government. I ' m going to be the head of the new government, 
which we will make after this Pat-sch and Hitler said, No you 
are not, I am. And the struggle for power begins in tha~ 
little tiny room, and Ludendorf capitulated right there, 'he 
coul.d.n't stop Hitler, nobody could. So he capitulated, he 
said, O.K. you be the head of' the Government and I'll be your 
Chief of Staff. Three guys still won't give in. Hitler 
suddenly got an inspiration. Be went out of the room back onto 
the stage, took the podium and said, The three leaders of Bavaria 
have agreed to serve with me in a new Government. The first of 
the big 1ies 9 but he suddenly realized, and why do you have to 
te11 the trutho Why the hell do those 3,000 people have to 
know what was happening in the back room. You could just as 
well say that they had agreed to join as that they were 
resisting. When the people in the room heard that they began 
to clank their beer pots, happi1y and gladly. They had a new 
leaderp a new government, everything was strong, they felt 
secure, they started singlllg songs again and the rally had 
been a huge successo 

He left the hall and left that room for a few minutes to go 
to the barracks of a regiment where a fight had broken out 
between the German regu1ar army and his men. He was gone for 
about an hour. When he returned to the hall, the three 
po1iticians had sc~ttered, Ludendorf had scattered and the 
whole damn thing had fizzled out that night and nothing 
happened. 

The next day they met at noon time - this was November 9th -
and they decided to have a march on the city, take over the 
city and from there on to the police guards and free Goering 
who had been arrested a day or two before in a street brawl 
between the Brown Shirts and the Po1ice. Ludendorf and Bitler 
started the march from the Bergerbaum Keller, it's a beerhall, 
at 12 noono But they had to go only 300 or 400 yards over the 
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bridge and cross the river Esse right by a great big museum~ 
the Deutches Museum , one of the best techno1ogica1 museums in 
the worldo It ' s important in our history, we used it many 
years later 9 when the war was over as a collecting place 
for Jewish D.P . s and that ' s another story about Jews which 
I want to get into later. Three hundred yards down the 
road from the beer ha1l 9 Hitler's marching in the front with 
Ludendorf and a few of his friends. At the end of the column 
are a few hundred of these stragglers, there was a truck 
with a machine gun mounted on it. There was a ~ma11 police 
guard holding that bridge. The police officers said, You 
shall not pass 9 you have no permit to permit the parade 
into the center of the city. Hitler and his men said, We ' re 
going in. The polic e guard called him. About a half dozen 
policemen right there, tried to stop him. They didn ' t. They 
marched. They continued to penetrate into the city, 
gathering more and more people, now there were already 
thousands. They came down to the town hall 9 Marianplatz, 
the centre square of Munich. Streicher was on a street 
corner holding a ralley, an anti-semitic rally. Vhen he 
saw the Hitler parade coming, he disbanded his rally and 
joined them. That ' s how Streicher got into the Hitler 
movement, quite by accident that morningo 

And then they came down the •• • •••• Strasse into the o••••• 
P1atz in front of the • • ·••••••• • •These places in Mllllich 
don 1 t mean anything to you, but the geography is such that 
they came down a very narrow street where the police had 
thrown up another blockade and surrounded them with fire, 
and had t4e police been a bit more vigorous in the firing 
they would have destroyed the Nazi movement that morning. 

Instead what happened was that when the march came up to 
the police barracade 9 nobody knows who fired the first 
shot , but some shots were exchanged. It lasted a few 
seconds and in about sixty seconds, a minute, 16 people 
were ki1led. Hitler hit the pavement. Schwergner, one of 
his early devotees was killed and he had his arm linked in 
Hitler ' s arm and he pul.1ed .B.i..±.1 er when he fe11 himse1f•.,. 
Hitler dis1ocated his shoulder~ Other men were on the ground. 
General von Ludendorf w1th moustache bristling, wouldn't 
yie1d one inch. .He remained standing absolutely upright in 
the midd1e of al1 the fire 9 he walked up to the police 
captain and surrendered. The po1ice captain said,. I'm 
sorry~ I mus t arrest you 9 generalo Ludendorf said, Do 
your duty sir. And head upright he marched off to oblivion. 

Hitler was picked up by a friend of his by the name of Butsie 
Hoberstenkel , a guy who graduated :from Harvard in 1923, a 
young Americ an kid , who came over, •as a piano player, met 
this Mrs. Bechstein 9 she introducedb.im to Hitler. He 
became Hit1er 1 s patron and he was a rich, spoiled American 
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kid who had a villa. He took Hitler to the vi.l.la where he 
rested up from h .is street braw1 , which should have marked the 
end of his career, but instead marked the beginning of it . 

November 10th, 1923. A few months later Hitler was brough t 
up for trial for attempting to start a riot against his 
government, he was found guil.ty, he was sent to jail.o He 
was put in Landsberg Prison, Landsberg is a sma11 town 
outside of Munich , and in 1924, he stayed in Landsberg for 
nine months until. November, 1925, and during the course of 
those nine months in prison he wrote the book, Mein Kampfo 

:>' 
And that's it. I don't want to go through any more of what 
happened, because what went on must be a lot more detail. 
From 1925 up to 1933 he became more powerful. and more 
powerfu1 and grew in power in those years, building up his 
complete organization and taking in Goebbels, who became his ~ 
propoganda expert, and when Gezmany went- through a depressiQA. 
in 1929 af'ter having gone through the .inflation when one 
dol.lar cost what was worth four billion German Marks. The 
wagon in which you carried the money from the bank. was worth 
more than the money. He got support of the army, he got more 
support f'rom 1:-ig business and by that time his two priv.ate 
armies , the Brown Shirts and the Black Shirts, had drawn 
millions of men , because he solved an unempl.oyment problem 
in Germany. Anybody who was unemployed, he took them into 
his army and so he got support like this. In order to do 
that he had to have money, mi1lions and hundreds of mil.lions, 
and he got it from big heavy sources and al.so little people 
who began to join the party. It means that they pay party 
dues, one buck , two bucks p five bucks and by the millions it 
adds up. I'm not going through all the complications of 
German pol.itics , what happened with the Weimar Republ ic and 
Chancellor Brunn.ing and Chancellor von Papen and blah b 1ah 
blah blah! Government after government failed and finally 
the old man, Von Hindenberg, he was the President of Germany, 
was forced by Bitler to appoint him Chance11or. Von Hindenberg 
up to hal.f an hour before the ceremony said, I ' ll never appoint 
a filthy Austrian corporal. to ~ the leader of Germany. And a 
half hour later he did. And when the Bazis began marching up 
and down the street the centre of Berlin, Von Hindenberg l ooked 
out the window t he was 84 years o1d at that time and senile, 
and he didn ' t know what he was doing literally, and said to 
an aide who was standing next to him - why are al.l those 
people right down there marching, I didn ' t know we had captured 
so many Russians. 

In 19JJ he still thought he was back in 1918. And Mr. Hitler 
1s in power. The whole 19JJ until 19J9 , six years, a very 
short time, the whole World War Two started and in those six 
years he paral.yzed the world. They were afraid of him like a 
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person confronted with a snake. He moved into the Ruhr. 
France didn't try to stop him in 1936. He passed 1aws against 
the Jews in 1934 and 19J6, whatever it was, nobody stopped him. 
He marched into Czechoslovakia in 1938. Chamber1ain handed it 
to him on a platter. Also at Munich. Nobody stopped him. By 
the way 9 Mwiich is the centre of the· whole thing and I take 
groups of students to Munich and spend three or four days 
there with them and I show them every p1ace. I know where 
Hitler's house was, it 's not marked anymor~; I take them to 
the old Bruter Brat Keller, it's not marked anymore. I take 
them to the room where Chamberlain signed the deal with Hitler, 
today its a music conservatory. It's not marked anymore, the 
tenants don't lalow it. 

Every effort was made to wipe out the memory of the man 9 but 
the memory of the man is stamped on the city. If you know what 
happened to that city. I take them to the concentration camp 
Dachatt 9 just outside Muni.ch. I take them to the Prison at 
Landsberg which is just outside Munich. I take them to Hitler's 
place at Berchesgarden which is a few hours down the autobahn 
from Munich. Munich is the centre of it al1. And someday maybe 
you'll organize a trip to Munich. 

Anyhow from 'JJ to '39 he put the finger on the Jews and he put 
the finger on the wor1d and nobody opposed him and nobody 
believed him and nobody even worried about him and it was 
absolutely as I say. Where you stand, glaring in foscination 
at the snake which is about to strike you and you don't do 
anything to take his head off. I don't have the time to go 
thro~ that business, of how he did dominate the German 
peop~e» but he dominated them through fear and terror and 
giving them What they wanted to hear - that a new Germany woul.d 
be born, that a new glory would be born., that a thousand- year 
Reich woul.d be born. and the Cathedral of Versailles would be 
wiped out and the stain of dishonour wi11 be e1iminated. They 
wanted to hear all this. 

I don ' t have to tell you what he did to the Jews. This camp 
will te11 it to you. His method was very simple. Bis method 
was to isolate, concentrate 9 to segregate and eliminateo The 
Warsaw Ghetto is an example. Take a half a million Jews , 
isolate them from the rest of the population, concentration 
them into a fixed area 9 one square mile of the city of downtown 
Warsaw p you get everybody out who lived in those buildings, all 
the Christians. Once you ' ve got them concentrated, you then 
segregate th.em and even further on you break them down to smaller 
and sma1ler units and then you begin to eliminate these un1ts one 
by one and the elimination takes place not necessarily in the 
place in 'Wh1ch you concentrate them, but in a place which you 
build specia11y for that purpose , which is like a big factory. 
For the Warsaw Ghetto it happened to be a place called Treblinka 
which was 70 miles down the railroad line and at Treblinka you 
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built your gas chambers and your ovens and you played on a 
certain amount of rol.ling stock and you moved out of the 
ghetto 7,000 or 8,ooo people a day, which is about the 
capacity of what Treblinka could kill. I mean ayery 
slaughter house has its bapacity. It can't &ill an unl.imited 
number of people p er day, because the oven takes a certain 
number of minutes to burn up the body and the gas takes a 
certain number of minutes to kill the body and it takes a 
certain number of minutes to put hooks and poles into the 
bodies and carry them from one place to another and to 
clean up the gas rooms which were full of disease and 
vomit the human body evacuates in moments of fear and if 
you ' re going to put another couple of hundred people in 
there to gas them , you will never get them to enter the 
room if they see that they were entering that kind of chamber. 
The word on the outside of the chamber said dousebade, which 
means shower bath , so you seduce the people into thinking that 
they were going to take a shower and you hand them even a slab 
of soap. You have plenty of soap because you use the same 
body later to manufacture soap. You entice them into a room 
which you couldn ' t do if it were a dirty and filthy room. And 
it takes a few minutes to clean it up . Jewish prisoners do 
the cleaning. And you have to hook the corpses and then take 
them in and get out the gold work in teeth and all of that. 
That takes a few minutes. And then shove the bodies into 
the ovens and that takes ti.me . You can only kill 7,000, 8,000 
v~ople a dayp in a small factory like Treblinka. In a big 
factory like Auschwitz you can kili 20,000 a day. 

Those numbers are meaningless. There are 35 or 40 people on 
this bus . How long would it take to kill everybody here , and 
take off their clothes , put them in a pile , cut off their 
hair and put it in a pile, take off their eye glasses and put 
it in a pilep all these things are usable. The Germans are 
thriftyp usefui , industrious people. They don ' t just destroy 
nice good quantities of goods . Human hair is the best quality 
to make mattresses out of or to weave in~o linings of overcoats 
for the German soldierso It ' s cold on the Russian front. You 
don ' t have too much wool, it ' s wartime. And to have the hair 
of ~11 these dead Jews, what are they good foro A11 this takes 
ti.me. It would take a long ii.me to knock out the forty people 
on this bus and strip them down. 

So the elimination process was always the desperated search for 
faster methods p because you can isolate the Jews and segregate 
them and concentrate them faster than you can eli.minate them. 
Shooting takes time , you have to take them out in a truck 
someplace in a field, dig a trench, kill them , topple the bodies 
in 9 throw more dirt on top of it, throw more bodies. Everything 
takes ti.me. 
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E-i-ehmann was only the Expediter. He didn't e:v:er shoot anybody , 
he just brought in the trains and made sure that they went as 
fast as it could go. 

Between 1933 vhen he came to Power and 1939 when he started the 
war, those six years, in which Jews vere persecuted and put in 
camps - Dachau was fowided in 1938, Mathausen was founded in 
1939. The years of '33 - '39 were not, repeat, not the-years 
of mass murder of Jews and if the world had given one Goddam 
there would have been millions of Jews saved in those six years . 
I want to tell you one story about a conf'ere~ce that was held in 
a town in France called Evian, it's a beautii'Ui town, the 
Goddam diplomats selected this town because they liked the water 
and they sat there in that town all through the m.citith of September 
1938, in an international ref'ugee conference, 30 nations, to see 
what they could d o about the poor, poor people being persecuted 
by Hitler. Nobody offered a home, the damned thing was the most 
filthy, hypocritical, immoral, condemnation of western civilized 
nations that ever took place anywhere and the people who organized 
the conference, Mr . President Roosevelt, should have had his head 
examined for showing up his moral bankrupt..y_ a& bad1:y- as h~ dido 

Don't let anybody tell me they're sorry for me and want to try 
to do something when they haven't got the goddamdest intention 
of doing a thing. Let them tell me to go in the ovens and worry 
about it myself , then I know at least I'm on my own and maybe then 
the Jews would haye f&ught back, better or harder or earlier or 
more cleverly. Ij ' s a terrible business not to know h~w to handle 
yourself' in time of' danger. Some of us who remember it will try 
to transmit to others like you the danger signals . Of course , the 
most important thing of all was the State of Israel, is in 
exis~ence and that's the best guarantee that it will never happen 
again. 

If Eichmann was captured in Argentina in a command-like operation, 
that's what it was , then another nascent Hitler could wiped out by 
a paratroop squad that can be dropped in by friends of the Israeli 
Army. Okay, the world didn't give a damn, the Jews in the free 
countries were paralyzed, didn't know what to do, and didn't do 
anything and the six million were destroyed between 1939 and 1945. 
When the war was over we were bleeding from all those wounds and 
and we had suffered this fantastic defeat and so few Jews had 
resisted during the process. There were partisan units, there 
were uprisings in some of the ghettos, there were efforts of Jews 
to escape through the sewers of many cities and getting to the 
woods to continue the struggle from there. There were efforts on 
the part of a few people to organize some boats to get to Palestine . 
You know the story about the British, who were attempting to stop 
that . But the resistance efforts were minor in terms of the big 
process. When the war ended there we were, and then came that 
period from ' 45 to ' 48 in which by some instict a few people 
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understood that the strugg1e to be reborn was so crucial that if 
we didn't succeed, we would be dooming ourselves f'orever. And 
there weren't very many people working, there were the people who 
were cal1ed Zionists who had the on1y true vision and dream, that 
they need a state of their own. There was an underground army 
cal1ed the Haganah, of which I had the honour of being a member 
from 1945 on. Tb.ere was an illegal :imnigration movement against 
the British which was ca11ed Aliyah Bet f'or which I worked for 
three years, from ' 45 to '48. Tb.ere was an il1egal arms 
smugg1ing movement to try to get weapons to Israel or to 
Pa1estine, because we knew that we would get it in a war no 
other way. We had learned a lesson not to depend on anyone 
else. And that was ca11ed the Rechesh, also conducted by the 
Hagan.ah. I worked here in Germany and in Austria for those 
three years, two and a hal~ of them, and we moved people down 

• from this city of Vienna across Sal.zburg to the city of Munich 
where we put them in camps on German soil and Austrian soil 
in the American occupied sections of those two countries. We 
packed in a quarter of a million Jews into these camps and 
then we took them out of these camps down to the Mediterranean, 
south to the coast of' Italy and France. There we tried to 
board them on these ships and we ran 56 vessels, 'lhe British 
caught most of them. We beached some on the shores of' 
Palestine, we got a few tens of thousands of people in". The 
British caught 50,000 or 60,000 and put them in camps on the 
island of Cyprus. But the struggle was going on, the fight 
was going on and the will to live began to be reborn and in 
the camps here th1s quarter of a million people were beginning 
to come alive and say, We want a home, give us a home. We 
want a land, give us Palestine. We want Pal~stine. And 
commission after commission after commission came through the 
camps of Germany and Austria till you could almost puke with 
rage at the futi1ity of this whole thing and there was nothing 
for any commission to investigate, what all the facts were. In 
five minutes I could tell you what the facts we re. The Jews who 
were alive had to get off the bloody soil of Europe and nobody 
in the world wanted the.ga, even after the war was over. So it 
was clear what the hel~ you had to do• you would have to found 
this country so they could have a p lace to go. We are getting 
towards Salzburg, Linz, that's the border with Germany. All 
right, there's not much poi:t;1.t in getting further into the story. 
My God, I've t a lked for an hour and a quarter and that's a long 
time. 

' 
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CHAIRMAN 

I think we have had a very moving day in Vienna and a long 
day on board the airplane :from New York, many o:f us I'm sure. 
We have a very exciting man with us tonight . He was also at 
Schonau this afternoon, by the way. I think before we go any 
:further I would 1ike to thank one man who is responsible for 
most of what you have done today, Morris Eisinger. 

He has made this visit very heartwarming to us. This is a 
:fantastic place, many o:f us did not expect it , he surprised 
us all and the arrangements that he made this a:fternoonp this 
morning actually were terrific and i think it's definitely going 
to help us on our trip with the impressions we received and the 
Russian immigrants whom I'm hopeful we may see later in Israelo 

Tonight I want to introduce to you as our speaker Ted Feder. Mr. 
Feder is Associate Director General o:f the Joint Distribution 
Committee's Overseas Program at its base in Geneva. He has been 
with JDC :for 26 years and he has directed their programs in 
Germany , Iran, Israel and Austria. He has three teenage children 
and his wife is a psychiatrist, a practising psychiatrist. She's 
not with us tonight. For his work with JDC, Mr. Feder has re
ceived the Medals of Honour :from tha city o:f Vienna and the 
Government and we were talking ear1ier and I asked him what is 
one of his fondest memories and he said, one of his :fondest 
memories is when a Miss Golda Meyerson dragged him to kinder
garten in Milwaukee. So I presentto you Mr . Ted Federo 

Mr . Ted Feder 

First of all I want to apologize that you have only one speaker 
this evening and that's myself, although I'm sure i:f I look 
at some of theeres around me, they are very pleased that there's 
only one, so that you'11 be able to get out o:f here and go home 
and go to bed, but I do want to apologize, we had Simon Wiesentha1 
of the Nazi Killers, he ca11s himself, who promised to come this 
evening, but un:fortunateiy he had other commitments and he couldn't 
~e it. 

This afternoon I was at Schonau with Mr. Ben Cohen, You were out 
there t~is morning. I knew, you were out there , not on1y because 
I knew your program, but I knew it from another way. As we came 
out there and I looked around at the youngsters, and then sudden-
1y Mr. Cohen and I were at the railroad station at 6.30 this 
morning and saw the Chopin Express come in with 51 people, al1 
of whom you saw, and when we came in there was a 1otcf' people 
whose jaws were moving very quickly and I asked one youngster, 
lie spoke yiddish, I said , lib.ere did you buy the gum between 
Vienna and here, and he said 9 Americaners.So you left your 
mark there and I must tell you that at 4.00 this afternoon they 
were still chewing that same piece of gum. 
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I mentioned to Herb that I also met the gentleman who spoke 
to you this morning, one of the two 9 Mr. Gerevitch. Mr. Cohen 
and I were walking by the small synagogue and I don't know if' 
you noticed it, but they have so many peop1e there today that 
they had put tables into the synagogue - fortunately all the food 
is kosher - they put tables into the synagogue because they just 
were overrun with people today and the mashgiaoh was sitting 
there vi~h a gent1eman 9 do you all remember him, with a beret, 
a black beard, and when 1 came, we're old friends, he pul.led 
me in and said: Hey, you ' ve got to hear this story. And he told 
me the story of' the Rebbeh and as I mentioned it to Herb, you 
didn't get the whole story because ~hey didn't give you all the 
facts about this phenomenon that took place with this individual 
who six years ago was not aware that he was Jewisho He was not 
aware that he was Jewi.sh. His father was not Jewish and his mother 
was Jewish, but on their documents 'Jew' did not appear and when 
he learned, I didn't get the story of' now he learned that he waa 
Jewish, there was this Messianic feeling that he got about the 
fact that he was a Jew, he became an orthodox Jew and I want you 
to know that he had a Brit Milah at the age of' 26. And this man 
with his feelings not only for himself' as a scientist, but as an 
orthodox Jew, and then the story got interesting, about his 
wife , who Wls also not J awdsh . His father was not Jewish and his 
wife was not Jewish. And he told us this story , that in his 
dilemmas as to how he could convert his wife , the Lord 
apparent1y got involved in the form of' a Rabbi from Miami, a 
Rabbi from Miami who stayed there long enough in order to 
convert his wife. Now that's an un:f'orgettable story and you 
heard it this morning a day after this man arrived from the 
u.s.s .R. I'm not going to make a long speech, because a number 
of' people would rather go to sheep than listen to m~. Ve'11 talk 
in the majority. And the Defense Department of' our Government 
has said time and time again that any peop1e , and I suppose ex
cept _Mr. Kissinger , any person who comes over from the United 
States is not going to attend a meeting in the f i rst 24 hours 
and if he does , he's not supposed to make any decisions and you 
are at a meeting and I hope there won't be any decisions, but 
I ' l1 , try to make this as quick and as painless as possible . 
I'm not going to let you go to sleep. 

We have talked about the great things done by the recipient 
agency to the UJA, but let me tel1 you of a small one, a s~l 
little progtoam that took place t wo months ago. Two months -go 
three couples left Bucharest, left Bucharest to go to the USSR. 
I happened to meet one of the c ouples , they were in Geneva two 
weeks ago and he told me the entire atory. These three couples 
carried with them 50 lemons wrapped in paper showing that these 
lemons had come from Spain and you know they weren't lemons . 
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They were not lemons. 'Ihey were an inte~a1 and important part 
of Succot and you know what they were. hey were etrogim and 
they were brought into the chief rabbi and there was no f'uss 
and no one was making a lot of noise about the fact that 300 
etrogi.m cost them 120 dollars - 300 etrogim got into the USSR 
as they have been for the-last 15 years and we don't make a 
big issue of it, but the Jews of the USSR had etrogim for 
Succot, because of the JDC, not a big program, not something 
that you write about, but the Jews of the USSR were aware, 
and the chief rabbi certain1y was aware that these etrogim 
were coming in through the help of the Jews of the United 
States. 

I envy you. I envy you this mission, that you vil1 have an 
opportunity today, having seen the Jews come out of Russia, 
that modern miracle, and it is a miracle that they are coming 
out, because it waan't so long ago that our pundits in the 
United States many rabbis, many of bur Jewish leaders, came 
back from the USSR, the moaning and the wai1ing that we had 
lost a generation of· Jews in the USSR, Jews who were brought 
up by the mother milk of communism and were lost to the 
world, and look wha~ we have today. 

What has brought these people out, what rekindled their 
Judaism? As one little woman said today when I asked her why 
did you come out, she said, I'm sick of lying, I wanted to 
stop lying. Or the little 83 y~ar old woman who said to me: 
I'm a Jew • I wanted to come out. And many of our leaders had 
given up what was probably something that they were llllable to 
see. :r remember .1.0 y·ears ago when :r was in Israel and someona 
came to me and said: There is {fOing to be someting ~pening 
in the USSi.And I said you can~ go against al1 that had been 
said to us, the fact that how ~an there be Judaism there, there 
are no ta1mud torahs, there ar• no synagogues, there's no 
community center, how can it f~ourish, we need it. And he 
said: Never mind, th.e ' young people don't understand anti-semi
tism, the oldsters d.o, but the young ones are the ones vho 
are going to rebel, because they know that they are real1y 
not accepted in the communist society. And how true he was. 
And this is a prediction ten years ago , and aerb, you know 
who I'm taJ.king about. 

I'd like now to rela.te what we , JDC, the UJA , have done that 
perhaps has helped. Please don't get me wrong, my agency and 
those of us who work: for the Joint are not coming out and 
saying that we have been an integral part of the movement of 
the Jews out of the USSR, but let me tell you of the .link that 
we have forged, not yesterday, not five years ago and not ten 
years ago, but starting back in 1943, and there was a man 
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today out there who I asked if he had e!ver received a parce1 
and he said, Yes , I received a parcel in Siberia in 1943. 
You may not be aware of this , but the ~DC were sending, from 
Teheran, packages to the Jews in Siberi.a in 1943 . Surp1us food 
of the allies were being sent in packages and the Russians ac
cepted it and as a matter of fact we hsLVe receipt of the 
people, I suspect that some of them may be forged, but the 
Jews of Siberia who had fled from westeirn Russia were getting 
packages f'rom the JDC in the midst of t:he war and this program 
continued. In the worst days of Stalin, during the Doctors' 
Trials in 1952 and '53 , when tlie JDC WalS the arm of the CIA, 
and as a matter of fact we stil.l are whLen there are recent 
trials, such as of those in Leningrad amd they talked about 
the fact that it had been financed by parcels sent by Wienerman 
& Son, an organization financed by the American Joint Distri
bution Committee. We have a great big dlossier in the USSR of our 
activi:ties. 

In the worst phase of Stalin these packages went forward. What 
did these packages mean? Could people l .ive on it? Could they 
exist for a long time? Probably not, 'lb.e packages had a good 
resale value - for what we paic{ 160, for a package the value is 
400 or 500 rubles which meant somet!ng in the daily living for 
an indiTidUa.l, but today with all the problems of paying the 
tax, it's only a tear in the ocean , but at the same time it was 
a link and I'm sorry that we didn't hav·e a chance to ta1k to 
you firs~ because if you'd have gone an.d asked if they knew of 
packages, you'd get very atr&llg• atorie•s. Yes , we got a package 
from Switzerland or somebody got a package from Belgium or he 
got a package from Copenhagen or he got a package from England. 
Each of those Lparcels were financed by my organization. And we are 
very proud of it and this year we hav& more than tripl.ed, we 
wi11. be spending more than 2f million d.ollars on just sending 
these parcels into the USSR and what an important step it was 
for the J•vs of the USSR to be getting these parcels in the 
worst days of Stal.ino · 

True, true, it doesn't solve the problem that you met today. 
There's a terrible fact with the professionals , it is way 
beyond anything we may be able to do, but if you ta1ked to the 
people today on this issue you would hear them tell you of how 
not only did they sell what they had , but they would also go 
to other people and this is so~ething_ that shou.1d have come out 
today, the tremendous self-hel.~ gen.rated amongst the Jews of 
Russia to help those that are leaving and this again is a factor 
which we in the JDC feel that we are involved with. 
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Let me te1l. you another thing. If you think this is clandestine 
you're wrong. It is not clandestine. The Government of the 
USSR knows everything, everything that we do . They know where 
we get our lists, they know what the costs are, they know when 
they can put up their customs and we won ' t balk at it . They 
know everything we do . Let me not give you the impression that 
this is an underground movement, it isn't. They know, as a 
matter of fact if we would ask them questions, they could tell 
us some of the names and we would be doing it cheaper. They 
know everything we do. Why do they allow us to do it? Very 
simple. One thing , they are interested in the money. They are 
interested that a sixty dollar package which we send in, they 
get at least thirty dollars in customs and in postage and to 
them, that's money. And as long as we don't give it publicity, 
as long as we don't come out and say we are helping the poor 
starving Jews of the USSR, they allow us to do it . Those are 
the ground rules, let's keep it quiet, just as we carry on 
programs in Hungary, in Po.l..and.. and in C~choslovakia. Each 
of these countries, where we send in parcels and w~ send in 
money, the Governments know exactly what we are doing, and yet 
they are quite prepared to have it because of the high dollars, 
they couldn't care a damn about the Jew&. They are interested 
only in the aim , to get dollar v,a.J.ue out of our program and we're 
quite pleased to do it, because those of our people there do 
need our help. 

Let me for a minute talk about the programs behind the Iron 
Curtain where we work openly, and that is in Rumania and in 
Yugoslavia. In Rumania, the head of the Jewish community there 
is a very solid, strong personality, Rabbi Rosen, and he runs 
the coDD11unity. There are 100,000 Jews there. There are 60,000 
odd who are over 60 years of age and are needy. Ve have 
feeding kitchens in 12 cities throughout Rumania. They are 
kosher incidentally. And I may tell you a story of how we get 
the best bang for our buck. WhYbuy locally in Rumania? We buy 
export items to use 1oca1ly and our dollar instead of getting 
18 lai to a dollar which is the official rate , by purchasing 
locally and sending parcels out, we get as high as 40 lai per 
dollar. A:fter all, we're handling other people's money and we 
have to make certain that we get the best possible rate that we 
can. And here is a community where if immigration were to open 
up, all o:f the able-bodied would g o , the sick and the aged might 
not want to and as long as we can operate and as long as we can 
carry out a program in Rumania, we will. The Government at one 
time opened its gates :for the Jews in Rumania and then they 
closed them. They always say that there's no difference between 
a Hungarian and a Rumanian, except the Rumanian in cases of' 
immigration, the Rumanian will sell their people and the Hungarians 
won ' t. Yugoslavia is also an interesting country. We use it as a 
listening point for the problems and the needs of the Jews behind 
the Iron Curtain. The Jewish community of Yugoslavia is a non-
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religious community, yet it is very valiant in its efforts to 
try to be helpful to us to bring whatever assistance we can to 
the countries behind the Iron Curtain, including the USSR. 

Let me for a moment talk about just what is the JDC. Yo1u know 
that we have various kinds of immigrants. Someone said, Wow, 
you are a Jewish Red Cross, another one said , You' re a J·ewish 
fire department. Another one said, You are a Jewish world 
radar sensitive to the needs of Jews throughout the wor1d. 
Weil, maybe we are and certainly with the kind of associations 
we have with non-Jewish organizations and of course withL Jewish 
organizations, what we can do to feel out where there are needs 
and where there are problems, certainly if it is within our 
competence. 

Let me give you another broad view. Our program roughly is 
around 26 million in 30 countries in the world. About JO% 
is for relief, about 25~ for aged and medical assistance, about 
320,000 Jews in these thirty countries - 100,000 in Eastern 
Europe, 103,000 in Israel, 44,000 in the Moslem Countries, 

' 65,000 in Western Europe .and 8,000 in a number of other countries, 
including incidentally ten mentally sick Jews in China . We have 
been sending funds into Red China for the last 25 years. Now 
you figure out why the Red Chinese have a1lowed us to send in 
funds for ten mentally sick German Jewesses that they won't 
allow to come out and if they would we would certainly be able 
to take them to Israel. 

Let me for a moment give you a thumbnail sketch of our programs 
in Moslem countries , because I think this is essential for you 
to understand. 'When you thi.n.k of Iran, with the Shah whose ability 
to walk that thin line is pretty good at this stage , not only with 
the Arabs but with the Russians. Who knows, if he has a misstep, 
what will happen to the Jews of that country, they are not aware 
of this posterity in Iran but we feel very strongly that Iran is 
going to be in the crunch between the Red Sea, the Persian Gulf 
and the USSR and the Jews there will be in danger. Certainly in 
Tunisia, Bourghiba, who is, you shouJ.d pardon me, mentally sick 
and I know because I know what psyiatric hospital he was at up 
until three months ago. And finally, the King of Morroco, a man 
who lives onJ.y by suffering, that he is st:ill alive today is a 
miracle and the Jews of these countries live only because of 
their leaders being alive . Vb.en these three leave, the ,Jews of 
these countries will be forced to leave, just as Jews had to 
leave Egypt and Iraq and if they could from Syria, they ·would. 

Our program there is slated for the children, we are educating 
close to 14,000 kids in full-day Jewish schools in these 
countries. We educate them, we feed the , we take care o:f them 
medically because we know it's our investment. We know these 
kids are going to move and they' re going to move to Isra.el and 
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when they do get to Israel they are going to come far better 
equipped to become pa.rt of the f'abric of' Israel than the 
youngsters of these countries who came in the early f'if'ties 
and brought with them1 the tremendous debilitating diseases 
and i lliteracy which was a real drain on the resources of 
the fledgling state and now when they come, they are going 
to have something tha.t they can give the state. That is the 
investment of the JDC in these countries. 'We are cri ticized 
for work in these countries, because if we would get out of 
it then people would leave. Well, we know they are going to 
leave, we have pressed it too often, the desire of people 
to leave stress areas by the fact that our programs if taken 
away would make them leave . 

Let me for a moment talk about Egypt, Iraq and Syria. Iraq, 
unfortunately we have heard in the last few weeks that they 
have begun to arrest Iraqi Jews. Here's something very 
interesting, it took place in the last two years. I must 
say I really don't kn.ow myself what made it happen, but are 
you aware of the fact that hundreds of Jews moved through the 
mountains between Iraq and Iran, help ed by the Kurds, came 
over on donkey and horseback, walked through the mountains 
to get away from Iraq and came into Iran. I must say I don't 
know who organized it - somebody organized it. Unfortunately, 
we weren't involved in it, but something took place and the 
1500 member Jewish community of Iraq is down to less than 500. 
And now suddenly they closed the gates again and we know of at 
least 20 people who are in jail in Iraq. Iraq incidentally is 
a country that hung 11 Jews about three years ago and yet when 
we saw them leave we were so pl.eased that it was taking place . 

Egypt, there are less than 500 or 600 Jews there. Here again 
there was an exodus after the war, helped by the JDC, by the 
Bias and by other agencies, primarily with the help of 
incidentally the International Red Cross and Protestant 
agencies who worked for us in these countries to bring the 
Jews out, and most of them h a ve gone on to Israel. 

Last and not least is Syria. Of all the Moslem countries the 
Syrian Mosl.ems are the worst. There is no doubt about it, 
anyone who has any knowledge of Middle East politics knows 
that the Syrians in their attitude towards anybody are simpl y, 
they are not very restricted as far as their inhuman desire to 
inflict as much punishment as they can on people. When you 
think that today they still have a curfew for the Jews, they 
can't go far from where they live, that in Kamish1i there 
are only about 350, this is on the Turkish border, a place 
where the train f'rom Turkey comes to Syria and moves out again, 
where during the early days we were able to bring out hundreds 
of Syrian Jews and with all the misery in this country, it i s 
the country that we are still able to bring assistance and 
there is a pharamacy in Damascus and Aleppo and a dispensary in 
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Aleppo and Kamish1i and incidentally there is a Catholic priest 
in Kamishli who helps Jews. We know that, because we get reports 
from himo And it's in this area that our efforts are trained to 
see what we can do to bring more of the Jews out of Syria and 
certainly they deserve every help that we can give themo 

I won't dwell long on western Europe except that we cannot forget 
to repeat time and time again, because we can tell this, when 
we talk about France and I'm not an apologist, Mr. Pompidou makes 
my stomach turn too oftern, and I want you to know that the French 
Government is prepared to give a Jew a transit visa in any of the 
countries that I have mentioned - Syria, Iraq and Egypt - without 
questiono At the same time they would arrange for transportation 
for many of these countries, paid for by the United Hias Service. 
Incidentally, I'm sorry there's no one here from the United Hias 
Service tonight. The French have interceded time and time again 
in these countries on behalf of Jews. It ' s hard to imagine 
knowing what we know about the other aspect of the political 
problem on which the French have been pretty negative to say the 
least. And the French Jewish community is the fourth largest 
community in the world. France has taken in more refugees for 
its size than any other country but Israel and it's a country 
with refugees from Algeria, from Ru.mania , from Poland and it's 
a country that we still give assistance to because we consider 
it as a country of refuge. 

I see I talked far too long and I'm going to finish. Let me give 
you another image of the JDC. Along with other Jewish organizations 
of the UJA, rescue is one of our primary reasons for being as an 
agency. In other words they help those who wish to leave their 
country in which they cannot live as free Jews. Ye reinforce 
communities receiving Jewish refugees. One of our largest 
programs, and I haven't said one word on the fact , is ~hat in 
Israel one-third of our budget is spent in the care of the aged 
and the handicapped and incidentally in new programs which we are 
helping to begin in order to help the poverty problems that 
Israel's facing. France is another country that is receiving 
Jewish refu~ees. Third, we ready children for immigration. I 
told you about what we're doing in Moslem countries and this is 
our entire objective . We want to get them out of' there and we 
want them to come ready to stand in the Israel society and they 
will only go to Israel. Very few countries are prepared to 
take Jews from Moslem countries. 

And last and not least, with all of this, knowing what it means 
to get the Jews out of the Moslem countries, Jews will be left 
behind. When the leadership leaves from Morroco ·and Tunis and 
perhaps Iran, not all the Jews will leaveo We know the history 
of movement and we are setting up programs to take care of those 
that are going to be left behind, because we knowp except where 
there is total evacuation and we haven't seen that yet ~ neither 
in Iraq nor in Syria nor in Egypt ~d there are still aged in 
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Egypt which we are helping incidentally through the Red Cross. 

November is the Yom Kippur of the JDC. Yom Kippur is a day you 
look at yourself and you examine yoursel.i' and you say, What kind 
of a Jew am I going to be for the next year. With us it's 
different. It's our budget month and we have to sit down and 
we have to be realistic about the money, and the greatest faith 
is an Agency getting money from the United Jewish Appeal, because 
in November we're making up the budget for next year and we don't 
even know how much money we're goi.ng to be getting from the UJA. 
But fortunately we haven't been let down in the last 25 years. 
But there are decisions that you have to make and the decisions 
that you have to make and the decisions are pretty horrendous 
and I want to share them with you. After all, you are giving , 
your leadership and your communities, I think you ought to know 
what we have to decide and this year incidentally the packages 
for Russia were very important and do you think we had that 
much extra money from the United Jewish Appeal? We certainly 
did not. We got our share, we have our limits. I'm not saying 
that the Jewish Agency shouldn't get it. They need more than 
what they're getting when you look at what you saw today and 
how much each family is going to cost at JO - J5,000 dollars, 
it's horrendous, but JDC at its own level has to make decisions. 
For example, this year, in order to put more money in the relief 
and transit we haven't stopped certain programs that we are 
carrying on in Rumania for the oldsters, we cut out a certain 
amount of clothing. We have to decide whether we should increase 
the caloric value of the meals that the kids in Morroco are 
getting, again in order to give the money to the RIT, that's what 
it's called, Relief and Transit . 

Our program behind the Iron Curtain is called Relief and Transit. 
This name was made in 1948 and how right the people that made 
that term were - Relief and Transit, help give to Jews behind the 
Iron Curtain because they were there in transit and how thi.s has 
come out to be a truism-. Naturally we could send more money into 
Syria, again you have to cut it . These are the agonizing plans 
and decisions that those of us in the administration of the JDC 
are faced with ·each budget Yom Kippur. I tell you all this because 
I think you ought to be aware of what we are faced with and I can 
only appeal to you that in what you are seeing now and what you'll 
be seeing in Israel, to give it very serious consideration so that 
someone instead of going without , will be able to receive it, 
because of the additional funds you and your comrades can generate 
in the coming year. Thank you. 

Chairman 

Thank you very much Ted. I feel this was very informative for us. 
We completed a full day on JDC work and I'm all for you to help 
us in completing this package, so to speak. 
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Don Benjamin 

There's a gentleman in this room whom I talked about when we 
were at Schonau. And I said to you this is the man that really 
changed my life. And I have the pleasure of introducing to 
you Herb Friedman. He is the guy responsible for our being 
here. Eleven years ago he had a dream. He dreamt about a 
coterie of young people from the United States who could really 
have an effect upon the American Jewish community and he went 
to the Exet:utive Committee of the United Jewish Appeal with his 
dreamo That's something that he referred to as the Young 
Leadership Cabinet. And we are here today because we are 
living part of this dream. His dream dealt with a group of 
young men a nd women who would be concerned with the survival 
of Jews and Judaism in Israel. And could do something about 
it. 

I could stand here and give you his biography about when he 
graduated,at what congregations he worked, what's his 
relationship with the United States Army as chaplain. He has 
been concerned about our people, because he said he felt he 
believed that's why he's here, Rabbi Herbert A. Friedman, the 
Executive Vice President of the United Jewish Appeal. 

Rabbi Friedman 

Ladies and gentlemen , first you have to understand Israel and 
its various problems . I am very very happy, I have had many 
questions, I have been trying to go into depth. I have seen 
many countries which appear to be in need and where the future 
is in doubt, but it's the first time that I have ever seen 
anything like the kind of people who are here tonight. I 
think it's just absolutely great. Compared to the way you 
live in the United States, and I live in Israel and compared 
to the environment whi ch we have which supports us, m.il1ions 
of Jews around us in all p laces, to think of living here in 
small towns, tiny,where every person coWlts, is really great. 
Every singJ..e individual has to coW'lt, there are so few and 
the world here must be more discouraging here than where we 
live and therefore these people are more heroic. And I think 
the fact that the Young Leadership Movement in the United 
States become powerful and set up an exchange of personnel 
and some of you might take a vacation and come and spend two 
weeks in Austria and help teach the business to the guys who 
are living here. We had a discussion about it beforehand 
and a lot of them said to me that the American tactics might 
not work and other tactics, the Israeli tactics might not 
work. And that's true. So the question is do you think you 
can take that push . Think about it. Now I said on the bus 
that we will finish the whole business of Schonau and the 
holocaust tonight. You know when we have parquet floors and 
chandeliers and oil paintings, it's kind of hard to realize 
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that a thing is in existence 175 kilometers away, what we saw 
this afternoon at Mathausen. But these two things do exist in 
the same world side by side and even though this environment 
may be very screwy and even cruel 9 I'm trying to talk about 
the fact that this exists today. So I would suggest that we 
finish up the thing tonight and then we put this subject to 
sleep. Tomorrow morning we start turning our face towards 

"' Israel and it's my guess you won't feel like working early 
tomorrow morning if you want to come and listen to a nice 
description of what Israel is like today, you are welcome 
to come at 11 :00 tomorrow morning to the Intercontinental 
Hotel and I will give you a talk about what are our present
day problems inside Israel . Aus~ria is only three and a half 
hours from Tel Aviv and really o~r guests here, really our 
hosts, they could come over to Israel from the United States, 
it ' s a long schl~p. From here it's not. 

I have two or thr~~ questions to raise, but first let's see 
if you have any questions that you want to raise about the 
whole Hitler period, of the Holocaust, of the destruction of 
the Jews, anything which came to mind. I'll only beg that 
you ask big questions, philosophical questions, not tiny 
little detailes questions. Tiny little detailed questions would 
seem out of place, but are there any big things that bother you. 

Question You said that if Hitler felt that God chose Germany 
for a mission now how about a juxtaposition between Hitler and 
God, in Vienna. 

Fried.man What's the question? 

Question If Hitler chose God for a mission or God chose Hitler 
or Hitler said that God chose the Germans 

Fried.man That's what he believed. 

Question It's obviously a euphemism for saying that the word 
Hitler and God are similar. 

Fried.man I said just a sentence ago that you people are being 
unrealistic. Hitler believed that God had ordained the German 
people to rule the world, that's what he believed. Did he have 
a right to believe that? Is tha t what you're saying? Was the 
idea a correct idea, is that what you're saying? Not to use 
the two words in the same sentence means that you will rid 
yourself of speaking English. It 's hard for you to believe that 
Hitler believed in God, but there were times in his life that 
he did, times in his life he didn't. You think that a person 
whom you describe to be evil, is himself incapable of believing 
in God. What do you say of all the priests in the Spanish 
Inquisition. Many people kill many other people in the name of God. 
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The Moslem relig ion has spread itself across Africa and into 
Europe, teaching the Moslem God by the sword. That's the way 
they believed. The Crusaders took the Christian religion into 
the Holy Land in the 12th century in the name of God. Christ, 
people dying right and left, blood spurting all over the place, 
singing Hallelulah Praise God. I'm not arguing about it, I 
don't widerstand the question . Evil is evil and it's performed 
by evil men and if you are able to analyze it and define it 
and label it, and call it evil, it's altogethe r another question 
whether that evil man speaks in the name of God or speaks in the 
name of the Devil or speaks in the name of money or speaks in 
the name of a flag or patriotism or country. I mean there's all 
sorts in which evil men speak in the name of God . Hitler 
believed that God had chosen the German people to rule for a 
thousand years and that he was doing God's work to put the 
German people on the top of the human race . 

Later on he got a bit more sophisticated and knew he was not the 
commissioned person in the formal sense and he stopped talking 
that way. He didn't have to talk that way anymore. 

Question Herb, the day we experienced Mathausen. Can we find 
more information about Israel's relations with Germany because 
of the release of the three Arab killers. Eli Wiesel said in 
one of his writings , which I'm sure you've read, that even 
though the Germans should have been able to teach us how to 
hate, they never succeeded because the Jews were poor students 
and he thought that every Jew should reserve some place in his 
heart for hatred, for pure hatred. If you have read that, can 
you tell us what you think he meant and what relevance it has 
f or us today, the Jews and our relationship with Germany, and 
the Arabs for that matter. 

Friedman 

Well let's separate the two questions as to whether we should 
hate the Germans and whether we should hate the Arabs. Let's 
keep the two things apart. Let's t a l.k..about the Arabs tomorrow 
and talk about t he Germans tonight. 

Of what you say , let me just take the core of the question, 
which is the phi1osophica1 question of whether we should hate. 
I don't know what Wiesel had in mind when he said that everybody 
ought to reserve a part of his heart for hatred. I think hatred 
is a useless solution. To me personally, it's useless. Some 
people get a kick out of hugh emotional frenzies. I'm very 
emotional person , I'm a very warm p erson, I b e lieve very deeply 
in things I believe in, I express myself with a great passion 
and conviction about the things I believe in. I think you will 
have found that out already in a very few hours. 
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But useless emotion that doesn 't gene~ate anything, I f'ind this 
a waste, I don't think there is time e:nough in one short lif'e to 
waste in hatred . 

I have my own def'ini tion f'or myself'. :It's pragmatic it works f'or 
me and I don't suggest it f'or a nybody •else. You can come to ·it 
yourself'. Everybody has to come to hi.s own f'eeling . I came to 
my own decision during the years when ·the question was raised, 
should we take German: money or not. 'The whole re para ti on 
question. 

In 1952 Germany and Israel made a deal, 1952, only four years 
after Israel was born, and a contract iwas signed at the Hague 
for German reparation. And there were people who said: This 
is iDmloral, this is evil, this is f'anta..stical..l.y inconceivable, 
that Jews should take German money. Tio a lesser degree you 
get it a11 the way down the line 2,5 years later, some guy says 
I wouldn't buy a Volkswagen and somebody else says, well, every
body in Israel rides around in Volkswagens, and both statements 
are true f'or the p erson making them. Some people can't stand 
eating out of a piece of Rosenthal china, some peopl e say 
Rosenthal was a Jew so ••• 

I have to decide f'or myself' , my own moral issues, should we 
take reparation money, how can you take the money if you hate, 
should you hate, should you seek revenge, and hatred and revenge 
soon cease having any meaning. I neither hate nor do I .look f'or 
revenge. Neither one. I believe in one thing. I believe in 
Zachor, which in Hebrew means Rememberl If' you forget I'll 
'Chop your head off' . Because if' you foJrget it means that you 
are cold, cruel, it means you are not ,Jewish, it means you 
are turning your back on it, it means you a re a f'ull idiot . 
Any Jew who says, I don't want to know about this, as f'ar as 
I am concerned I'd like to talk to him.. It's a dif'f'erent kind 
of person from me, I've no connection. This experience is 
our history and anybody who says I don '' t want to know about this 
is for me not part of the Jewish people. 

But you have a right to say to me what ' s the purpose of hatred. 
Why bother to say to people REMEMBER? Because the action of 
remembering is a useful act. The act of remembering what 
happened in the past will enable you to judge how to act in 
the future. 

You came into a situation whereyou had your people ready to 
wage another war and there were people who said: Oh , God, 
it's so clear, the Arabs are threatening genocide, the world 
will not permit this to occur again. I was in Israel the last 
week of May before the war. I went on May 20th at the request 
of the Prime Minister, Mr. Eshkol, and I stayed f'rom May 20th 
to June Jrd, and I was there during thBLt fateful time when the 
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Government was deciding whether to go to war or not. I was 
convinced we had to go to war. I was told to alert the 
American Jewish community there would be a war and the Jews 
must stand up and do their duty. Mr Eban is a good friend 
of mine. I remember that week he went to Paris, Washington, 
London and back to Jerusalem four days later. He came back 
and he said: They all told me that on no condition should 
Israel go to war. He didn't offer to help. He gave me advice. 
I went to London, I asked for help, I couldn't get any help. 
The British sympathized. The British invented the miniskirt, 
the British have a minipower. 

He went to Washington, Johnson said yes, 

Johnson said, Give me a chance to get some of the countries with 
shipping on the sea, the principle was open shipping. Egypt by 
blockading the Straits of Tiran, closing the Suez Canal, and 
Israel was choking. It was in the legal power, the maritime 
power of these nations to join in the guarantee for Israel, 
to have open shipping, and then they would have put the muscle 
on Egypt and said: Egypt, open up to Israel shipping. The 
President of the United States approached 11 great maritime 
powers of the world and he got a response from one. The 
enormous world naval power of the Netherlands. 

The purpose of remembering the lessons of Hitler is to understand 
that we are alone. And if you remember that and you.never forget 
it, never lose your cool, never lose your self- confidence, never 
expect anything, solve your problems by yourself it is the only 
way .for the Jewish people. And if that isn't strong enough, I 
don't know what is. 

The purpose of remembering what happened to us is to learn the 
lesson of the past. 

Regarding the Germans, you think they'll understand, do you think 
we are getting along with them, do you think they understand us 
and our problems? They knew perfectly well what was happening 
to us, to the Jewish people . .They knew what Munich meant to 
the Jewish people. They knew it was a knife in our hearts. 
They knew what Munich meant to the Jews. They knew it perfectly 
well. They knew what murder meant to the Jewish people. And yet 
they decided to do what they did. They took that chance, they 
decided on the basis of their own policy. 

The purpose of our remembering what the relations with the German 
people are is to know where we stand. 

This is the second time they gave in. This is the second time, 
not the first time. The firs.; time they paid five million 
dollars in cash. The Arabs captured a German airplane and then 
asked Israel to release 200 terrorists. Israel to release 200 
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terrorists. Israel refused and the Arabs then demanded five 
million dollars in cash and the Germans paid. 

*** In 19JJ the first concentration camp in Bavaria, Dachau, was 
cre~tedo By 19JJ the first people who have been re- educated 
were released from this campo As long as they were in 
Germany they couldn't talk. As soon as they came to other 
countries, they talked. And then faithless Roosevelt and many 
people read about it and nobody wanted to believe it, it was 
more convenient not to believe in it. Otherwise it woul d 
have paid them to do something. Although as Friedman sai d, 
before 1942 Auschwitz could have been bombed out. I agreed 
with him, together with the prisoners, but together with the 
guards, but not only '42 it should have been done in 19J9 
when the war began. The first two, three canps knocked out 
together~ith the prisoners,they were to be sacrificed anyway. 
No new camps would have been created. And I am not going 
to explain to you in depth, I think Rabbi Friedman did that 
yesterday. In 1945 in Bavaria there was a conference of the 
Central Jewish Committee, the Central Committee of the 
Liberated Jews from Germany. I was here too. In the 
discussions before the speeches being made the Germans were 
accused, but not only that, they accused every nation in 
Europe and the world because they had their ears, their mouths 
and their hearts closed. They didn't hear the sufferings of 
six million souls. No, there were dozens of millions. You 
were today in Mauthausen. 

If Mussolini had been stopped in 1922 I don't know if the 
Italians would have been better off, but the Germans would 
have been better off. Evil is a conmmnicable disease. It 
stinks. If you stop it in one place you prevent somebody 
else from getting it. If you have to stop it by force, 
stop it by force. You have no alternative. 

Question from audience 

(Regarding Wallace would-be-assassin - did he do right thing . ) 

Friedman I don't know how to judge if Wallace is an evil man. 
I don't think he is in my sense of the word. 

I am not telling you that you ought to play the part of God. 
I am not an advocate for political assassination by which an 
individual takes the law into his own hands and decides he 
wants to shoot somebody. I am not advocating that at all. I 
don't understand why it's so hard for you to follow the English 
language. 

I used the analysis of Hitler in the Street when the police 
blockade was there, the police in that situation, and I am 
answering your question, Who makes the decision, The police 
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in that situation, represented the legal and legitimate 
authority of the State. The police were there with orders 
to shoot. A revolutionary parade was coming down the street 
by men who had announced that they were attempting to take 
over the government . They:' d said it publica11y, it wasn't 
guesswork. It wasn't the individual opinion of the captain 
of the police who stood at the head of the street. 

Now, he was ordered to stop this parade, never mind that 
Hitler thought the police were evil and Hitler thought he was 
right, in that situation the police represented the right 
of legality and Hitler represented the wrong and the illegal. 

All that I'm saying is that in that situation where 16 people 
were killed by the shooting of the police, which lasted for 
60 seconds, what I said quite specifically was : It wasn't 
g ood enough. It didn't stop it. And if 100 people had been 
killed, I said, and the shooting had gone on for three minutes, 
I think the Hitler movement would have stopped dead in the 
••• • strasse in Munich. That's my opinion. 

The police were shooting anyhow. They had decided: The law 
was on their side. The State had decreed this to be an illegal 
revolution, not one individual convicting, that's political 
assassination. When one man takes a gun and shoots one other 
politician he is an assassinator. Why is it so hard to 
understand. Whereas when you take the instruments of the 
State as they exist, and you use them to stop some other 
movement which you consider to be dangerous, it's quite a 
different situationo 

All that I'm saying is that if it has to be done, it has to 
be done. The only remaining question is which side do you 
think is right. Do you think it's the state - the German 
Bavarian State authority of 1923 was right - or do you 
think differently. So it certainly depends from what 
vantage point you view this thing as to whether you think 
that the bastard shouldn't shoot at me, because what I'm 
doing is for the good of Germany, and he believed it of 
course he could believe that what he was doing was for 
the good of Germany. 

The difficulty especially with Americans or Asians is that 
in many instances the law of the state, the law of Mississippi 
or Alabama, the law of the police in certain parts of the 
States is maybe not with the moral side of the issue in the 
same way that you are talking about, the questions you are 
raising are a little bit deeper and it's not black and white, 
in the same way . 
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I regret to say that the whole problem of the Vietman War 
has got on most people's mrves and they are 1horoughly confused, 
and they don't really come out and say what they want. 

Most people get to a parade and condemn the policy of the 
government in continuing the war. Then they condemn the 
President for not paying attention to their protest and the 
depth of their protest. 

They are not saying however that they would like to overthrow 
the government. The only logieal consistency is on the part 
of the fanatics like the WeatherJJen. They are consistent. 
This I can understand. I could be wrong. But when I try 
to understand some of the process of logic and carry it 
through to its logical end, that's why I thlnk that you are 
not correct in saying the State is sometimes evil. Racial 
wars are evil, lots of states and federal governments have 
lots of evil things about them. But you are not saying 
to me that you want to overthrow that. You are not saying 
that that is such a great evil that you want to replace it. 
What you are saying is that something is happening that you 
don't agree with. We've worked like hell to try and make 
the government respond to what you want to tell them. 
Millions of people who have by now paraded on Vietnam, 
nobody tried to assassinate us. ~obody tried to set up 
political argument that would replace the government in the 
United States by a different government. So that there is 
no necessity for introducing the use of violence into the 
American Administration. and 1t 1 s not similar. Every time 
we get into a discussion like this there is only one thing 
that keeps coming up all the ti.me in the people of your 
generation, it is Vietnam, Vietnam, Vietnam, and I submit 
to you that it's simply not similar. Because you are not 
alledging that the Government of the United States is evil 
and should be replaced. You are saying the Government of 
the United States has got into a wrong war and is not 
responsible to the wishes of the people in it. That's what 
you are saying. You are not carrying any part of it. I am 
talking about a situation where a political party promised, 
I'll see you again in the new government we're going to 
form. And you are going to work with us. I'm talking again, 
and I want to be perfectly clear about the sort of situation 
where a political party or political peT'l!!lonality comes along 
and presents a point of view in a program which he anounces 
publically - again when you raise the question of who is to decide, 
well any human being who read Mein Kampf, which was written 
in 1925, if he wanted to chose to believe it seriously, would 
have the right to decide if Hitler was a danger to democracy, 
because he said so, you don't have to guess at it. He put itin 
black and white. Not that people didn't want to believe it 1 
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OoK., if you want to take it seri ously, you have a right to act 
accordingly. The problem is the recognition of danger, the 
stopping of that danger in time, by non-violent legal means, if 
you can, or by violent means if that's what it ultimately results 
in, and it usually does, because usually the police have the power 
to shooto All I was recommending is that when it comes down to that , 
shoot efficiently. 

No speculation for the sake of speculation, give me a real situati ono 
Are you saying Hitler would have conquered Russia, then what would 
he have done with the Russians? I am puttir).~ that to you because 
I believe for example that if he had defeated Russia, feeling the 
w~y he did about the Slavic race which he also wrote very clearly 
in~o Mein Kampf, he would have attempted to have destroyed millions 
and millions of the following kinds of people, Ukrainians and the 
Slavians, or Mongolians, also part of Russia, or Caucasians, all 
Bekistanians, Turkistanians, and all the provinces of Southern 
Russia bordered on to Afghanistan , Persia and Tibeto And I don' t 
fool around with generalities, you know me by now, I deal in 
specificso You say to me if Hitler had gone on for a few more 
years, what would he have done . I f he had conquered England 
would he have destroyed and put into the furnaces all the English. 
No, because he had a mystical belief and conviction that the 
English were the same as the Germans. He believed they came out 
of the same stocko That isn't what you would have done, I am 
talking about he would have done . I believe that if the war 
had gone on for a few more years and he had had further victorious 
in reaching, in going past Stalingrad, and Rommel had gone past 
Alexandria inEgypt and you know the purpose of the operation was 
that the European army would swing through Southern Russia down 
into Turkey into Palestine, and that Rommel's Desert Army would 
have come across Africa, gone through Egypt and into Palestine, 
and the two pincers would have joined there because Palestine i s 
the bridge between Europe and Asia, and from the base of Palestine 
in which it just so happens 650 , 000 Jews would have gone up in 
smoke in a week, he would then have launched a war and continued 
further eastward towards Persia and Indiao This was planned, so 
he would have put all the Jews in Palestine into the oven, v er y 
quickly. Would he have put all the Persians in - no. All the 
Indians - no. So the question that you have to ask is what were 
his goals and what were his objectives, what would he have done 
to achieve ito He wasn ' t interested in burning up the whole 
human race, he- vn:rs- interes·ted i:rr conquering the world and getting 
rid o~ certain elements of it who he thought would be troublesome 
to him. His intention then was to turn backward into Germany and 
eliminate the Church. That would have been a great surpr ise in 
store for His Holinesso And if you say to me that you want to 
make a proposition that he would have" gone on ten more years , he 
would have destroyed the Catholic Church. 
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I would like to finish by saying that the subject is so awesome, the 
fields of thought that it opens up are so enormous. The problems 
that it forces us to think about are so different to what we deal with 
in our ordinary lives when you open the door to the evils and you 
look it in the face and you think of possible implications of what 
it can do to you and what you have to do to face it, it's so 
different to what we deal with our ordinary lives and we try to 
protect ourselves from that. I don't want you to live with this 
every day of your lif'e and be sort of obsessed by it and yet I 
don't want you to be exhausted by it . I don't want you to become 
obsessed by it - that's not necessary. We opened a certain window 
today and you can close it nowo But you must always know that 
behind that window there lies more and more of this for you to 
investigate in the years ahead. From now on you dare not rest a 
moment when death will be the answer. We've always been aware of 
the forces CJf evil. Don't make yourself sick about it . Turn it 
into a positive direction and act for the positive survival of the 
Jewish people and Israel and let this serve as a motivation, a 
permanent motivation, a firm positive action on your part to build 
a strong Israel and a strong Jewish state and in a way really that's 
the most effective response we can make together . Never mind what 
we didn't do about it in 1943, the question is what you can do about 
it in 1970 and 1980 and 1990, in a storm of active response against 
Hitlers, in a way to end all this evil so that we don't become 
psychotic about it. We may get to understand the powerful formation 
for doing good which we all want to, and I think that's how we can 
turn it into something. 

Although we are sitting here on .Austrian soil, we make believe we 
are in Israel . The briefing that I would like to do with you now, 
I normally do the first evening you arrive in Israel. But because 
of the way this schedule has been twisted around you will arrive 
late tonight, we will arrive, I'm going home with you and late 
-tonight we can't do it , and tomorrow morning first thing you are 
getting on an airplane again and you are going down to the Suez 
Canal. So, there isn ' t going to be a chance to do it tomorrow, 
and by tomorrow night when you come back from the Suez Canal it 
will seem like you ' ve been in Israel 100 years, and a preliminary 
briefing will almost seem to be an anticlimax . 

I can't do a preliminary briefing tomorrow night after you get back 
from the Canal so we are doing the preliminary briefing on Austrian 
soil, but forget it, we are really in the Tel Aviv Hilton and we've 
just all landed - sorry you're going to the Dan - and one or two 
pieces of baggage have been smashed and one or two pieces of baggage 
have been lost, and the rest of it, 95% is all up in the rooms, 
carei'ul.Iy stowed away. You are quite excited about the flight from 
Viennao You are quite tired, you say to yourself, my God, we got 
to have a briefing, and Don and Howard say, yeah you've got to have 
a briefing, so we-'re duwnst a±rs iil the King Solomon Room of the Dan 
Hotel and Torget about what you see out there, that's not realo 
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I wcro.ld 1.±k:e- to try- to do two things. I'd like to try to take you 
through the itinerary but as I take you through the itinerary, which 
by the way ±s written on a piece of paper in front of me, but it's 
totally and com~letely invalid and will be either slightly modified 
or radically-changed by tomoTrow morning, and if you have any maps 
with you, I'd like to take you through the itinerary so you can see 
where you are going and what you are doing geographically, and use 
that same devic-e to isolate out the major themes. In other words 
I'd like to take you through the itinerary geographically and 
thematically, both. So that you understand where you're going, 
what you are going to se-e and you also understand the major 
problems that are going to be unfolded in front of you. 

Might just as weil begin with tomorrow morning. You're going to-f-1-y 
right out of Israel as soon as you've flown into it, and you ar-e
going cl.ear across the Sinai desert and if you will look at the map 
and look at the Suez Canal, and see if you can see a place on that 
map marked Kantara - I don't know if it's on that map because I 
haven't got- a copy of it in front of me, a few miles east on our 
side of Kantara there is airstrip that's been built in the desert. 
We are .not going to fly you out any closer than that for a very 
simple reason, that as you £ly westward across the desert towards 
Egyp~, towards the Canal you come up of course on the Egyptian radar 
screeno And there is no damn sense in having them make any mistakes 
about-what's flying towards them. 

So we don't take you to the strips, which are the military strips 
right at the Canal, we take you to a military strip back from the 
Canal and there is no civilian airfield in the middle of the Sinai 
Desert . You will land there and transfer on to some vehicles, depending 
what kind of vehicles we can get down there, it might even be a bus, 
it might be an army truck, or a command car or a few jeeps or whatever ' s 
there. If you aTe lucky it will be a bus. And then you got about 
20 or 25 kilometers to ride from that field right up to the town of 
Kantara which is on the Canal, or if the security situation in Kantara 
is such that they'd rather not have a busload of you coming up there , 
they._11 switch ~o a different town called Ismalia and you can find 
that on the Canal. Ismalia is a little bit of Kantara. It doesn't 
much1Ila±:t:te:r . I~Ls another ten kilometers one way or the other. And 
you'li wind up with about a 30 minute ride, and you'll come up behind 
some 1ragh bunkers and fortifications which are dug into the sand and 
bulldozers bank the sand up ten or fifteen yards high into the air, 
behind the sand these big packings of concrete and stones strapped 
in steel and underground trenches, and it's a whole big tremendously 
complicated fortification network which exists thereo If you look at 
the wa:y to the Canal from the top, Port Said from the Mediterranean, 
you see it, down to the bottom of the Canal to Port Suez, down on the 
Gulf CYf Suez, from the top to the bottom, Port Said, to Port Suez, 
it ' s 106 miles. And along that strip of 106 miles of the Suez Canal 
they have on their side in depth back from the Canal westward towards 
the city of Cairo, which probably doesn't show on the map, due west 
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from the Canal, 70 miles is the city of Cairo o So it ain.' t very 
faro And they know it and we know it. The Canal is 100 yards wide , 
not a ..massive obstacle to get ove:r, the width of a football field 
exactlyo You can damn near throw a football that far if you are 
any good. Half way, quarter of a way, or third of the way , throw 
a hand grenade a qua'I't-er of the way across . They've made many 
attem.pst to cross, they've landed successfully, we've had sabotage 
groups landing behind the line, we've fought them, they try to 
capture guards and take them back across the Canal. It is a 
natural obstacle, but that's the best defense line we have, an 
excellent line behind which to dig in, a very hard line from which 
they can jump off and try to get across, but on their side of the 
line, the 106 mile North and South and the 70 miles inland West, 
towards the·ir capital, which draws a triangleo If you draw a 
triangle with the Canal as the base and point, and the two lengths 
of the triangle come together at Cairo, it's a triangle lying on 
its s±de, inside that triangle, not very large, they have half a 
million men. In three lines of defense in a classical system, the 
Russians 'believe in three lines.. They defended Moscow that way 
quite successfully from the Germans, they defended Stalingrad that 
way, and so the Egyptians are using a Russian defence line, and 
between the three lines of defense are all the missile sites, 
wh1--eh interdict any aircraft on our part from going across, and 
you know the Russians have taken out all their technicians. They 
have not taken out all the missiles, and the Egyptians learned 
how to use themo 

They have along that line north to south 1200 artillery pieces, 
huge ones, Russian 155's, 175t·s, 203's,fantastic equipment, the 
best that Russia haso 

Again, I don't understand what Sadat is frightened about . I think 
the Russ.ian position - we gave you everything why did you throw us 
outo Why don't you like us? And the Russians did give him 
everyth.ingo But it wasn't enough for him. He wanted Mig-23's, which 
were attack bombers, because he eaid he has no offensive equipment 
with which to attack Israel, poor fellow o 

And the Russians said, What do you need it for? We give you stuff 
to defend yourself in case Israel attacks you, what do you need 
big bombers to attack them? If you want to attack them send your 
soldiers acToss the Canal. You have a million men in the army, 
Israel ' s army doesn't have a quarter of a million meno So move your 
men aaross, you have the tanks, we gave you hundreds and thousands 
of tanks, go, what d·o you need bombers in the air for? If you really 
want to fight them, you really want to destroy them, you really want 
to kill them, you are a nation of thirty five million people, the are 
2t million, you have five times the number of tanks, you have ten 
times the number of artillery, you have four times the number of 
soldiers, go and kill ~hem. But don't put us on the spot to give 
you more missiles and more aircraft, because then we are going to 
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get into a fight with .Am.Brica, and we don't want it. 

So Sadat got angry- and he- sa±d: Out, get the hell out, out, out! 
And the Russians were badly insulted and they picked up and they 
left. This was July. We are now in Novembero Sadat has sent hi.a 
Pr11Ile Minister, Sidki, three ti.mes already back to Moscow, crawling 
back to them to try--to repa"ir- the damage. Sadat is in a bad way. 
When SDmebody is in a ba-a. way one or two things happens, either 
he quiets down, and then the more quiet he becomes, then somebody, 
the opposition removes him and he falls off the horse. Or the 
other thing he does is, he gets very desperate and he makes a last 
explosion bef crre he gets thrown out and he starts a war againo And 
Sadat now is in a very bad way and we are watching him very 
carefully. It's a very ticklish period right now, which way he 
goes. 

I hope he gets thro'Wil off the horse. Even though we are not sure 
what will come in anyhow behind him, but still I think it would 
be better than if he were to axplode the other way into a war. 

All right 9 all of that is the Canal and I think it is important 
that you should see that right on the first day, you should see 
our bunkers. We don't have half a million men on the line, we 
don't have 1200 pieces o'f artillery, not only on that line, we 
cou.ldn.'t pu.t half' a million men in the field on all our fronts, 
agains:t Egypt and aga:i.nst Jordan a:nd against Syria, against Lebanon, 
we couldn't mob1lize that many men. Let alone on one front. And 
1200 artillery pieces we not only couldn't put on one front, we 
couldn't put it on four fronts. We haven't got it. The bigg€st 
thing that we have a:re 175 mm cannons which were bought from the 
United Stat-es o~ America at one million dollars a piece, one 
million, for one cannon, on a long trailer, and if I were to t€~1 
you the nlllilber of those that we have, you would really burst out 
laughing. 

I will only t€ll you one story-. We have more than one, but I would 
like to tell you a story of the War of Independence in 1948, which 
is a beautiful story-, it was ~pplicable then, it is applicable today . 

In 1948 in the month of April when the guerilla fighting was on 
before Israel was established in May, and the guerillas were 
fighting all over Israel and hitting us hard and they got into 
the Northern Galilee into the kibbutzim under an Iraqi General 
by the name of Fauji El Kaukji whu was a great hero for a few 
weekso Yigal Yadin the fa:nrous archaelogist was the Chief of 
Operations of the Israel forces. April 1st there was a stormy 
fight between him and Ben-Gurion, Yigal Yadin came to Ben-Gurion 
and said, sir, we musi; go on the offensive, we cannot stand having 
these guerillas come in and attack us all the time. The only way 
we have to do this thing is to a"ttack them by closing the roads to 
them. If we go on the offensive, close up the roads, set up 
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roadblocks, prevent them from coming in, then when they come in to 
our roadblocks, then we attack them and chase them, and by the way 
this has always been Isra:eli p-olicy, attack, attack, attack, attacko 
Defense is no good o Def'ense gets you no place o Defense is static. 
Passiveo So Ben-Gurion said, fine, that's very goodo You go ah€ad 
and do that, and Yadin said, fineo The Israel Army had at that 
time, the entire Israel Haganah, the underground army, possessed 
four 75 pounders from the Franco- Prussian war of 1871, bought- from 
Franceo Hon.est to God tratho So Yadin said, well I 'm going-to take 
the four artrillery pieces a:nd I ' m going to use them to defendJ;he 
kibbutz.:i.IIL, and we're going to attack the Iraqis, and then Ben-Gur±on 
said g What-! And Yad±n said : But you just gave me permission to· go- on· 
the attack. And Ben-Gu.rion said, Ye-s, but I'm taking the fuur gwxs 
to defend Jerusalem, because they-had blockaded the road to J-e:rusa:lemo 
Jerusalem was going under siege, you remember that. You kn:ow-the 
whole st"ory a:f the convoy of trucks trying to bring food up the road 
to Jerusalemo Nine months Jerusalem almost starved into submissien, 
until an alternate road was built , The Burma road, you remember -that 
storyo And Ben-Gurion wanted the four artillery guns to break -the 
road OlIBn to Jerusalemo Jerusalem was the holy Jerusalemo Ben-Gu:rion 
was mysLic, he had a feeling that if Jerusalem fell the War of Independence 
would he losto If the Jews couldn't defend Jerusalem, they couldn't 
defend anythi:ng o Yadin said, the road from the North is more 
J.mportant than Jerusalem and he started to read the stories :from ~he 
book of Kings, Chapter 2 about Ahab and Netzar who came down and 
attac-k'ed the Babylonian"S, came through like a wolf from the norlh., 
he said we a-re glivays vulnerable from the north, and we h~ve to defend 
in the northo And Ben-Gurion said you know the biblep you are 100% 
right, I agree w:tth you, defend in the north, attack in the north 9 do 
what you want in the north, but I got the four guns for Jerusalemo The 
argument went on for five solid hours, and of course you know how it 
is , Yadin took two guns to the North and Ben-Gurion took two guns to 
Jerusalemo That 's a true story. Unbelievable today9 isn't i~? Four 
guns, that ' s all we had. OoKo we have more than four today 9 but we 
haven ' t got 12000 

So you are going to the Canal tomorrow and that's a geograph±cal place 
you are visiting, but what you are really doing on your first day in 
Israel is coming to grips with the one majQr problem that overwhelms 
all other problems and that 'B the defense of the countryo Semarrti:cally 
you are looking at the security CYf Israel rightaway, the firsil"Jninute 
you are there, which is absolutely the correct and proper emphasis, and 
I congrat:u1.at-e Don · and Howard for organizing it that wayo It may sound 
crazy to come in at 10 or 11 ~onight on a plane from Vienna, and at 
7 tomorrow morning to get on a plane to go to Egypt, but that's it. 
You are doing t he right thing-. Freudian slip, get on the plane and 
go to Egypt! ! 

By- the vray ±-f I have time "S"Ome time I would tell you, a mo:ntir agCY or 
so , I was in Ammano I was in Jordan, I was there on a bad night, I 
was there on the night of the Munich murderso And that was a bad 
night to be in an Arab hotel in Amman, bad nighto But that ' s a whole 
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other story- which I'm never goi.ng to get too If anybody wants to 
do it I can tell you how. 

Now, the next day, Friday 9 I alil not sure wbztt your program is because 
it's a big question mark. There is a factory near Tel Avi-v called 
the Cosmetics factory, and i.-t's called the Cosmetics factory because 
with cosmetics you make pretty- things prettier, don't you. Well this 
Cosmetic :factory takes old Russian tanks, and readjusts them, and 
fits them up and cosmeiii.cizes them and then we can use themo We got 
a lot o:f old broken down beat- up Russian tanks and we are using them 
and this is an unbelievable fantastic -technology for these Jews out 
of the Shtetls and ghettos and, I mean, when the hell did you ever 
read a.nyth±ng or think anywhere that Jews would be working with 
heavy tanks and changing long rifle barrels and diesel engin~s and 
God knows what all else. Well we can do it nowo We can do it. The 
technology- of the Jewish people has changed. We used to be ve-ry-
good in medicine and mathematics and music and a few other Ms, we are 
now getting good in metallurgy, and a few other Ms and the nature of the 
Jewish people has changed, and it's something with which we should 
be enormously impressed. But you are probably not going to be taken 
to that factory . It's one of those changes which are probably going 
to occur. Anyhow it doesn't matter, as long as you know it exists. 

In the afternoon they want to introduce right quickly to you on day 
number two the second major theme in Israel . Number one defence. 
Number two immigration. And I want to say. In a few short hours 
of listening to me you know pretty much by now my philosophy about 
an acti.ve policy of defending yourself because nobody else is go'ing 
to give a damn about you and il you don't take care of yourself', too 
bado You' ll get swept ±nto the garbage heap and you will be a 
footnote in the history book a hundred years from now. Take care of 
yourself and do it by as active means as you know how to do ito And 
you know I believe that. 

But now, let me put the but, but, we did not build and create a State 
of Israel in order to :fight waT. We did not build a State of Israel 
in order that there should be genera.ls with unif'orms, and :flags in 
front o-f the United Nations Building, and Presidents and Ministers 
and Ambassadors and all the crap and paraphanalia which goes with 
modern sovreignity. That isn't why we built the State of Israel. 
We built the State of Israel to have a tool, a cutting edg~ wi-th 
which tu 1I!ake sure that Jews would never again be shoved iniio ovens, 
but that-if Jews get intlo trouble someplace, and need a place 9 they've 
got a place. So you build a state and you are willing to fight wars 
if you have too You build a st~te in order to save Jewish life, and 
so immigration is theme two, but it is linked with theme one. You 
defend the coup.try in order to have the country, in order to have 
a home for people want that country. 

When I say same ~heme one and theme two, I'm not saying that one is 
more important than the other. It is not that one is more important 
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than t-he other. They are linked. It is fatuous and silly and 
pompous to t-alk about immigration, if somebody is going to shoot 
your state off the map. If you lose your state you haven't got 
a place to take anybody. Con-versely, if you protect your state 
you have a place to take in anybody you wanto Another million 
and another million and another million - it doesn't matter. We 
can take in all the Jews of the world if we have to. 

O.K., so on the first day you see the security, and on the second 
day you will see the immigration right away, just as you saw it in 
here in Vienna, you saw people in transit, now in Israel you will 
go to an absorption center . I don't know which one. It's not 
really important. We ha-ve 50 or 60 in the country . Some are 
better th~ others. I think in the course of 11 days if you get to 
see two or even three it wouldn't be too many. Every few da:ys tt you 
knocked off and spent a couple of hours in an absorption center, 
there is a wonderful one in Pardess Hannah, at Athlit there is a 
good oneo An absorption center, I just want you to know in a 
couple 0£ vcrrds what it is, it's a place to which some of the 
people you saw yesterday at Schonau, who came to Israel last n"ight, 
Lydda A1--rport, when they arrive, they were assigned to go to an 
absorption center. What is it? It's a closed institution. It's a 
place which has rooms to live in, a dining room for eating, rrlEi'S'Srooms 
for studying, social workers, offices for interviewing and for 
helping people to adjust and to become integrated. So it's a clcrsed 
unit, an absorption center, some of them are small, they take 50 or 60 
people. Same of them are large and can take 300 people. A -family 
is assign..ed to go to an absorption center and they are taken there 
and they already spent their first night in the country there. 
Somebody.:met them, I don't care if it was 4 o'clock in the murn:i::ng, 
with a i1ashlamp, opened up a door, there are beds and there are 
sheets on. the beds and towels in the bathroom and welcome, s±r, 
from Vienna via Russiao Welcome sir. You are now in Pardess- Ranah, 
my name is Gidono You are on Israeli soil, you have your tudat oleh, 
you have you:r certificate indicating you are a welcome immigrm:rt and 
a citizen of our country-. Go to bed, siro Tomorrow morning C"GIIIe 
to the office and I will tell you when your classes start, and i-t's 
a school. And the father and the mother sit there for five months 
and you pay every penny of the expenses and they study Hebre111 fi-ve 
hours in the morning, all morning and in the afternoon they have 
three hours homeworklllare to do. And th~n they get out of this 
little place for an hour or two and they go to the nearby to'WTI 
and they see what the supermarket is, and what goods are available 
to buy in Israel, and slowly but surely they learn the intricate 
red tape and bureaucracy of our wonderful country and they learn 
about the money and their children are taken and put in the nearby 
school in the town and the kids come home crying and then -they learn 
that kle.en.ex costs a buck and a half a box, so you don't buy kleenex to 

-wipe your child's nose. You wash the handkerchiefs, and you learn all 
·the little things about life. It's not a consumer society, and slowly 
but surely we become adjustei and after five months of living that way 
you know enough of the language, so that when you are thrown out of the 
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absorption-center into the big world you make your wayo 

Now does every- imm±grant get put into the absorption cent-er? No4 
We haven't got room for everybody. Is there a selection process by 
which it ' s decided who goes into the rather privileged, I think, set 
upo And who doesn't. Yes , there is a selection process. The J ewish 
Agency decides which people would benefit most from being in an 
absorption center, and which people really probably wouldn't berrefit 
from it at all, so they just might as well get put right into an 
apartment in a town, which also has beds in it and furniture, and 
they are- also welcomed at four o'clock in the morning by a social 
worker, and put in this apartment~ and they say this is yours, 
tomorrow morning when you wake up, come see me and we'll talk about 
a jobo And, that guy and his family learned Hebrew out on the street , 
out on the job, they got a harder start in a way, an easier start in 
a waye Because five months later when the fellow comes out of the 
protected absorption center where he's been given the advantage of 
that kind of help, he only just first then has to begin to lo~k around 
for his job, whereas the guy who's been thrown into the wa"ter from 
the very first day he arrived in the country, by five months- later- he's 
already a-veterano He knows where the best movies are and he's alr eady 
conned so.mebotly into giving him a ticket for the concert an-a. he' B already 
worked his way into Israeli daily life, but he's illiterate ±n Hebrewo 
So you see one method of absorbing immigrants compensates for the· other 
methodo One method has some advantages, the other method has smne 
advantageso And you will argue incessantly about the moral-rty- <Jf this -
I know you - you peo~le are hung up on morals and you will a.rga:e 
about wh±ch is- the right-way·and· which is the moral way, why ±s it fair 
for one- ~tu- be- ptrt- in arr absorption center and not fair -fur another 
grJyo Goo<it a.rgIIe about it for the next 11 days . You will reach no 
conclusions, because there are none . Both systems are right, that's 
the real answer and what's more right and moral is that without knowing 
which system is right but purely pragmatically and by trial and error 
we have been going at the thing now ft>r about 25 years, almost one and 
one half lD.il.lion human beings have been taken into the country and 
some good and some bad and some have made it and some haven't. Somehow 
or other life goes on. 

By the way, this is how it is going to continueo And when you aome 
back on the old leadership mission in 1995, you will see that Israel 
will stil.l have absorption centers and this time it will be ~or 
antiquated Canadians , or it will be for adventurous Austral.ians, or 
I don't know what it will be for, but that will be a system st±ll 
of taking people in and we will then be 'a country of five million and 
we will then be a country of five mill1on and we will still be taking 
them ino 

So this is endl~sso The security problems are endless because they 
don't wa:rrt to make peace. We will fight war for the next 25 years. 
The iTIIIITi-gration thing is endless , thank God Jews will be coming 
for the .next 25 years. We want to make a reunion 25 years from now. 
We will make a reun1on and we will see how with 25 years more of 
fight:i:n:g-wtth the Arabs and with 25 year s more of struggling w±th 
immigrants Israel will be like Switzerland, beautiful, lovely, 
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wonderful country, stronger and stronger and five million and s±x 
million, and then it won't make any dif'ference, if they make peace 
or they won't make peace, what's the dif'ferenc~. They won't be able 
to de stray us. 

You see,. dOII1 t be gl.ocmry-o When I say we have a long way crf fight±ng 
ahead o:::e-us, don• t be glc.romr- Every- year, one more year that we get 
one more year older we get one more year stronger, we get one more 
year more people, one more year more economy, the Gross Nat±ona:l 
Product keeps grow:i:ng, the standard o-f living keeps growing. I-sraeli 
standard o-f living- -t"oday is just around on the same level rt Italy, 
an average J>lrr cap±tal earn:ing power 1 300 and something doll:ars per 
year, per cap1ta. Egypt $240, the Gross National Product o-f Egypt, 
35 mill±an people and Israel 2i million - three million p~opi::e 
count±rrg Moslems, Christians, all citizens of Israel. Egypt ±s 1Ilore 
than ten t±mes bigger. Gross National Product of both countrie~ 
identicalo Isn't it absa:rdo So where the hell will we be ten or 
20 years:- "'from now. 

Boy, we are only on the second day. It took six days to create the 
world, now we know whyo 

The th±rrl. d..a:y is Sata:rd-a:y, free. Well that's Shabbat yous-ea, there 
is a socr.clll' match you can go to, you can go take an airplan:e:-t-o Eilat, 
planes -tty" "to Eilat on Shabbat. Sha.rm- el- Sheikh you can f-J:y to ii' 
you want an Shabba"to Sleep i-f you want to. Go swimming in the pool. 
Does the::--Da:n have a pool? Visit relatives, visit friends-. Saturday 
night yan:'ll. have a briefing by an oi'-ficial of the Jewish -AgeEJcy, and 
his name. is Zel:ig Chini tz, he was a former member of my stGtfi' in New 
York, of th:e UJA. He moved over to Israel five years ago, and he's 
a ni.c-e gu:y- and be Will give you a very clear picture of the -work 
which the Jewish Agency does in Israel absorbing immigrant-~ and if he 
is still as good as he used to be, I think you will enjoy him very 
much, and "tell him I said so .. 

You're :..n_the Dan Hotel in Tel Aviv, and after Saturday night you 
leave and. you go North. Now look at your map, from Tel Avi~ you are 
going North. You leave to go up to Haifa, Sunday November 5tho On 
the way up, I don't know i:f i.t' s on your map, but there is-er ltttle 
town called Pardess Hannah~ Look for a town called Hadera~. About 
half way up from Tel Aviv to Haifa. Right near Hadera on the lI!ap 
there's a town called Caesarea. That's where I live. Right-rrear 
Hadera there's this little town of Pardess Hannah and there you are 
going to an ±nstallation of the Joint, JDC which runs a progtanr in 
Israel called Malben. I want you to remember that nameo Malben is 
an achrcm:y:m I von't give you all "the hebrew letters that it stands 
for, but it's the program of the Joint in Israel on which 7 or 8 
million dollars a year is bei:ng spent and it's a program ±nvol-v:i:ng 
three or .four thousand people in beds, hospital beds, old folks, 
handicapped, le~tuver remnants of poor pe-ople from the Hitler periofr 
who lost a limb or lost sight or someth'i:ng and whom we have to maintain 
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in honor and ±n dign:i ty- until the day they die. And let'' s h.a.pe it'' s 
a long ti.me. And let's hope it takes a lot of money. BecatJSe it 
means then that they rill be living out the last years of thej.:r 
lives quietly and peacei'ully the way they deserve. You will gcr to 
this place in Pardess Hannah, it's called I think Neve Avot, wh:tch 
means the home of- the fathers, it's an honored word in the Hebrew 
languageJ The firthers are Abrham, Isaac, and Jacob , but- th:e :::firthers 
are also my father and-your father, and anybody else's Jewish :fa."ther. 
It's a tight f'amily concept. When you walk down those trere--shaded 
lanes crf th±s li tt-le village, and you see benches outside, sitting 
in the snn a:nd the people are 80 yea:rs old, and some o:f -them a:re 
90 years old., a:mr'When you hea:r-the phrase-nBis hundred 1lIId SlraIIZ"ig11 

and you knov-what that- phrase IJ68.llS in Jewish tradition, rrmy- you 
live tu- b:e- 120, well the man is already 90 and he's si tt±ng on the 
bench anli -.s:aaking up the sun and he looks at you and you seem to 
be kind o'f a strange animal as you walk down the lane, and he will 
see you in your strange c-lothing and he already - his eyes:i-gb:t- is 
already- a b±t dim and he thinks that our breed of people ha:s .be:e:n 
born with some appurtenance sticking out of its chest - -tmrt-':s -the 
cameras tha:t you all wear and then you will say to him, Ma;y I 
take yarrr- picture, and he will say yes and smile and then he'll say) 
send me one. You better send him one, don't take the picture ±f 
you don't-. That'' 11 be cheating, send him one and don't ·:tgn.CU!e 
it 9 becausa±t-'s a damn chore and don't lose the little pie-ce u~ 
paper an: which you. take down his name, which will be a complica't'ed 
Rumanian.FB.ID.e with spelling that you won't understand, take it 
down, send h±m the pi.cture and mail it to him and you'll bring a 
smile to h~s face four weeks later. 

It' s one of the tenderest, most lovely, most beautiful, most 
sign:ifica:nt things that happens in Israel o It's very DitlCh part 
o:f you. I :find a very interesting thing, the age gap between. 
you and them is enormous, but you understand them and you feel 
for t-h-enr and yuo: empathize w.tth them and they with you and you 
bring a breath o:f :fresh air into their lives, because of your 
youth and because o'f the fact that you made a trip there t-o see 
themo Thrtmeans that you love- l;hem:i And that will come across, 
you n-eedn'iJ even work at- it-, don't- even work at it, just be na-tural. 
It will all come out okayo And you will want to spend mure· -t±m-e 
there and somebody-nil blow the whistle and drag you on -t:b:e inls 
and you. won't- wa:nt- to leaver. And that's an important part and 
you've go-t- to reai.""i-ze that a:-ll over Israel there are doZ'9IIB' ~ 
such plac~ You w±ll only see one-. It's a great program tha~ 
you're part of and it's a great program o:f which the Joint should 
be most proud. It's one of the most wonderful things it doeso And 
you are going to go over from there to Caesarea which is only a few 
miles out to the edge of the water and Caesarea is a town which was 
built by King Herod who was a sycophant to the Romans and he named 
the town Caesarea a~er Julius Caesar and oh Jesus, he built 
him a place, mama mia, that was a gorgeous town. It had the 
largest amphitheatre in the whole Middle East, the famous 10th 
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Rama:n.. Legion which took Gaul and Britain was based in Caesarea, its 
headquarters. The Roman Governor lived there, the procurator, 
his name was Pontius Pilate, lived in Caesarea. There was a great 
hippodrome far horse races. It's now a banana field owned by a 
kibbu"tz - Sdot- Yam. And as we leave there and wander over the 
fields and I love every stone of it and every inch of it, you .:f±nd 
pieces af Roman glass, and we find old Romans - I mean old banBa 
and skulls - while we were digging the foundations of our house, we 
found a Roma:n sarcophagus. So it's out in the back yard arui it"'s 
been there for- years and my wife swore she would plant ros.es. .:i:n it 
and "there's nothing in there but gravel and there are no roses yet, 
and she says, wow. Okay, so the Romans lived here a long time, we 
live here a long "time. I'll get some roses in there later . 

And you know its fantastic to think the Romans are gone and we're 
back. thereo They threw us out. Rabbi A.kiva was excuted in that 
t-own at- the time that he tried to make the revolution against Rome 
wi"th BaT-Kochba and they took him down to the amphitheatre in the 
centre af "town and. flayed him, iron cones ripping the skin off his 
body and "then they went to the amphitheatre and had a big gladiatorial 
combat and t-hen they went to the small theatre which is right in front 
of my house and they had their play by Sophocles and the old aqueduct 
is still there and the fanciest brothels in the Middle East were 
located there, the Phrygians and the Partheons and the Cythians where 
the Roman legion were all located, a fifth, 10 - 15 were on the 
eastern curve of the Mediterranean from what is today Turkey to what 
is today Sudan and everybody used to try to get five days leave to 
go to Caesarea, b-ecause that's where the action was. Today you got 
a bunch of old broken down families living there of which we'Te one 
and you are going to go and see it and poke among the ruins and 
that's another side of Israel . I want you to have a feeling for the 
history and the archeology. 

The roots of your past are there. Abraham wandered with his flocks, 
with Lot, down that same road just about four thousand years ago. 
And t-here are olive trees on that road that are at least 2POOO 
years old, half that length of time "the· trees are still alive. What 
wavea of peo-p-le have passed over that thing - Assyrians and Caldians 
and Issits a:nd Babylonians and God knows whato And the Jews are 
st-ill there. Still in. Get knocked out of the box, come back. Get 
expelled and come back, wave after wave. You want to know where your 
roots are, ycru:r roots are not in Wit-chita or Kansas, your roots are 
not even in Vilna where my father came from, your roots are in 
CaeBarea and in Pardess Hanna. Those are not the names then, the 
names today, but that's the country. And when you dig into the past 
of it a little bit I want you to have that feeling, that connection 
with it. 

Some day you are grring to shoot up north from Hadera, Pardess Hannah, 
Caesarea, you're going up north to the city of Haifa and right 
outside the city of Haifa on the side of the road propped up on 
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concrete pillars there's a ship, a hundred yards from the water . 
It's been made into a museum. I t ' s the ship that was used to carry 
illegal immigrants to Palestine in the days of the British. The 
ship ran up on the beach - it's what I started to tell you about 
yesterday - a few hundred immigrants who were on board jumped off, 
scattered, were received by people in the nearby villages and 
kibbutzim, who developed a trick. When a ship came and landed and 
if ~he British could catch it on radar from their ships that were 
patroJ.ling out beyond the three mile limit, they would send a r adio 
message to the British forces on land who were based at a big 
British army camp at Atlit, which is a few miles south of Haifa, 
and the whole base would go on the alert and the trucks would get 
rolling and the partrols would get out on the road with big search 
lights and they would start racing up and down the road parallel 
to the beach, the sea, where the illegal Jewish ship was coming 
in, in order to catch it when it landed on the beach, catch the 
people, put them in prison and then transport them back to the island 
of Cyprus. 

The Haganah used to set up squads to def end the roads and set up road 
blocks against the British trucks and there were sometimes fights 
involving shipping and sometimes not, but the whole trick of the 
Haganah was to play for time to keep the British patrols away from 
the 100 yards on the beach, put nails in the road so that the 
Bri~ish cars should get flat tires, put up a diversionary fight a 
mile down the road and start firing a machine gun in the air, light 
a lot of flares so that the British might be diverted and run over 
there to see what was happening . Do anything you could do to stall 
for time for the following to take place. Let the boat hit the beach, 
let the people run off the beach, jumping off into the water and 
swimming the last few yards up to the shore, then the Jews in the 
neighbouring kibbutzim or moshavim who were assigned by the Haganah 
would run down there, change clothes - this was the trick - put the 
immigrants into dry clothes . The kibbutz guy puts on the wet 
clothest the immigrants are taken into trucks and scattered fast in 
the dark without headlights and brought to the kibbutzim and moshavim 
within a five mile radius and the legitimite honest to God kibbutzniks 
in wet clothes would wait on the beach till the British came to be 
arrested~ be-cause you could only divert them and hold them off 10 
minutes, 20 minutes, 30 minutes , because that's all you needed, and 
then the British come and they see, ah they scoop up 240 immigrants 
and put them on the trucks , take them to the British camp at At2it, 
start to sort them 9ut and find that every single one of them had 
legitimate identity papers. He's not an illegal immigrant at all 
and then the British would go crazy with rage . About 5 o'clock 
in the morning it's all over and then he is freed and goes home 
and the British say, foiled again. 

It was a very common device and a very successful one and it isn't 
a question of fooling them, they arrested the only people they found 
on the beach, it happened it wasn't the right people . Now that ship 
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that you're going to see is one such ship and the name of it in Hebrew 
is lovely, it's called Af Al Pi Chen which in Hebrew means, In Spite 
of Everything, a great name. That's been turned into a museum and 
it's been set up there on concrete extensions by the side of the road 
and you'll spend an hour or so going through it - it's a fascinating 
thing to look at it. They also have an exhibition there of the early 
days of the Israel Navyo Like the Austrian navy, the Austrians are 
talking about having a navy . They haven't had a navy since World War I 
and now they are talking about a marine fleet. I heard this talk in 
the airo Is that right? They want to have a navy, tell me, do you 
know? 

So you want to have a few boats on the Danube going up and downo 
Anyhow 9 if you look at that museum, at what the Israel navy was like 9 

you can see about the Austrian navy. Today the Israel navy is nice 
and strongp we have three submarines and the Egyptians have 120 We 
are buying some now from the British. 

Oh yes 9 so .then finally when you get off that ship, by the side of 
the road you are going into the hotel and you will be at the second 
hotel in Israel , the Dan Carmel. 

Monday the 6th you are going clear across the whole northern part of 
Israel, across the whole Galilee. You are going from Haifa eastward 
over to the Golan Heights - east and north. All the way acrosso It's 
a long ride from Haifa up to the Golan Heightso And there it's a 
question of what you'll find. The Golan Heights is the most active 
of all of our fronts right now. The day before yesterday when we 
went in with the airforce - by the way, did you see the headlines in 
the Herald Tribune 9 "Israeli Jets I'1ake Deep Penetration" . There are 
two airfields outside of Damascus and we raided them and I told you 
before we shall do it and we shall continue to do it and we will do 
it until we destroy the terrorists bases so they will have no place 
from which to function and I think that it's a big exaggeration for 
the Herald Tribune to write its headline that way and everybody 
back home gets scared as hell, because they think you are going to 
have a war goingo When you are inside Israel you will just simply 
not feel it at all . Your feeling inside of Israel is going to be 
so different from it as when you are outside , out there, reading 
these crazy headlines. Every day the Jerusalem Post nice, quiet, 
will announce what raids took place and where and they have a map 
and everything is clear. There are no secrets, no mysteries. Now 
what's happening is that the Syrians have been firing back on the 
Golan. They have been retaliating with artillery fire on the Golan. 

So obviously if it's hot up there 9 if it's sensitive like an inflamed 
appendix they won't let you go and if they do let you go you will be 
under pretty strict military surveillance all the way and you know, 
they got to play it by ear. If the schedule says go to the Golan 
Heights, and we want you to go and we are planning to take you, 
it's been cleared with the army to take you, but that's already next 
Monday, November 6th. Who the hel.l knows what it's going to be like 
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theno Scr we'll see how it is that morning, it depends on th1e way it 
i s that morning. 

And it says here drive via Safed , here on your map - that's the route, 
the road goes from Haifa to Saf ed and from Saf ed up on to this Golan 
to a town called Kunietra. Kuneitra was a Syrian town and K1:.m.eitra 
is pretty close to the Syrian border and then from there you'll go 
to the border and then to a stronghold right along the line w~th 
Syria. As I say, if the situation permits it. And then you'll get 
back down, look south to the lake of Galilee - there's a kibbutz on 
the eastern side o~ the lake called Ein Gev and you'll come loack 
down to Ein Gev by lunch , but don 't fool yourself, it'll be about 
3 o ' clocko And then the i dea i s to give you a big thrill and take 
you across the lake by boat which is about 40 minutes and th~3 buses 
make a big hurry-up swing to get to the other side and you g13t in 
the bus and you drive from Tiberius back to Haifao 

Now if everyth ing works right, you should be in a lovely mood after a 
day l ike that , you will listen to me that night in the hotel in Haifa, 
I 'll give you a very detailed seminar on the financial budge·bary 
problems of what we are spending the money on , housing - I mHan you 
really are going to be in the mood for a balance sheet businHss 
session on Israel's financial needs , but it doesn ' t matter whether 
you're in the mood for it, that ' s what's scheduledo 

Tu esday you continue to spend in Haifa. You're up there at the Haifa 
university with a full day of in- depth seminar s, Arab-Jewish relations, 
meeting with the Committee of the Arab- Jewish centreo So you're going 
t o go intellectual that day and you are going to be seeing if there's 
anything you can discover about how to make peace with Arabs by talking 
to Arabso There's no reason why you shouldn ' t, no reason at allo And 
I hope that you will have a very frank and open discussiono All I beg 
you is try to keep as many complexes out of the discussion aes 
possible and try ~o deal with facts . Try to keep as many prHconceptions 
out of the discuss ion as possible. Keep hangups out. Deal ~rith facts. 
You ' re Alan, that's fineo My name is Muchamad Baba ba. How do you 
f eel about things? Fine. Why do you feel it . Yes. How do I feel. 
Just transmit information. Look at the gu:y, don't be snide, don ' t 
smi rk, don't let him ~e snide to you, he might be. Give it to him a 
l i t tle bit if he i s, don't be afraid . You don't have to walk on egg 
shells with him just because he ' s an Arabo Treat him as a hl:unan beingo 
And t ry to come to some understanding with him. He's a ci ti2~en of 
Israelo Why is he there? He's got every right to be thereo We have 
350,000 Arabs, a third of a million people , citizens of the country, 
there's a wide gap and gulf between them and our Jewish citi2;ens, there 
shouldn't beo We have to try to break it downo The one who believes 
most of all in breaking it down is none other than the superhawk, Mr. 
Dayan. He's got the best Arab policy of all - open bridges, open 
communication, open contact, he's a thousand per cent right;. Like 
I said to you last night, there's no sense in living on hatre1d. I 
don't hate Arabs. I don't love them. I don't have to love themo 
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I don't have to hate them. I wish to hell they would make peace with 
me. If they won't, they won't, but I can live with them as a normal 
person, if possible. And that's the attitude we have to take. Spend 

• a day trying to dig through that attitude and talk and talk and talk 
and see if it makes sense to you. 

By the way, excuse me for interupting myself, somebody last night 
came up to me and said, You shouldn't tell me what I should believe o 
I don't. I tell you what I believe. You can accept it or not accept 
it, as you want. You're free. I give you an opinion and you take 
that opinion and test it and see if it sounds right to you, accept 
it. If it doesn't sound right to you, reject it. My God. Oh, he 
said~ don't spoonfeed me with your ideas. I don't spoonfeed with 
anything. Vomit it out if you don't like it. But if somebody 
doesn't throw ideas out to you and stimulate you and spark you, 
then there's nothing to argue about, is there. 

Do the same thing with the Arabs, the same thing. 

From audience But it sparked you to respond to it. The point I was 
trying to make was to encourage everybody here ~o coni.e to some kind 
of conclusion on their own by making their own historical quest to 
deal with the holocaust. 

Friedman That's precisely what we're doing. 

From audience Well, you said don't let it become an obsession with 
you, it's right, put it in your mind, think about it, don't put it 
too far back, but I think that you should have been more positive 
to encourage everybody here not just to accept what you say, but 
to make their own historical quest which is obviously one which 
you made, you have the fire and you have come to your own conclusions. 
I think you should encourage that more positively. 

Friedman I hereby do. I thought I had. Do the same things with 
the Arabs that day, it's good . By the way, I don't think I 
mentioned your name, did I. By the way, that's what I think what's 
good about this whole thing, because it creates an interaction where 
everybody's mind starts going. That's excellent. 

All right, so the next day you leave Haifa. And you start to come 
down, I ' m sorry, you got another day there which again looks 
complicated to me, but I think there are some changes there, I 
don't know if you ' re going to the Beit Shean Valley that day or you're 

.ntot. Look from Haifa, look again over to the Lake of Galileep all the 
way across, then look south of it, do you see a town just south of 
the Lake of Galilee called Beit Shean. Beit Shean is a big town, 
like about 13,000 people, which is the centre town of a valley 
called by the same n~e, Beit Shean Valley in which there are lots 
and lots of kibbutzim and it's beautifully quiet there today. For 
three years in the Beit Shean Valley 40 kibbutzim and moshavim that 
extat in the valley along the Jor dan River line, every child in 
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every kibbutz and every moshav slept under the ground in air-raid 
shelters, for three solid years , night after night, that's over a 
thousand nights and there are children born who are three years 
old, who never slept one night above ground and when the shooting 
finally stopped after three years on the Jordan River Valley front, 
from 1967 until 1970, almost into '71 and finally it stoppedo The 
Jordanians quito We beat them. We don't have peace, but we have 
quieto You know that phrase, peace and quieto Well, if we can't 
get peace, we get quiet. And when the kids were taken above 
ground to sleep, three year old and three and a half year old 
children couldn't sleep above ground. Too many noises, crickets, 
wind whistling in the trees, strange sights, skies, moon, keeps 
you awake. Psychologically to think that a child born and brought 
up and living for the first thousand days of his life underground 
inside of a concrete and steel shelter where you take the gasproof 
doors like you saw yesterday in the gas chamber, and clank the 
door shut, you winch it shut like a ship, you get the ventilators 
going to bring ai~ in and the child falls asleep peacefully. It's 
a strange world, isn't it. I mean you take a child outside, upstairs 
and the war's over, he can't do it, he can't adjust to the world. 
And now the children of Beit Shean are coming back slowly to where 
they sleep okay upstairs and the shelters I hope will slowly rust, 
although we recommend that they keep the hinges oiled~ 

And you should go into that valley and go through from Haifa to the 
town of Beit Shean, go out of the town which is an old Roman town 
by the way, the town in the Bible where King Saul's head was hung 
on the wall after he was killed in a fight on the top of Mount Gilboa 
with the Philistineso And you think that took place 3,000 years ago, 
well it didn't. You will lose a sense of time and history. It took 
place yesterday, same town, same name. That's what I mean by find 
your roots there. Go through the town, out into the valley, take 
any kibbutz out in the valley, there are 40 of them, and arrange 
to visit one of the kibbutzim and spend a couple of hours there and 
talk to the people about what it was like then when the people were 
sleeping underground. And then watch your road there and go south 
from Beit Shean Valley through the Arab territories of the West Bank 
to Jerusalem. The other road goes through Nablus or Shechem, I don't 
know what's written on the map there , and then down to Remallah and 
that's written on the map there, and then into Jerusalemo You're 
going through Arab territory the minute you leave the Beit Shean 
Valley - Arab territory, we call it the administered territory. 
They call it the occupied territories. 

Now the last day. You'll come down to Jerusalem and I'll see you 
there again in Jerusalem on Thursday, November 9th and we'll talk 
a little bit about the magic and the mystery of the city and you'll 
have dinner there with a Cabinet Minister , Shimon Peres, Minister 
of Transport and Commnications who unfortunately spent most of his 
ti.me running out to airports giving instruction~ as to whether to 
shoot the terrorists or surrender the prisoners. I mean he's the 
poor guy 9 he's the Minister of Transport but he always gets hung 
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up on all these airplane accidents and he grew ga ga running back 
and forth from his office to the airport and when the Munich thing 
happened and they said, Well, Shimon, fly to Munich this afternoon. 
Shimon says, yeh, I'll go if Moshe will go. Moshe says, Come on 
let's go. They were bQth ready to hop to Munich that afternoon 
and then Golda said, No stay home and you know when mama says stay 
you stay. But Shimon Peres, who we will meet, is always in the 
thick of the action and if you want to have a nice evening witn 
him ask him what it feels like to be running the commander center 
at Lydda airport when he is trying to decide what to do with those 
Sabena hijackers . He's got a whole long list of very interesting 
stories and he'll have more. 

You hit Jerusalem on Thursday, the 9th and you remain in Jerusalem 
till you leave. Friday you go round the city and Saturday you got 
a free day and maybe you can have kiddush with the President, that 
would be a nice thing to do. That makes good dinner conversation 
back homeo By the way, I made kiddush with the President. 

He's got a new house, a big old presidential palace. Kiddush with 
him is usually Shabbat morning after the synagogue, it's about 11 -
11.30 and he is a charming old man, he's got to be 80 something -
his name is Zalman Shazar. He speaks beautiful English. He will 
insist upon speaking to you in magnificent Hebrew and all that 
will take twice as much ~ime, because then it's got to be 
translated and we always say to him, Mr. President, Sir, please, 
would you speak English to the group. And he says, Here in Israel , 
English? Invite me to New York and I 'll speak English. Here I 
speak Hebrew9 And he's really lovely and if you get invited to 
that house, it's a big beautiful new house lll which he is totally 
uncomf'ortable, because he can't find anythingo He doesn't know 
where the bathrooms are and he can't find his collar button and 
he doesn't know where his shirts areo He had a house, the President's 
house was niceo I live around the corner from it and it was a little 
house in Jerusalem, we have a flat in Jerualem also, besides Caesarea, 
and he had one bedroom and one dressing room and one little office and 
he used to know where everything waso This thing is called the 
presidential palace, and it is. But we will get used to it and it's 
really fun for you to see it if we can arrange it. It's listed here 
as tentativeo 

And Sunday you remain - your last day, November 12 - you will be 
going to Massada that dayo If you look at your map from Jerusalem 
doing down to the Dead Sea south there's a road and if I know your 
organizers it says in the thing, Climb Massada, but I bet you they 
are going to take you up in a cable car, and if they are, that's dirty, 
because you have got to climb it, you ought to clilll.b it. Climb the 
snake path. Well it ' s a real great climb, but anyhow you won't do it . 
And you come back to Jerusalem that night and you have a dinner that 
night with Mr. Dinitz who is the Director General of Mrso Meir's 
office, a very charming knowledgeable young mano He's got to be 
1n his late 30 ' s or maybe 40's and he's her right hand man. Simcha 
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Dinitz. And you'll enjoy him very much and he will give you a 
closing dinner and Monday, the 13th of November, you will depart 
for home. 

Sunday night, November 12, is the big Variety Club Dinner in Israel 
and Burt Lancaster ±s going to be there and that's at the Hilton 
Hotel and so you listen to Simcba Dinitz and I'm going to go tp the 
Variety Club Dinner. We'll say goodbye to each other at some poi.nt 
previous to that and on Monday the 13th you will leave Israel, you 
will leave sadly, you won't want to leave and there's only one way 
to overcome that terrible sadness that will afflict you and that 
is to make a little note in your diary as to when you are going to 
come back again and that will sort of take the edge off the sadness 
the next time you come back, either on a mission or alone as 
individuals, you will be familiar with the place, you will feel for 
it and it will feel for you. And all I want to say to you is that 
we are very happy that you are going now and we will be very sad 
to see you leave, we will be very happy to welcome you back again 
any ti.me you come. When you come again you always know if you 
need any help that there's a UJA office there in Israel, there are 
lots of people willing to help serve you and make your second trip 
comfortableo If you don't want to come on the mission the second 
time, come alone, some of you will bring your kids, that's usually 
the pattern that happens. The second trip or the third trip you'll 
want to bring the children. Don't bring them if they're too young. 
Eleven, twelve is about the right age start bringing them, not much 
before that. And then on the third trip I recommend definitely no 
mission, no children, honeymoon and then you call me up and if you 
make it on the third trip we're in the phone book and give me a 
ring and I 'll give you nice places to go and recommend things and 
the honeymoon trip will then be beautiful. 

On the fourth trip forget it, on the fourth trip you're an ancient 
veteran and you will have a love-hate relationship with the country, 
the way all of us do and it will be in your bones inextricably. 
It might even get there after the first trip, you don't know. But 
don't expect too much and let it all happen. I think they planned 
a good itinerary for you • 




